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The following *per I s  divided iato thras mars er laoe ~ e p r a k e  
secdono. The fir et geetion ( C b p t e s ~ o  VI) deals with amlysis c& 
"6ha transprt propertieas ai B, p r z h l l y  ioanissd gas ~ u b j e c t  $0 &he eaa- 
strain$ :Mt Ohe average random energy of aU constitue$9,$ prt ieles 
i a s,=caly e q u l  (sguipr&itlasn of eaasrg y). Thi E caneLaai~~5t i a sace s @ a r j p  
so $let the formal Ckpm~&n-En~kfpg solution of Ba$t%m&n'~ e q ~ t f a n  can 
be used "t ev&Bwte the various krsncwrt cosfflcfsat&, Sabjec% to ais  
~ ~ a o t r a i n t ,  a &a& 9f t r a e m b l ~  eqwt5s;ano describing the mass and anergg 
digusfan On a mrth%ly 9anizad i s  obained Wt fncldas  all term8 
correct $0 &h@ order of &he o q ~ t u e  ;:Y~Po~ 0.f t h ~  P & $ ~ B  of the slsetron to 
atam =(a8 9 ~ ~ ~ p r e d  $0 Oner The % r a n e p r &  cosffbcients sks evalw%;sd 
$01 haif&-5 and organ over the template rang@ of ~ r % i & %  i o n i ~ ~ t t o a  
asswfiing t b t  the ~ p e i e ~  prB;PeIe d e n a i t i ~ s  are quite c l ~ s e  to their 
@qultibrium valuese 
The awlyaiio indieat@@ the slectron and foa diffusion 
veiocit&es a r e  msra slkoeahy cowpled $ h a  %he aqmtiea~ of C1mpman and 
GowLfag I ~ Q W .  % h ~  addad cwapling ilmp%%cit'Biy applies '&he coas$rafn% 
of %era velocity to the gas lgscaiblly. Becautbse of kilts csn&tr&inC a. 
current in tile dfractisn af (E x B) x B occar a tn addigion it@ $ha direct 
md m01 current@. 
It i e  ~ h o w n  that the only WrL of $be ghsrm~1 conduckivity t b %  
can be iwblaencsd by a magaetfe ffsld idij We p a t  of &ha; ekzergy carrisd 
by &he digia~ioa of the cbrged  mrtic2sae For $hi@ season, m~gaetii9: 
fields, in g@nerali, canaot be nearly asji eff~ctlve ia redaging haat trans- 
fer r&t@s a6 wa8 pzevi~uslky &aughta ec g. # a m g a e t i ~  f ie ld  wiX1 ~ V B  no 
idluence on the therm&B cond~ct iv i ty  in a dully ionized gas, except 
ebrough its fdaesee  ~ s g a  the e u r r e ~ ~ t  dernsizy and &a aajrmal diffusioa, 
Chpte rs  VH - XX camprise the? secszild sec"$lon of this p p e p  sad 
elacfric diacbrges.  A amber  of pramelers  are obained &ad 
bf S C & E @ B @ ~ .  The solution is evaluated for a disckrga  In argon gas at 
sns &tmaoa@ere praeaud  ia which the e;ers.peral;ure on aha a x i ~  of
dbscharge varies from 6. OOO'K to 19e000a~. The current-voltage 
chracterhstk obt&?ainsd fram this B Q & Q ~ ~ O ~ " B  ie3 eon3prl~d with ;$a a x ~ r i -  
maawklly dstssmined curve ~f We B4ae~ker. 
The &Lrd I B C & ~ Q ~  of this wpe?r [Cbptexs X - Xm) is cencarned 
with fhe miecbnisms of eaargy traaafer $a &re jet davfcoa. U@a i o  
n ~ a d e  of the p r e v i ~ u s  B @ E B $ Q Q S  aif the? *per CO deta~mina  the relative 
K a g a i t a a  of a s  a n i ~ u k  of energy $bt is trandarred to $he gae fsgi the 
vorlouo Mrts  af the 61e9~trfkf: d % s ~ U r g ~ .  'The ~ ~ P O U I  p ss ib ie  efsctaods 
eodiguralfosns are discussed Ba deaiiQ and compared, Tha design and 
p r f ~ r r n a n c e  af an annubr  ekeerttrads arc beater with a ramking arc i~ 
rae& described and discussed. Becau~e of a a m b e r  of undaslirabta 
~ r fo r -nce  ~ k r a ~ t e z f a t H ~ 8  af &his t ype  of eIectr$~de ~~nEiguratioa+ 8 
n2odifbe4 beak~z W ~ B  ~aa~erucked  wftb the cathad9 B ~ ~ S B % ~ R  Q C C U T F H ~ ~  
along the axis a.t the appfbad m & g ~ ~ & f ~  field. Deaf%& 0% $ha uexp~gedkq 
good mrfotmance of this codigura t i~n ate given, B la ehown that the 
arc p t sa t f~ l  drap depeends prirfiarily on 8;&s stipeng& of &a applied 
m g n e t i l ~  field and. $h@ gas aaklpgr downstraam d ~B arc. The 
dapeadenccs 0% the arc pteathT drep on the arc curreat and the ambient 
prsssuze is shown $0 bba -weak Z V C ~  the ranges begted, e, g, , 50 to 
306 anlperes $03 the c $ z B " P ~ ~ ~  a d  1 to 4 atzqospheaaes far the P P O E ~ S U F ~ ,  
Soma I~eat ransfer ~~easurenxexbes &Fsen v.dt5 W e  equipz3ent are 
pr e @anted, 
Appendix I ic eoaca~aed wigh the ewtwtbon of the t r s n s p r  t 
coa$fie.jrsn%~ ia a partially %anbaed gas. Forn~txBae are develkzpsG for 
dstsr:~~fning t he  viscosity, therrmtl ~ 0 n d L l ~ t i v f b y ~  BD$ 6lect:ic CBII- 
ductivfty of the p%asn:a. Thsae csefflcSenBa are consputad far argon 
a-ad lxefium at one atmosphere pre~sure and over If%$ tezapra$ure range 
af parii;ibaj8 foir?li%btion, 
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grblrrm, jet to heat eh@ gas ts abotBk 10,000 8. T. V. /Ib. #@a in U B ~  in 
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Tbe sraallyti~ psstisn of the preseeat work fa meetly concemn@d with 
an attempt ts simplify &e genera& Ghapman*En&og solution to Bolt 
equaticln far a syete~tn cb atoms, ions, arid tstectxaaa. At t;h& e m s  E i g n s  the 
implifcationajl of the finite reaetisrn sale f n th@ pr0dUGf;f O ~ Z  and recconbin~~eton 
d &he electrons and iaas is ataaed. In order hf;n°oduca %he reaction 
rakes into ths general ma$Snem&.Set4E #olutian, 10; iea conveni@f.he ttc~ u@& irxe- 
vex sibks %krermad~mO.g: o so e h %  posoi bta int~sr&etisaa3 E&R bs ~"Dietlaed, 
ISa genaarat, trreverefbla tkrsrwnisdmmics3 i~ only a cenvofnient besbeeptng 
techitqae for graperay catalogpiilga21 of &be p s s i M s  fntea;airc$ian~ b@&ween 
the maefou@ $r%Sn@part p r ~ e e ~ s e s  in ths fluid uridarr staady. b the gairn@s&l, 
treabeai; & the tilipaciea dWue%o~ arsd eslergy t r m a F t  egojbaeione u~frsp; 
brretrerslbls &eramfadpamic~~ no re ~t%~i@tfc~n is Initklty phcsd won tha 
epscieps, &a~e~t~&r$cpne  a s  Wt f i e  diffusion and h a t  eranefsr retiationa 
derived al-s gsn@rea&ty -lid ogitd are not coupled t@ saw asamption mde; 
cmcarniag the: r ~ 6 t j o n  rage. The filr~t seirctioa af the -1y~fs r $ ~ @ r t ~ $  
h&rs f $he desivifkfrsrz og tBre thee general sipate at rabtione far eke tranrra- 
port pr~pa?rtlas a$ a wr&klly ionisad pgaa from the b w a  a& frrsvsrsibtra 
e b r m & ~ m f c ; ~ l .  CH1l-m vector eqwtions for ~ p ~ f  @ S  -8s ~ & ~ ~ U P I Q P  axad 
energy dmuerion ekra mch c%lriscussed in demilt. The gcathr rsatctian rate 
eg,mtisa is next derived from chemical kiaat;.Sc conabderatirraaa -;and it is 
shspwrm rsrzdes w b t  csadftioa~ ttha linear approxh@fari of irresver ef ble: 
thermdymmier% ia v.ijaBfd, li$ deeirable, it is posnsf b&e to introduce sbny 
rmsomble esrpre 8 don f sr the reaction-rate eqmtion, valid when the 
ractista tea fax from equilibriw~, into the gsnsral qka~tianr~ far mrti~ls 
&izd energy dWrrefon On the gas mWusre. The second order It;e?nsa%- 
equation&, favfslvfng the otres~-strain rehtfons foe: the fluid ore derived 
but w h  d~cusrsed in dewit 
The reetulta af the abavs anr~liyaiirsl ars u ~ e d  to discuss 
two P F Q ~ $ @ ~ @ .  The fir st is 9t modal ~g & cyaindriwiy aymmrstsic 
elecetrie: discharges, when the rmctim rate le;  forst enaugh to keep the 
p ~ t $ e S @  ~om:&:f3n);r@t5~na cloc~e to their equftib~iurn m%er%tss. The second 
pzab'fam t h f .  is rkiscu~rsed ke the form2%titsn 8nd tireruetars of sheathie 
bstt~aen & htk;rlid ~urfi$ce and a, p h  m a  wder coadLtfaarer close to 
cqu4EiJfsrfm, The fntergra%P;-Ho~a ef somet ;bjS.seasmerta frp tce?~rrts of
these soXutfane; 1s a ~ t n  dfscu~i;sad in eow~a dba&if. 992 mzbfcubr, t.be 
dischbtrg~s 61 clearly ~ a l ~ t i f n ~ $ d ~  
11. THE FORMUUTLON OF THtPhMSPBRT PROPERTY ANALYSIS 
& 1. Formulation of the Problem of the Transport proper tier^ in a 
C ~ Q :  by the Use of Irreversible Thermodynamics 
in formulating the problem of the motion af the various species 
relative to the center of mass of "be gas and 09 the energy transport it 
i s  deairoble to list the various pheaonrtena that can be cansidered to 
have some bearing on these processes and then see ts what extent a. 
comprehensive analysis can be made to include at1 of them. The follow* 
isng list describes most of the processes of interest that crccur in 
prtfaltly ionized plasmas. 
(1) AM electric current is carried by the diffusion of the 
electrons relative t~ that 06 @he ions. 
(2) A current of charged particlea relative ks the neutral 
pastielea accuse; this c u r r e n t  i s  known a s  ambipo la r  diffusion, 
(3) Both of the above phenomena occur when there are gradients 
of any of the following: 
(a) species density 
($1 pressure 
(6) temperature 
(d) electric potential. 
(4) Energy is transferred by thermal conduction and by species 
diffusion. 
(5) Energy can be added to the gas from an externally applied 
electric field. 
( 6 )  Recombination ~f electrons and ions as well as ionization ~f 
atoms is occurring throughout the gas. 
(7) Several of these processes do not attain equitibrium 
inetarztstneouoly but must be characterized by re tions times or 
reaction rates, e. g., a reaction rate equation is necessary to describe 
the deviation of the ionizii'iiorn level from ecqui21brfmt. 
( 8 )  Any, or 4311 of the above processetEi can be modified by ths 
presarzce of either an extermlly applied magnetic ffa'ld or a self- 
generated magnetic fiead, 
(9) Shear and compressive strcss;ss in the gas Can conceivably 
affect the above processets. 
The ideal r~~ethod af studying the BebvSor a d  interaction of the 
above qwntities i s  through eke use of kinetic theoryr usually involving 
scpme tr eatmerit of &he relevant Boltzmann equistlan. Unfortuwtely, 
because t;~f the great cor~iplexi~y of: the problem, not even an. approximate 
~ ~ l u t i o n  i s  available as yet. 33urgerslQ hae considered the equivalent 
11 problem for a fully ionized gas,and Chrs-pmn and Cowling , a=ong 
many others "*lf have investigated numerous aspects of the behavior 
of a partially ionized gas uader severely restrictive assmptions, where 
most sf @he pooeible: ineerrzctians among the phenomena are deliberately 
omitted so  that a solutisn miay be obtained. An aEt*rnative, bun: l e s s  
E elf -c ontaf ned, rri e t h ~ d  cd handling tixis problem lo  avaitable through 
the nee of the thern~csdprmazics of the steady state, or, Ese it is com~r~on~ty 
callad, islrever siblie thermasdynan~ic: s 15' 16. Tha application of this 
technique requires that the PTslZowing steps be carried out: 
( 1 )  An expression for the entropy prcrdtuctlon rate per unit mass 
of the gas nr-use be derived and the terms representing rcversib'le 
entropy changes and irrever a i b l e  entropy production separated. 
(2) Each term that involves irreversible entropy production i t s  
a product; one part of the product is called a lffluxtt; the other part i s  
called a "force". 
( 3 )  Alt fluxas and forces that are of the sanzle rank tensor are 
linearity inter-dependent. %n addition other terrno may result by 
the csnrractian of any other terzsors representing force6 and ifaxes of 
rank 2 higher than that vr115er ~ans idera t ian  if they are symmetric. 
(4) The coefficients in the various systems of linear equations 
b v e  certain synmetr y properties that result from the application of 
the Onsager reciprocity relations. 
(5) The coefiicieats t1u"casee left after applying (4) muat be 
evaluated by recourse to  either kinetic theory or experhent. 
The great advantage s f  this procedure i s  th;st a, complete s~ lu t lon  
to the problem of the transport poperties of a gas mixture G a i l  be built 
rsp by using the results rpf a n w ~ b e r  of sin-bplified kinetic "Lheary. anafylsea. 
Uaing this technique, Finirelnburp and ~aecker' have derived a 
set of  relation^ for a three component plasmin that incorporate most rpf 
the required phenomena and their interactions. These egulatiano are 
extremely complicated and little effort has been made to apply them to 
specific problems; nslorecrver, they da not consider cases where charge 
accunxutation can occur nor do they allow for fi~aite reaction rates. A 
recent report by nPjcinl3  discusses the electrical conductivity oi a 
par tially ionized gas using ve ry  geazral censiderabisns, but he also 
d ~ e s  not allow for charge accsm~ulation or finite reaction rates and hie 
expressloaf-; are not simple or easy to interpret. 
aather "La attempt to nrodify the treat,ments discussed abcsve, 
we will t r a t  ah# problem in duX1. 
Before proceedfag $0 the purely mecbiznicsl aspcts of the dare 
imtion it is necesisary go ssr;annSne two rather fundkunetzbl problems t h t  
asiaa when e E o r t ~  are made to apply the therrnodyaamica of the steady- 
seabtc~! Eo the deirlvatfaa of eqatiicms g h a t  can adequately explain trarzeipart 
phnamenia accurrfng its ioailaed gasas when eta.rtr-1ty capptied etectrie 
and magnetfe field& are present. The first problem ariefts from the 
postdate of qu-tition af eaergy among the mriours gaseous spacfes. 
Xn order to apply thernsodyamics and irreveretibhe &errnodynamics to 
the ryetern t h i ~  po~tulate musa be rigorously true ta the extent that when 
perturbations to the equi'iibri- system are Parodw6;ed dae to gradients 
cd electric and chernica'l, ptenzfial and the tampr@&ura, ato parturbt-ion 
in the speclea ternzprt;atures de?lvelsps. 'Shf s comzstralnt on the system 
imptfcitly hplfear Ulatt the &a8 &&rkfcte@ are e?X;f;zkt~ely ti~.trungly c o ~ p l ~ d  
snesgetfcr~lly, eo that energy transfor through cotlbfsions of the wrticlee 
cd fhe V ~ F L Q U I  I B P ~ C L B B  one with another occurs at a ratre much fmter 
than that at whf ch any Qa€3 species can gain energy frsrn or lose it to 
an external bteld. Wnfart-ttslfi because QE their rslnaltl smzaes, electrans 
a m  caupted energotfaailgr much more strongly to f3-m electric field 
energy than to the ilztarm.1 energy of the ions azfd agoms jr the plasma, 
Henca the efectron energy will, in general, be samswhere between Ura 
limits, shown below: 
At present there docea not appear to be any simple technique available 
to intsodraca into the general a~aly~bis a perturbtien in electron ten- 
parature from the gas temperature, Pr~bsrbly the most serious limit 
on the range of validity of the proeedure adopted here occurs because of 
this difference between Te and T when the results a re  applied to g 
e h ~ t r i c  discharges. 
The second problem that arises  when irrsversiblae thermcad ic s 
i~ uaed ta study p h e n o m e ~  in ionized gas&&, i~ Bbt of determining 
f30w to compute the influence s f  a magnetic field upon the transport 
pragerties of the plasma. Since %his problem can bast bs inveertigated 
once some of the formalism s f  the theory b~ been oullf~sd, a discusaionn 
$Pf EMS important p i n t  will. be deferred until altar the vector 1 I B t . z ~  and 
force ayrtsm has been constructed in the f~ltowtng sactfan. 
With these inrtrodrnctgsry remark&, it is nnow poseible to pracessd 
te, the meehanicss of csrmpu&fm%g the tronaport prapertles of a prtialEy 
ionised gae. 
Z"Ha63 equation for the antropy production rate for an s p a  system 
of a. miixture of gases can be gabained by comtPQniag the first and secorad 
17.  tawo taf thermodynamics as follows . 
and ei ere the entropy and internal energy per particle. The variaus 
time dsrimtives on the right-bnd aide of this csqwtion can now be 
rep%&cad from the consel~vatlom equations. The maeDe consermtion 
eqw$ion %OX= each type s f  wstiefie ie 
- 
By addtag together the Eqs. (U-2), the equation d mass canservatton 
is obtained. 
The final equation that i@ needed i s  an energy conservation relation, a 
Substituting Eqs. (XI-ZJ, (a-31, and (U+4) into Eqrs. (IX-1) arid re+- 
itrleongkag soma terms, the loflowiag emtropy coa~ervatian egmtion is 
obtained. 
Zlhs second term on the lsft-bnd aide of the eqaation represents the 
retrersfbke entropy clnangeta while each term on the right-band aide of 
th@ ~?gtu&tion ~epres61xts irreversible entropy production. Xt can be 
shown1 tbat each of the terms on the right*hand side of the equation is 
intrinsi~ally positive. 
IT. 3. Flux and Force Systems 
.I) 
Three groups af forces and f l u e  8, ordered according to the 
tensor ra&, are represented in the terms on the right-hand side of 
Eq. (U15). The last term and the trace of the mcand term gall into the 
fir& group, which consists of scalar quantities. The flux qwntities 
are the species production rate f and the divergence of the m a a e  
velacity vector V . u. Usiag the continuity Eq. (11-3), the second flux 
V. u can be equated to the Eulsrfan derivative Q£ the Isgarim of the 
density (d/dt)(dng) and this representation of the flux term Is con- 
sidered preferabl-e. Ths force terms carrespanding to the above f l w s  
are the ehsmical potantialsp and the pressure incr ernent 8p. which is 
&I trace of the stress t e n ~ ~ z  and indicate@ bow much the compressive 
strasaes cauae the pressure in the gas to devat-e Er~rn the th.tsrmodynamic 
prerilisure, Since only one efiemrairsal reaction wilt be cansider~ird, that af 
ioniiistfon and recombintation, it is poa~lihle tc3 cambia@ the thsse 
chemical potentials into o m  te+rnl' 5 Vi+ where 9 is the digit 
tipparing in the reackioa, equiation indicating the awbz3r of m o b  of the 
~onrs$ituent aking part in the reaction. The first set of phenomenological 
egluatf .on@ can hence be writtern a s  followa: 
In tUa papar, the ~Zectrans will be identified wiffi prtfcle I ,  the ions 
with prt ic le  2, and the atoms with particle 3. The various forces and 
ftuxee have! been divided by suiabte local psoprtiss d the gas in such 
a manner that the coefficienfsx.. have the dimensions ftime)-'; they 
XJ P 
are inverse relaxation times. The coefficient .( 1 k  is generally termed 
&a secaad coefficient of viscosity and can be interpreted in terms af a 
xelitmtisn time for internal degrees of freedom. For a gas mixture 
comnpssd of electrons, ions, a d  atoms, the praca3ss.e3s of excitation 
and de~~)pul&tion f  excited elect-sonic states can sametimes b v e  a very 
Long lifetime and contribute substantially to the overall relaxation 
time as represented by I . q 22 represmte a reaction rate. a n  
approximate expression far which wi l l  be: derived from chemical kinetics 
in  a later section. -f ,, or 421 is a coupling coefficient about which 
little i s  known. 
The second group of relations are vector guntitie8 and comprise 
the first and third term8 of the right-hand side of Eq. (a-5). These are  
the well- known r elatioas that couple diffu~ion phglnromena and energy 
flux. The f l u x  quantities are the mass flux rate of each species per 
unit area J. and the energy f l u  rate per unit &re& W. The correspond- 
1' 
ing Tarcea are the gradients of chemical and electric potentials and the 
gradient of the logarithm of the temperature. The pheriomenological 
ralatiosrs can naw be written using a sat aE force@ X and coefficients i 
L. , LIT , which can be tensors, and subsequently will be defined in 
detail. 
J3 L31 L32 X2 ' L33 X3 =33' *T 
W LT1 Xi + LTZ X2 + LT3 X3 + LTT XT 
Since the J. a re  diffusion mass f lux  vectors, by definition 2 3. = 0. 
t i 1 
It then follows that the relations shown below are valid: 
Bsfore the symmetry relations among the coefficient$ can be written 
out, it is  now necessary to discuss the manner in which magnetic field 
effects a r e  to be treated. The electric and magnetic fields enter 
explicitly into the force system through the term ri /mi of Eq. {lX-5)0 
One consistant definition of ~ ~ / n l ~  is (ei/mi) [E + (u x B)) where E i s  an 
applied electric field and u i s  the mass  velocity vector. This i s  the 
definition that is generally adopted in most discussions of the irreversible 
thermodynanlic s of electrically conducting systems. Consistent with 
this definition the coefficient Lij of the force germ are, in general, 
tensors due to the: magnetic field. Symmetry relations between the 
various coefficients can still be postulated from general considerations 
of microscopfc revarsibility. Theee argmerats  do not indicate, how- 
ever, which of the coeffi'ficisnts do depend upon the magnetic field 
not do they give any hint ac to the nature of the dependence. This in- 
formation has been obtained in the past throagh an appeal to some 
approximate treaament of the relevant Boltemann eqmtion, usually 
employing mean f ree  path considerations. 
In studying the effects of a magnetic field upon the transport 
properties of a plasma, a slightly different point of view will be adopted. 
in this report. A set of phenomenological equations will be written for 
the fluxes in t e rms  of a set; of forces that need not be independent of the 
fluxes. The coefficients in these equations a r e  then assurnred to be 
scalars that can be computed by the Cbpmaa-Enskog method a s  applied 
to a g1218 mix~ure .  The "6arc.e" a s soc i a t ed  with the e l e c t r i c  a.12 magnet ic  
f i e lds  is 
now defined as (ei/mi) { E 4- (U + ui) x ~ j )  , where u i s  the mass velocity 
t h 
of the gas mixture and ui i s  the diffusion velocity of the i species. tn 
the nature of a pasttilate, we  shall assume that the entire influence of 
the magnetic field upon the transport properties of a plasma can be 
introduced into the? e q w t f s n ~  threugh the "force" terms ahawn above. 
Without any further attempt a t  cw. more precise definition, the magnetic 
fietd affects intraduced by thrj above postulate will be called first order 
magnetic interaction ter~nas. A number of argument8 can be developed 
in favor of adopting thirsl procedure. 
(I) The terms involving the "forcea components L.. (ei/mi)(uix8) 
x;d 
can sll be moved to the left-bad side of t b  pkesomenologicolt eqwtisass. 
A a,@$ aifh linear e q ~ t t o n e  can nrvw be written c ~ m p n e n t s  of
the! w?e~fouris epeciera that age p r a l l s l  and perpndicaloar to the magnetic 
field. By solving for the tndfvidml flu% connplzent;s, a set of eguobt ions 
are obained between t h ~  f l u e s  and the farces. B c h  coefficient of the 
force; term@ now dewad@ upon the magnetic field and &e proper 
d s ~ m e f r y  resbfiaras %a $he other coefficien%ra reqdred  by microscopic 
rever sibllity coe7isfderalicaasl. 
fa) Tha exprssle%oure for the ion and electron diffrasfon velocities 
in t b  presence of a magnatic field derived by the a k v e  procedure can 
be reduced, under &om@ ccsn%ftiortrs, to the sxpre~sfons  derived by 
Glbapan and Cowling (Refsarence 11, mgs 3281, who used mean free 
p t h  e0n~3ideratiora~ t ~04;]~1ptate his effect. It will be shown later that 
the mgnertic field f&ueitne~i? on the beat transfer s&Ee that ie indicated 
from the prseent smlysie  fs fmdamenrtaLly different frum t h t  computed 
by Ghdhpan rand Gowliag and sethers. This fact could be used 8 s  ao 
a r g ~ ~ ~ b e n t  to s w w  t b t  She hypathertie set forth above is completely 
z11aten;sbEs. P%owever, in order to obLiLiln their eaolutfons, the, above- 
menntiangsd aaatfioas b v e  ihsjbd to simplify the problem to ouch an extent 
t h t  the answer@ which they obef%%n do not necesslrasfly reflect the true 
state of the physical situation@. In particular, when Ghagmecn and 
Cowling compute the influence of the magnetic field upon the heat transfer 
rate (Reference 11, pp. 236, 329, and 342) they find it necessary to 
assume! that the charged particle diffusion rates, f&e electric field and 
the gradients in all prcrpertiah; except temperature are sera  in the 
direction ~f the heat flow. Bscalaoe of the Thompc~on therrno-electric 
effect, these a s  sunnption~ are bntcompatibte, sinee either an electric: 
current will flaw or an slecerbg: field must devefrrp along the temperature 
gradient. When they discuss the heat transfer rote in a one-particle 
fluid that i s  electrically c b r g e d  (Rebessnre 11, p, 336) these aseusnptione 
rhea are c o m ~ t i b l e .  H O W ~ V ~ F ,  large electric fields must be presant, 
as can bt;; men from the induction eqwtions v . B s en ; hence the 
sueceb;isfve approximation scheme which thltlty uhas to obtain the aercath 
approxirnatfon to the velocity distribution (Reference 11, pp. 329-330) 
i a  suspect. Since the paint of view adopted in thts report introduces 
significant simplOficatSono f nla the treatment of prsatblems dealing with 
the influence of magnetic fi'ic~tlds upon the transport propertiers of plaesnatir 
rand sinee it does nat appear easy to prove a priosi t .ht  it ie fa1Lcfous 
there i s  same merit in investigating thee impltcatfana3 that result from 
the; mstulata. Whenever the results differ from &orse obtained from 
another approach, as in the influence of a magnstic field upon the heat 
transfer rate, &en precise experime~tial mearsur@mants should be able 
to astab'tfsh which procedure laade to the more accurate results over 
the range of magnetic fialdsr that can be produced in the laboratory. 
In general, it i s  poasibte to define the lfforccilstt involved in a 
number of dJffersnt ways, depending upon whine: uaes ie to be made of 
the equations. Be discuoaed above, the llforce?ll due to the electro- 
magnetic field wi l l  be! defined as followa; 
electric force = ( m i  = ( e i / m i ) { ~  +)u + ui) x B]) 
X ~ i  
( U- $a) 
The definitian of the thermal force fojtlows directly from Eq, (11-5). 
thermal force = - VT/T = X~ (LI- 8b) 
The remaining force terms, which a r e  the gradients af the chemical 
potential@, implicitly include the gradients af the p&rf;ial pressure8 and 
hence represent a ganera1ia;ation of Fickts l aw  for diffue~ion capsed by species 
density gradient@. The use of chemical potentials is pasticularty ueefu1 
when particlet or energy flow occura across in%@rf&ceh4 (8 .  g, , 801id to 
gas) apil the p~eentiail energy jumps tkar can occur acrogsr the baundeary 
are detecribed by uaing tlze! continuity of chemical. port-e-ntfsl acraes  the 
interface, as in the Peltier effect. However, in t r a t i n g  a gaeeous 
mixture only, it i e j r  sdarneOimee more convenient to use the gradient of 
the logarithm af the partial pressures of the variout~ cornpnento as the 
driving forcea, a& foll~wei: 
diffusion force = - ( k ~ / r n ~ )  v (IX- 9 4  
Since both representations will, be used in later sections, a general 
relation between the gradient of the chemical potential and the gradient 
of the logrrsitlun of the partial pressure for a perfect gas will be derived 
now. The chemical potential for a component of a gas mixture i s  given 
The expressions for the enehalpy and entropy of a perfect gas a r e  
Ai = ( C p ) ;  T +(A:.) i  
- ( c , , ) ~  AL T - A  R*l i ( ~  +(so); S; , 
Subastitutfng these relations into the expression far the chemical 
potential and dividing by the factor kT the followlrmg equation is 
obtainad: 
When the gradient of this expression is taken the required rebation is 
obtained: 
This expression can be write-en in terrae of the "farcett of diffusion and 
the chermal ~foreetu as fotiaws: 
When the gradient of the partial pressure is used rather than the gradient 
of the chemical potential in the phensmenologirai equaations it is 
necessary to redefine the coeificients of the %her-1 i t f ~ r c e "  terms. Let 
the coefficients of the thermal "force" terms be defined as LiT when the 
gradient of the logarithm of the! partial pressure: i a  uaed,and let them be 
called aiT when the gradient of the chemical polantial i s  w a d .  The 
fellowing exprsssion reiates these two coefficients 
For the 3 particle system under consideration this relation can be 
simplified by using the condition that 2. L = 0. Equation (U-9d) 3 ij 
can now be written as f0110ws: 
<i T = L, + i C  &I L, ,  + l e i V ~  - L i 2 2 w e  h a .  
This catsfficietnt ~ E P  to be used when the dlffusfon t t f~scef t  io given by the 
following axpre s sf on: 
diffusion force i - ( k ~ / m ~ )  vlly/k~) = XFi t (nw9f) 
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Chapman a d   owli in^" and Hirschfelder, Curties, and Bird (page 
713) show that the coefficients LiT can be identified with the thermal 
&$fusion soafficienee. 
For convenient@, the dafinitionls for the f~rcss  will now be a12 
glpouprsd together and &a veclor phenme~3olagic;sil sqwaWono ~rjgeiLted 
with che Onsager apmefcry relations applied to the codisfenta. The 
force system is defiaad a~b~,  fallow^: 
Using these force&, all the coefficients L . .  and L i T  ' relat ing the fluxes 1 d 
and forces ,  a r e  postulated to be s ca l a r s ,  T h e  vector  phenomenologi- 
as1 rethttans r~rmaia 1FormLLy identical to Eqs. fEZ17): 
The Oramger reclgrscit;y relations state t b f ;  the matrix of the 
coefficients should be symmetric. In addition, since zi ,Ti r 0 , 
(IT* f 3) 
The coefficiente L + are esseatially multiple diffusion codficients and Ql 
have been written out by Hirechtelder* Curtisa and 13irdf5 for a general 
three connpnent system. They are evattual&ed far an electron, i ~ n ,  atom 
n~ixture in our Appendix 1. The thermal diffusion caefficiente LiT are 
coegicf ent. Xt will ba S ~ Q W P ~  Later that it is mare convenient to work 
with a heat transfer coafficisal that invalvee L &as well as L, and i T s T 
does not include the energy transported by the differrsian of the various 
species. This heaS Cmnsfes- cacfficient, ealljed X is evaluaeed in $a@ 
Appendix 1. 
The third graup of forcae and iavofveo the relalions 
between the stress te~n6tcw P sand Ckie rake of @train t@c~rnsor (8u/~r). 
Consistent with our psavioeas asslfanptions, the p o s t a l e  is made that 
t h s a  tensors and the coefficiczzts relating their various terms are 
iindapendent of the magnetic: field, The gkexl~rn~enoiogical eqwtiont3 Ear 
these forces and Lkuarcss asre then given, by 'rhs hydrodynamic viscous 
.h. The? term (bu/br) repaeeoants the transpose of the tensor (8u/ar). 
The three groups of relations (U-6), (U-105, and (a-14) are in 
general coupled togsther. The manner in which the Eqs. (11-6) interact 
with the vetctor Eqs. {E-la) Is discussad in detail in the foliowing 
sections. I t  will  be immediately recognized rbat the coefficient 
in Ule Eqs. (a-6) is effectively the same a e  the quantity ( ;I9] - Y $1, 
d d i ~ b ~ d  fa Eqej, [a* 14) f r ~ m  a p w ~ l y  hy(C%r&ym~afc visv~pint ,  
Coup1fz1g btweea W Y ~ Q % O X  ~ B .  (a=& X )  and the 9 e'g%s~r ara'lba8forn~ (U-14) 
-*eta phcs *@ugh &s wcurat@nI:s OP ra x B Sn %he vector f w c e  terms 
Xi I t  remains Oc be ahown whegher, as a result ob &hie coupling. 
s~rsss* strain raltattont;; fnvoldng magnetic Asld ia%erac$iibon term6 ean 
be dgr bved which ,%v@ any rsbli;ion% ta $ha qua%k6ab @an$ sd aea *&a 
338 d C b a p ~ ~ a n  d  owli in^". Since rhe p~,robl@nns considered lager 
iu tkd~  F ~ W K " ~  dmB d@ll% ceg3diguratPon~ wirars V . ea st 0 ,  $ 1 ~  V ~ B ~ ~ C G U B  
~5r6rasa term@ will  DO^: be tCak@~aa~@d further. 
T b  three diffrpatos eqwtions, E ~ S ,  (Utr l I), ~eprt~t~egLd; very 
general amZems9aOe sf aI$k%~@e lbaw and fie Esw of arnbtpakr dHfusfon, 
Before eka3se egmg;f~n@ caa h QI$ much use, ~ Q W ~ V B F ,  they m a ~ t  be 
simpliiicd and the coefficients L . and LIT replaced by expressions ss 
&rived from kine%ic theaa~y. For caave&ence, th qwtiaae will be 
p~$eeat@d fnr a a m b e r  of d51iferenh. forms ~o t h e  they can be readily 
&&apt@& E e p  a mriety of E B O ~ S  &ad &la0 B;&$ kIB6y may Be t=~m*r@d wI%;E1 
r=&a ba aimpliAed csnzsida3ra&;42y in a~ a m b e r  of ways. 1% f s passibts to  
drap all termha e h t  are of the crrder of the ratio of the electron ga &torn 
ma@@ jtm&7parek.$ &a QaB, Alioa, ~ B Q  force term& iavoEving the prtiat 
pgesBazreB of %he three type8 ag p r t i ~ 2 ~ 1  caps b grouped gogethbjr in 
oome manner &c farther simpiflf*%r the Earce eryatam. One pa~kE31e way 
%B suggested by tba grouping of &ha: cbmical pt@z2tl&lls in Eq, (U-6)- 
In practice the grouping A n pIpZ/p3 does aid in simplifying the 
esqmefogas and ts, a e  well, a as~fEBf orm POP ~ted%rgng Uag?, Batem~a;i~)n~ 
of Eqs. (a-6) and (1I-11). Since J1 + J2 + Jj - O , it i s  necessary to 
solve only for J1 and J2. Putting el r -(el, eZ i=Je(. rnl I n: e 
m2 = rn3 I ma and using rebtiona ($1-12). the Eqs. (a-13)  can be 
sSmptiEied io the foEloxdag sek d egutions. 
Ji + L; ,  kl X x O  - L 
m c m c  9 
For many sepplieationcsl the dkauaian velocity, rathex t b n  the m~8;g 
v e ~ s ~ l k i s s  wilt be uesd Iw &be further rsductiss Eqs. (IE-1). In 
Equation (III-4) i e  an identity. The quantitiee K, and X defined in I 
a l da8iaed by C b p w g l  and Cawling When the ti3e expre 19% are in- 
e ~ ~ d u c s d  into Eqs. (=-H), & S O ~ ~ W M ~  ~ZmpllPled e q ~ e s ~ i o n  i a  
obtained: 
Two generalized fox.-c@e are now defiaed as fcptlowa: 
&%hen these expressions are uoc~til, and the: value@ or% the coezfficients L 
'e3 
iaaerodueed, the eqmtisma for the electron and ion veicacigiss arce foeand 
to reduce to the foi%owing eqresksisns: 
+ Y ( ~ + ~ ) A A , ~ x B  - Y + ( ~ - ~ ) M ~ x R  
Equation@ (XU-8) are correct ts  the order of the electron fo ion mass 
ratio cslrprapred to one in describing the electrsas and ion diffusion 
velocities in a three component gas mixture. They cover the complete 
range of ion density frorn zero to complete ionizabtioa, R~Ben the gas is 
-4 
atmost con~pletely ionized (10 < (nB/nl) < ) these complete equa- 
tions must  be used to describe tlna transition from the p r t i a l l y  ionized 
gas to Wle completely ionized gas. Vlh~lhen (na/%) c 10*$ the gas can be 
9: epa@$dbr@d ~~latnplegely Eo3ilisad oad gr-B; sfan~$atUiation~l fo Eqg. B,W*8) 
* 2  
result. When (na/ny) ' 10 important shplificatione to Eq9. (III.8) can 
sye%W$$nl by u ~ i n g  the va1ue~ ad f3.m e ~ ~ ~ $ f f i ~ i e ? ~ l t #  ~ S S  ~'&r&Imbd %a Appeadfx ;lI, 
The group of ceafficlenrs Y (p + C ) 4 ( O- )/( I e l nx) ns  the s b m  density 
B n  
appronchss eero, and the group #(1 - 6 )  -+ m f (r 1 @ I . When @d 
&e a@ s q r a ~ ~ i ~ r r a  & e riiraer~dwed into S ; ~ Q  m ~ ,  9m-8), &e tetma 0% the 
fozce iuncltone Ft and F2 that contain the gradient of tbe o t ~ m  prttal 
Aa long &a the ratio t3f elac%rsam fa fan Bsasbky 6 f rsr &per" tely 
velwity by the mas8 rario (m,/ma) and call in general be negtected 
t Z  Thie eqwfiosr i@ quid@ ksfmiliras $a the expres~l~a CBe?rfv& by 5pft;hr;r QW 
page 21. However.  ree en" has pointed out t b t  Lhe rnanner by which 
diffusion terrns and that the ewpres~ican showg. above Is parobbly a ~ i ~ r i f !  
accurate expression for a peneralizsd skunnts law in a fully ionized 
We ciaa next derive a set @f eq~~i%tions t b t  w i l l  bs valid bop 
-2 plrtial ionisation over ihe range rn > (na/nI) l o  . This leavea only 
-2 the transition region where 10 > 1 which requires the full 
Eq. {ID-8) to adequtaeely die s~r fba ,  tha ion a& sle~tron cliffussrioxn. This 
small r~gioa of icaai%;ge%fon lava2 will not be esnsfdsrad furefre?~. b * a  
-2 m 
region of ioniealion. m (na/ni) 3 10 . we con now put $ n pa 5 O 
in FI and call the new generalieed force F1. The coefff dents  are 
atctga esmewbt  eCrrzpXer when this reratriction is made, since $6 1, 
6 Z 8 as s b w a  in Appndtx 1. EqutBarns (HIP-8) now reduce ta the 
Tho produet I 9 can he wzitte= a s  ( 1 e J / k ~ )  0% C 
-1 +m, C 
and ineerpreted ala a rraodffied eiscrtxon mobility. Sirnikrrily, tkm term 
Y p1 is a. modffiad ion mobility and, can be written a s  
a p r e b l k y  ionised gas ia that in the latter the ions diffaoe with a velocity 
I 
of approximately (me/majY that of the electrons in an electric field. 
This entailia a tea~samEPPe as1ploaatn$ of mass now and is balanced. by a 
Iflow oi atoms in the oppooil;~ directioa induced by the el~a~tran-8tom 
ccollisi~ns. The pramstex Y deterxmiirse~ the degree of ~ ~ ~ p b i n g  t i a t  
occurs between the toa arrd elbsczrona difilasion moQfows wder &ha 2dlbzaaaca 
a4 magmetis Eield~. SB;~oag coupling can only occur whees sbrber 25 1 , 
P1 5 1 , or when both occur simultaneously. In terms of the non- 
dfmensicsnal gwneitisla intresdwed in the appendix 
Approximately. $3 2 1 when 10 3 a 2 . 1  and pl 5 1 when n c 1tlW3* 
Since a = (aa/nl) ahis indicates that the electron diffu~ion i s  wt 
otrsngly idlueneed by &he ion dufursion whsm the gas i a  ionized sithsr 
Beas t b a  %&4 per eeat sr rnors t h n  90 per cczrzg, On the other hand, the 
field when the gas i is ioa%a@d more t b a  0. I per cent. Iln these rsngsa 
3 - 1 
of ionization 10 > (na/4) 3 10 , and (aa/nx) < 10 , the electrone move 
freely under the action of FI and hence the plasma el~ctricel coaductivity 
i s  vary ~ i m f b r  to tb& of a fully ionisad gas, excape tbt the callisfan 
cro~e-secgisn for the g?Be~t3%0ns E A U B ~  be  mdified to inclads the electron 
atsm collisions. 
When the magnetic field is small enough so that the terms ue x B 
and u x B can? be neglected, these egwtliom~ (W-l I ) ,  become wrrticethrly J 
s h p b e  $0 manfpulase. Mswavsr, when the rnagaaetig: field Lo h z g e  
malees this Perm 0% the sqwtions difficult to brsdlts or to c o m p r s  with 
axpresodogls derived hy sthar auQhc~r6. a little algebra, the fallow- 
ing symrr~etrie aad rfiore tractable form of a e o a  eqmtions can be darpivsd: 
where the definition a. = I({@ + t )%. e f  has been made for eoilvenience. 
By seab~ri taing Eqs. (I9II-&3] into Eqs, ( I I f tS - lP)  i t  ias @ssible gas ob@in 
decsupled esrpr@a@ioraa for the electran and ion vcslrpcirtia~. Thesa srs 
the c b r g s d  preiclss~ are mare appropriate variobfles t b n  the electzrsn 
sad ion velociS;ieo. Tbsce, qwnnhitieo ore defined as b9~1110~1: 
electric current density j = 1 @ 1 - ne ue) 
(tn-~k 5 )  
charged particle masa f lux  density J = ma nl[ 3 + m n u . 
e €? gS 
Fag completenese we acld &ha aqwtiaa3 $, e - J, where $ ip ,  the mass 
ntw ram af &ha attlenle;. 
Cmwtfng tkra abme r@suXt& du expseosicnao obainsd by sther 
aac%r l 11*14, a number of comments can be made: 
(1) The effects Fpfi gradib~&s ibf Son and dsalattlcy &s wctsB1 a@ 
P;aevhtiens f ram ~j%Bd%rge 11e~&ralf ty  are f ~ltr~du.g:@d ew1iJ~=ieIy %@a" ths bir~9; 
the tgo f i l e  au&or18 knowkedge. Thee@ rehtEon& ~ H G  esadaghfiaf $08" tbe 
derahrading of phsno~;i:enbz -0 O C C ~ X  at aft Bab~rfi%~@s bbtweenr p b a m ~  
om2 sohid b ~ u a r i e 3 s  and in wr.r;icular at the electrodes af g w  iii%aebrgc;s, 
QZ) The  sff feet of magnetic fiejldes on $ha flow of currear: rind mass 
flw d eQararge;d pregicterss 8o sh~vvpl t c ~  be c o n d d l  e ~ r n p Z i ~ ~ & ~ $  
M a  prtevioulaly eka~aghe &A pu%;fsealar, there lis cm~ent in ~ P B B  dftssefean 
a$ (E a B) x B iz? scfdi%isa go &he? &free% a ~ d  -11 currents, 
(3) Eqmtlon~ (m-13) ba directly c~ l~ezersd with &h%a equtitns 
derived by Chapman and ~ o w i i n ~ '  ' (page 328). For icw par cenr ionloa- 
$$on& th a s .  (m-13) bet-e hd@aWal. &O those 0s Regereznee % 1 esesp: 
far tbt3 Ifnr-ar ce;~upfing terra@ in tb@ vslrcreiey. T b s e  ex&ra germ8 
fanp&fcibky apply csaaetrsiwt of ssro maos motfan d the @a@ lscatly 
to &he eci;tWtioas describing the ~Pectxen and iaa ma&i~n &as derived by 
tbrw coacerrzbng a;heOl~ e<quti~ka@* which were darived fram m a n  free 
p% conaid~r~tioas, 
REDUCTZQN OF TME HEAT FLUX EQVJzTIOH 
To ~ t d y  bet fri0ader spebgionfil, ara eleeg~aativa garm d tine 
~enomlanologi&:aB rstagioars given by me. (a-llb) aad (U*ll) will be 
used. The ?*forcesH will ba changed go Xi' = (it ). + ( x ' ~ ) ~ .  where E n 
the tfforcew tezm (XfF)$ i s  giwn by Eq. (II-9b). The coefficients of 
the thermal "force" terms noa, ehange to aiT , as  &awn in Eq. (UL-Se). 
mktag fi~dse ciai3nge~ and ursfrrag @oms sf &be idantiigliso (n-121, the 
f010taw%ng maa;irl;foan~ are ob~taed:  
Using Ule raiations (IV-I), tha forces X t I  can be eliminated from &he 
swergy ftrxzrt equt i~w,  (XV*2). T&?t(sp srl?i@;ieatltfng ew~~sl?atsn e~hn i$ea wrbttectxra, 
as faal~wst 
The ccedicients L1' aaci can bs evaluated by using ithe relation. 
T b  d~ti'~mitS.oa (W-5) b s  agafa p~ovsd very urrsefai by tfrbplhfflng the 
ther-1 diaum3f e,t% term@. 
The coeftlcienr yjm0 1s tha heat transter coefficient when all 
and  owl^". os well  ae 
Wir ~cbfelder, Curtiae and ~ird", give formulss for evelwtfng 
"ICU rs i s  done in Apptadix B e  
& abuld be ewnpboiaed amt tbi& csqmtisrrli i t s  easp3lcg. The f88m af this 
e q ~ e s o i s a  i a  ~wprfisfngEy 1frnp0~~~ ~ c % L  term berag @(t9Ure~pbme~rye 
For % m e  applir~ations* 1E; $Q deefrable 8;0 b v b  tlm hwt aw 
~ r s a s e e d  in garme esf the curefbg elea~fty sad rate of ebrped  
~ r t i s f e a ,  rather the ell&ctron and ion maras L1a rates@* The 
12 given by C h a p 9  aild  owli in^" (pp 329, 337. 362), Spitzer (p. 88). 
a 
aad Covert (p. 36) all indicate %hat the magnsgir: field iarsences the 
iea the direction prpnd icubsp  %a the msrgaaer;ic field B, bang wrzrlE~Z to 
t~ and e b a  a &erma't flicaw of magnitude 
aa idllkzen~~75 DPZ the & e r m ~ %  ~andu4=eiMty d ~ e  to colIisiam1 energy trans- 
fer vTE"$ &sad affscka kbe energy tr&naf@z rat& a&y Bhraugh ita 
Sdttilsancg: on. the difffirzeioia sates &e ckrged prttslE@a aaxd eonstsquently 
Siauenee mly ups &at ef tka he&% ermo&er f ; b t  fa due &(I, 
Lh~r-l dflftaeio~, $51 o ~ r $ h l l y  ioniaed gas, whgn the rw~tiian rate is 
deaa~fty even where tempe~atare gradients are present, l h ~ n ,  &%s will1 ba 
ahawn iatsr, the daswrmiarmt *re of the heat traaefar rate is d w  t~ th@ 
recamMms;iona enarzrgy relsseed by the slsctrdaras z l t d  kana as they diffuse 
t~anefer rats in the pgae~naa, 
b a t  i3.u eqmtions i t  i s  ejleceewry to ~11~ltdy taatE other ec@t of Eqs. (E-61, 
which 8eacsibr;r &a reaction, ratas in &a; gas mkture, This is doas in 
tb r~ectio& 
The Eqea. QlfP-6) EncHieage Wt there f ti? a cs~uplfag be&weasw the 
smrgy rtilfa;~t;iea prscl;sesae anel species prodac:Bfon rage in $ha gas 
mixewe, b this report $he 8aXy #8mmbn0fi~ g u t  will k grated is the 
epcies prdueaicpn rate, ebmccs most of Oha prablma m&sr E I $ ~ ~  OCEW 
iz?i aragi~sa~ of the gaa where v .& o: O. athe rebtion %he requires 
Lavestfigatiron Is WVJ B @ C ? U L C $ ~  $0 the e3fi~re0~ion show below: 
In order to cornpuke JZ2 and to obtain soma indication of the range of 
v~l idffy a i  Eq. fm-lIo rha kiaetico sf the resctioa will bs ee;aikfsd $ox 
awe3 detail, la, the folgoAng ditsrcrz~sfsn aa di@&ia%etlian wit1 ba mad@ 
btweas the ele~txon &@mW~atufe and tb$ of Lb heavfb~ p l g i @ 1 @ d .  
Zcaw etectroeao itbrez; presaaae ia drgB8 gae, praadaction raga 
~f Q ~ ~ ~ C ~ T Q P Z B  d e p n d ~  mafdy upn *he ~oiZ%sic~n rage & atorno wi& 
st~cltmpaas whass energy a s a a d s  the ianiatfon peentiat, 02 BwcaQ 
asf&tlsn  potsntiai of &he & g % c j l O  Xfna&ic & a ~ r y  cisin bs used t 6 a  obain  an 
exprsr~sioaa for the numb~r d&taafa;g of electronmat- C O I I E ~ ~ ~ ~ P ~  wr 
~ c r c ~ n d  t h e  eeulid laad $0 aithsr fgsnimtfoa or axc;fmtdc9n at the a g a ,  
(See &eferenee %8# pp. 6B5m6910 1- 
3 -  % x  
[CI+=mefia T / ~ , ( ~ , ~ ) ~ ~ I J ~  (Y*L) 
VI, 0 
3 -  v'r 
ln this expression 7 is &he? electron energy and fhs integral YS, ( 5.- 1.11 
0 
z ~ e ( ~ b a i s m  that p r e 9 i o r : ~ i 1  i s  ohat itxvotving the co8916sbLon of iLwo 
eteclroas and an ion, The recca$r:~binatfsrz rate can be a2zpresssd bpr an 
eq~at ion slisnijlar %a Eq, fV12) absve: (See Wsfasennce; 18, mge 691.). 
When Vex is put equal to the ianieation energy I e I Vx in  Eq. (V-21, 
1 2 
a relatian exists between S2 and S1 due to *e asaumpti~n of 
rnicrc;8 s~@pi&: r bv&f sibblf 8y in@atp~r&$ed in the qmLion far the eq~llf b r i m  
coacentratfon @ef eIsce;r&rlra~, ion  S, and at@*=@ which fs ~ L S P F S ~  below: 
Uaixng Eqs. {V-2, 3, and $), the fellowing relation Ze obtained: 
2 This equation can he interpreted as follows: Sj i e  the cross-.action 
far %anim&$sn of a n  &%.tam by an t 3 % e ~ t r ~ n  of energy I c I V 9 + a , I 
resulting in an ion and electrons of energy 5 and a. ' s ~  is the crosa- 
eaction for recamhimtion of an ~ l e c t r ~ n  and %on adeit. sbmalmn3le~tps 
A 2 for SZ and S1 have been obtained by Thomeon and Bohr (Reference 18. 
mg@ 69l)c 
- s, R 3  w f V-6) 
-
lelL 
's, ( 5 * 4  - / L  r m c ~ ,  x P 4ii C. ( r + l e ~  g )  
Tbesa e?xpr@s@ion@ can bs @ubetil;uted iaE0 Eqeo (V-2, and 3 )  wMch @an 
%hen ba iategra1;ed to sbkafn $hs iaomta$ion sad r e ~ ~ m b i ~ ? ~ ~ t f ~ ~ a  T B ~ S *  Xa 
carryitrag oat the integrals i t  is neeesmry to a s s u i a  t h t  the major 
eand;'t-i$ai~n &o the imtegoal occm s when the electrsa energy ie juet  a 
Iftclle grs&P;es t h n  thts isnizapion enesgy, The matbem&ica1 ~ s s m p t i w a 9  
is as  farrow^: 
Ths eqwtions tbt &re sbeaiaed e'rclm: these tntsgratfona are shohvn 
beb~w: 
JOE the~e eqwticsns f t  ia t?as@e@Bizsgr o modify the pr~pdsa~tlog~ and P ~ C O ~ -  
b i~agsn  rate@ by o term t h e  iadic&$@$ ths prakbiliey of &a fnebskig: 
The net alsctrana pr&us;l;iow rags can asw be; written a o  follows: 
- 
The barred values of Gs , na , and n are h e  equilibrium ]I 
values. This may be used to define a characterfstic Lime tl for 
Similarly . a characteristic tima for rscombinarlons g2 is given by the 
e-resaian: 
& =  a. TT mcaR T* 4 F- C, ~3 >"  (9%-amg PC: a, -A3-= 41 lei 
S&~itttuting Eg. (V-11) i a a t ~  Eq. (V-lo) and alciag $a%@ mtrarel I @ g a r i & b  
d b o a  ofdes &c; fsllrsdng ratlatisaa t rzr obafned: 
Campring tM8jt qwtf on with &qs. (V- 11, a eriterloa c@a% nraw be given 
for the aPaf;itgs et' a l ld i ty  s f  ehta relkssttcsrth d~rived Eram irr69iser sf bl9 
&@rmd$tmmite8 and ~Bziam iaa Eqo. (ltX-6). %be CS~P~~HOBB -0 &(i3 
oysgem has close &s (i3quiBibriw a n  be writtan ao f~18aws: 
When this i s  the case the cosfficisnt Pz2 Can be determined: 
izz = - 
The reaction rate eqwtiaa i~ thaw given by the follwiwg q~ldltttoa: 
In a bter  tege~bfapa (erfterh will  be worked out te iiadliata when dufusiian 
i a  a =ore i i l ~ i p ~ t ~ n t  p&eencssnenc;an for cbrged ~r t f cXe  removal fram 
a dtschftrpa or pIaen-io than i a  re3ccusl;liBimeio~. rdi hen this occurs, the 
systanr can operate far fr&m eqailibri- and in many CBIBS the 
rscsmbiaaelon term can &pa smittad, 
The esxp8erimenBl rasutta far e%eetr~on produetion rags are 
uewliy  expre3~ssed in term8 6f P eoafficiene between $he iomisirlp 
efficiency Sa and the elsckran energy excess over the ioniaation 
wd~31Ztial as  ~ ~ E Z Q W S :  
Uaing Ulia relation, voo ~ n ~ e l ' ~  hka &rived an el;p~aasicn for the 
ejk@e&aran paduction rote which is 8bawn beiovv: 
Gcampriag this aqadiona wi& Eq. (V-8) corrected far *3 $%aatf~ 
eolli~ions. a rehtion between and a' ie  obtained. 
If Eqs. (V-8) and ( V - 9 ~ )  are & & J B ~ B ~  EO be ree~sembfiy correct, 
Eq. [V-la)  can. be used fo eornpae the elastic co$29s%on crsos*~a@t;Ean 
for t.%m electrono and atamf; and ~SEI e8az be comprad with. 
exprimen@llgi determined st~ctrrsn-atom CT"QE;O ~@c$ioas. 
Exyssh@n&1 fsr e7ieetron-a$om @ho&ic ~ ~ 1 P i ~ i a n a  f s 
a'%rca,ibble m l y  for mono*srmergs%i9: electr&ms, henee direct  consaptjarfoosr 
4"sf the erago- sactiaus as m~easured dir ectPy and at.; rx-,assured by rile 
electron prac;kurstlom. rate and then esrnputed P?PQ%X~ Eq. [V-18) cams$ 
factor cxa" 5 or better. Due to the rektively rar~onzsbL@ agreement a@ 
Lhc. pressat Eg. (V-8) adeqaesly repregsacs &a iaaisation rage f i  
The recombimtion coefficient a" is defined by f r 1 s a" n n . 
8 -  a I 
Eq. gY-9) can be ~vajlaLa(;% and expres~ed as ~ P Q ~ ~ Q $ V V E Z I :  
bimtion rates. Comwrin;g (;he JEPW mrf~~~~fa~ rad  ~~~~arnbfmt$s~am ~ a @ f f l i ~ I ~ n i t s  
VI. RELATION BETWEEN REACTION RATE EQUATIONS 
AND THE DIFFUSION EQUATIONS 
Since the r a t e  of reaction in the gas has  a n  important bearing 
on determining the species  density a t  any point, any of the coefficients 
o r  forces  in the diffusion equations that contain a particle density t e r m  
will be affected by the reaction r a t e  equation. In particular,  whenever 
v . u = 0, the force  F can be replaced by other var iables  that a r e  2 
already present  and hence the system of Eqs. (111-16) can be somewhat 
simplified. The non-linear fo rm of the reaction r a t e  Eq, (V- 13) will 
be used in what follows, ra ther  than Eq. (V- 1). 
(VI- 1) 
F r o m  Eq. (111-11) the fo rm of F2 i s  given by the following expression: 
(VI- 2) 
Eq. (11-9c) permi ts  the par t ia l  p res su res  to be replaced by the chemical 
potentials: 
The chemical potential can now be eliminated between Eqs. (VI-1) and 
(VI- 3). 
d 
- 
I VA - j -  & Fe (VI- 4) if re +e 4- - T 
/yere 
WhenV.&= 0, the species continuity equations can be written a s  
follows: 
(VI- 5)  
Since re = I = - ra it i s  possible to write Eq. (VI-5) in the form 
shown below: 
(VI- 6) 
This equation can be substituted into Eq. (VI-4) to obtain the final 
relation for  F 2 ' 
+ K e -  K J ) V & T -  
(VI- 7 )  
When the reaction r a t e  i s  fas t  enough so that dt v, J < < 1 ,  
m a  &+-tJe 
then the non-linear t e r m  of Eq. (VI-7)  can be omitted. 
When the react ion-rate  i s  extremely f a s b  so  that the g a s  i s  a t  
equi l ibr iun~ a t  a l l  points, in some c a s e s  i t  i s  possible to neglect the 
second t e r m  of Eqs. (VI-7) compared to the f i r s t  t e rm.  Great  c a r e  
must  be exercised, however, whenever this is done, a s  i t  involves 
the mathematical complication of dropping f rom a differential equation 
the highest o rde r  derivative, a process  known a s  a singular perturbation. 
The above procedure i s  applicable only when V./cC=: 0 in the 
gas, o r  m o r e  generally, when p (d/dt) ( / M T w z - t n n  nVc ) = 0 
P 
where (d/dt) i s  the Euler  derivative. The usual method of dealing with 
problems involving species  production is to solve for  J and j in  t e r m s  
of F1 and F2 . These expressions for  J and j a r e  then substituted into 
the species  conservation equations 
and these equations a r e  then solved for  the species  number densities, 
n and n by applying appropriate boundary conditions, I e J  
The equations r e p r e  senting particle and energy diffusion have 
now been reduced to a point where i t  is possible to solve them for some 
simple models, The only model that will be discussed in detail  is the 
two dimensional motion of charged part ic les  through a g a s  that has  
z e r o  m a s s  motion, Gradients can exis t  only in  one dimension, A one 
dimensional magnetic field can exist  in  the direction perpendicular to 
the surface in dkh the par t ic les  move, This model can be applied to 
either a cylindrically symmetr ic  volume of plasma or to a rectangular 
box of conducting gas. 
VII. RADIAL PARTICLE DIFFUSION 
In this section the problem of the radial  flow of ions and 
electrons f r o m  a n  axisymmetr ic  volume of plasma will be discussed, 
The resul ts ,  however, a r e  applicable to one dinlensional configurations 
a s  viell. Eqs,  (111- 13) will be used ra ther  than Eqs. (111- 11) for the 
following study, and a r e  reproduced below: 
F o r  convenience the following definition has  been made: 
( VII- l a )  
Since the general problem of charged particle diffusion i s  very com- 
plicated, a s  i s  indicated by Eq, (111- 141, the res t r ic t ions  l isted below 
a r e  imposed: 
(1) The gas  can have a uniform velocity component parallel  to 
the magnetic field only. 
( 2 )  No radial  e lectr ic  cu r ren t  can flow. 
(3) The applied magnetic field has  only a n  axial  component, 
The tangential velocity components of the ions and electrons a r e  
calculated f i r s t :  
$ B k  (VII- 3) ( / + c ) ( l * . e , ,  - ( f i x ) ,  
(VII- 4) 
The conditions fo r  ze ro  radial  cur rent  can be written a s  follows: 
(VII-5) 
Substituting this  relation into Eqs, (VII-3) and (VII-4) the tangential 
particle diffusion equations reduce to  those shown below: 
The radial  components of the ion and electrons diffusion velocities i s  
next computed, After some algebra and the use of Eq, (VII-5) they 
reduce to the following: 
This is a n  acceptable f o r m  of the radial  flow equations fo r  some applica- 
tions. In general  i t  is better, however, to replace the axial  velocity 
components by the axial  force system. These relations, which a r e  
obtained by calculating the axial  velocity components of Eqs. (VII-1) 
and (VII-Z), a r e  shown below 
Substituting these equations into the radial  flow Eqs. (VII-7), the 
following relations a r e  obtained: 
(A), + ( ( ~ + t - t  )F,$ + F~~ 
= - -c(FI jv (VII-9) 
~ i n c e ( f i ~ ~ ~ E ~ ~ ) , ~ q .  (VII-9) implies  a relation between(FI) and 
( F 2 )  . If we eliminate(F ) f r o m  Eqs. (VII-9), the following ex- 1 
pressions for  the ion, atom, and electron radial  velocities a r e  obtained: 
/ ~ a ( a a ) ~  = - 
The coefficients in  the various t e r m s  of the f i r s t  equation of Eq, (VII-10) 
can be put into a m o r e  famil iar  f o r m  using Eqs, (A-$1, 62, 63). 
Omitting second order  t e rms ,  Eq. (VII-10) can be written a s  follows: 
There a r e  a number of interesting fea tures  to  the above equations that 
can be pointed out, 
( I )  The flux ra te  J is dependent upon three forces,  the 
gradient of the product (n  n /na) , the gradient of the temperature,  and 
e I 
the pinch force,  
(2) The radial  e lectr ic  field that i s  induced can affect the flux 
r a t e  J y  indirectly through i t s  influence on the radial  distribution of 
ions and electrons,  which i s  determined f r o m  Eq. (VII - 9 ) ,  
( 3 )  The manner  in which a n  applied axial  magnetic field affects 
the flux r a t e  Jv in Eq. (VII - 11 b) can be written in  a m o r e  conventional 
f o r m  when n < < n  a s  follows: I a 
(VII -12)  
The influence of charge concentration near  a wall can have a very 
pronounced effect upon Eq. (VII -12), changing the magnitude of the 
L L 
coefficient of Be + B by a s  much a s  the m a s s  rat io  me/ma . In 
o rde r  to obtain the highest reduction in  the radial  ion and electron 
flux to a surface by the application of a t r ansve r se  magnetic field, the 
ra t io  n /n  should be rr~ade a s  smal l  as possible on the surface. 
e I 
Although the above equations were  not intended to be applicable 
i n  c a s e s  where Te > > T i t  is found that they can  be easi ly  modified so I 
20 
that they a r e .  Comparing them with equations derived by B. Lehnert  , 
for the rad ia l  diffusion of charged part ic les  a c r o s s  a magnetic field out 
of a glow discharge, i t  i s  found that with suitable approximations the 
equations in that repor t  and those derived above a r e  identical except for 
the t e r m  " A  ' + in Eq. (VII -12). 
a e c r  + OBs* 
The equatioiis derived in the above sections will now be applied 
to the analysis  of a n  axially symmetr ic  e lectr ic  discharge. A suitable 
f o r m  of the energy equation is f i r s t  derived and then a s imilar i ty  solution 
for  some types of high intensity e lec t r ic  discharge is obtained, 
VIII. THE ENERGY EQUATION 
In regions of the gas  where the m a s s  velocity i s  zero,  the 
steady- state energy equation is 
g VIII- 1 ) 
The external  f o r c e s  F. a r e  defined by Eq. (11-7) and a r e  reproduced 
1 
below: 
Fc = e l  E + ( A + * ~ ) x  B (VIII- 2) 
These equations can be combined a s  follows: 
An alternative f o r m  of Eq. (VIII-3) i s  the following: 
( VIII- 3 ) 
( VIII- 4) 
When Eq, (IV-10) i s  introduced into this expression the final fo rm of the 
energy equation i s  obtained: 
(VIII- 5) 
-+ 
One important feature of this equation i s  that the magnetic field 
does not appear explicitly in any t e rms ,  in particular the coefficient 
is independent of the magnetic field by definition. This 
resu l t  leads to the following statements:  
(1) When a gas  i s  fully ionized the only influence an  applied 
magnetic field can have on the heat t ransfer  r a t e  i s  through the changes 
induced in  the e lec t r ic  cur rent  in the gas. 
(2)  When a gas  is partially ionized, the magnetic field can 
influence the heat t ransfer  r a t e  by modifying the cu r ren t s  of charged 
part ic les  only, If no cu r ren t s  of e lectrons o r  ions a r e  present  in the 
gas, the applied magnetic field cannot affect the energy t ransfer  rate.  
when a plasma is in contact with an  electrically insulated wall the energy 
t ransfer  r a t e  to the wall can be reduced by the application of a magnetic 
field paral le l  to the wall only by slowing down the ambipolar diffusion 
of the ions and electrons f rom the hot gas  to the wall, Examining 
Eqs. (VI-51, a secondary effect i s  seen to exist, in  that the temperature 
gradient can be influenced by the charged particle flow rate.  In general, 
these two effects have a tendency to caiicel each other, a s  a reduction 
of the ion and electron flow ra te  allows m o r e  recombination to occur in 
the l aye r s  adbjacent to the wall and thus inc reases  the temperature 
gradient. If the mean recombination t ime i s  very long compared to the 
t rans i t  t ime of the charged part ic les  a c r o s s  the boundary layer  a t  the 
surface,  then a t r ansve r se  magnetic field should significantly reduce 
the heat t ransfer  r a t e  f r o m  a partially ionized gas  to a wall, 
IX. EQUATIONS GOVERNING THE BEHAVIOR 
OF CYLINDRICAL ELEC TRIG DISCHARGES 
WHEN NO UDIATI(SN OCCURS 
In this section the a r c  column will be studied in detail. Using 
the r e su l t s  of the previous sections the equations of momentum and 
energy conservation a r e  set  up in rad ia l  coordinates, since changes of 
the var iables  in the z and 8 direction a r e  assumed to be negligible. 
These equations a r e  second order ,  non-linear differential equations 
for the tempera ture  and p res su re  a s  functions of radius.  A similarity 
solution i s  f i r s t  developed for  the case  where the thermal  and electr ical  
conductivities can be expressed a s  a power function of the temperature.  
A generally valid solution i s  then constructed for c a s e s  when the thermal  
and electr ical  conductivities a r e  a r b i t r a r y  functions of the temperature.  
When no m a s s  velocity of the gas  occurs  and there  a r e  only 
radial  gradients present  in any of the discharge variables,  the follow-ing 
set  of four equations descr ibes  the phenomena that occur in the discharge 
and outside it where the electr ical  conductivity is negligible. The energy 
equation i s  given by Eq, (VIII-5), which is reproduced below: 
(IX- I ) 
The expression for  the diffusion of charged part ic les  i s  obtained by 
combining Eqs. (VII- l la) and (VI- 7 ) -  
(IX- 2 )  
The induction equation shown below can be used to eliminate the magnetic 
field f r o m  the above equations 
The relation between the axial. fo rces  and the cur rent  density can be 
o 
obtained f r o m  Eqs,  (VII-8), When the charge concentration i s  less  tI'ian 1 /o 
and the only axial  gradient is that of e lectr ic  potential, these equations 
can be written a s  follows: 
This equation indicates that the outward ambipolar diffusion of charged 
part ic les  tends to increase  the cu r ren t  density in the outer sections 
of the discharge. In general the t e r m  u Be< < E a t  high p res su re  and I '/ 
hence i t  can be neglected o r  introduced into the equation a s  a modification 
&' . j  
to the electr ic  conductivity by s ~ b s t i t ~ t i ~ ~ g  Bg = 
In low pressure ,  high current e lectr ic  discharges it is possible for the 
t e r m  A 43 to be of the same order  of magnitude a s  E: , in which 
I u  8 2 
case  son2e interesting non-linear effects could be expected to occur, 
e. g , ,  a high percentage of the cu r ren t  could be concentrated in the 
outer radial  regions of the discharge. In the present  analysis  i t  will 
be assum-ed that& Bg < < E k so that the induction equations I v  
can be written as  follows: 
The momentum equation completes the set  necessary  to descr ibe 
the system. fully, 
(IX- 4) 
No attempt will be made to solve these equations a s  they stand. There 
a r e ,  however, three reg imes  in which solutions can  be obtained with 
ease by making simplifying assumptions, 
(1) Low pressure ,  low current  discharges.  These discharges 
a r e  usually te rmed glow discharges and a r e  character ized by a high 
electron temperature relative to the gas  temperature and by a low 
ionization level, (ac  > > 1). The radial  p res su re  is essentially constant 
and the radial  e lectron temperature distribution i s  quite con stant. 
Although the above equations were  derived for  a gas  in  which only 
slight differences between electron and atom- temperature occurs,  
they can be applied to a glow discharge with only a minor modification 
to Eq, (IX- 1). 
( 2 )  High p res su re  discharges where the electron density i s  a t  
i t s  equilibrium value over the temperature range considered. 
When the reaction ra te  is fas t  enough so that equilibrium i s  
e stablished very  rapidly, the l a s t t e r m  of Eq. (IX-2) can be neglected 
and the flux Jr can be expressed in t e r m s  of the temperature gradient 
and electromagnetic body force. This situation probably occurs  in  
most  a r c s  that a r e  cold enough to have atoms present  in the discharge 
column. However, in  the outer l aye r s  of the discharge, where the 
e l ec t ron  density i s  low, this  approximation i s  not likely to be valid, 
( 3 )  When the gas  becomes fully ionized, the t e r m s  involving J 
become zero. The resulting equations a r e  of particular interest  because 
of the manner  in  which the electromagnetic pinch fo rces  become 
significant. 
The Eqs, (IX- 1-4) will now be applied to  discharges of c l a s ses  
2 and 3. 
IX. 1, High P r e s s u r e  Discharges 
When the gas  is always near equilibrium 
Saha equation to replace (n n )/n a s  follows: 
e I  a 
. 
.isle to use the 
By wi3g this e l a t ion  in Eq, (VII-1 la) the m a s s  flux of charged part ic les  
can be expressed in t e r m s  of a temperature gradient and the radial  
e lec t ron~agnet ic  force  
(IX- 5) 
F o r  convenience the following definition will be made: 
The three  equations that determine the radial  tempera ture  distribution 
can now be written a s  follows: 
(IX- 8)  
Jy can  be eliminated f r o m  the f i r  s t  two of the above equations: 
The t e r m  /Lc cp dIa can be called the magnetic Reynolds number 
for  this  problem. When the p res su re  i s  over one atmosphere this 
t e r m  is always l e s s  than 1CIe3;hence i t  can be neglected. However, 
when the gas p res su re  is l e s s  than one mil l imeter  of mercury  this  
t e r m  must  be included. F o r  convenience the coefficient of (dT/dr) is 
put equal to x. 
The t e r m  involving the magnetic field can now be eliminated to 
give the final fo rm of the energy equation: 
Equations (IX-3) and (IX-4) can  be combined to eliminate the magnetic 
field fr om the p res su re  equation 
\ 7- 32% 
In the vicinity of r - 0,  le t  = K, (T/To) Sj  Gp = (%pb (- ) G -  
Equations (IX-10) and (IX-11) can now be non-dimensionalized to give 
the following relations: 
(IX- 10 b) 
L a ;  $ = T j  - = 7 j p o ( G ~ ) 6  T o  --G = + (IX-12) 
T o  -to ( I  + S) f. 
The subscript ze ro  r e f e r s  to the value of the variable on the axis,  The 
factor (1 $ a c )  becomes significant only when the ionization level drops 
to  below 0. 1 per cent, i. e., in the outer transit ion region between the 
discharge core  and the gas  of ze ro  electr ical  condckctivitgr. 
In general, ?(/ is a function of the p res su re  a s  well a s  
temperature,  hence Eqs. (IX- l o b )  and (IX-11 b) must  be i~ i t e~ra te , !  
simultaneouslys The only parameter  appearing in the equal;-o,,s i s  @, 
which depends upon the temperature and p res su re  a t  the center of the 
discharge. If t$ i s  smal l  it can be seen that the p res su re  throughout 
the discharge i s  relatively constant, 
IX. 1. 1. Solution of Equations when v/ /3( = €4 s 
o 
S The significance of (d can  be seen m o r e  clear ly if %/ ( / x ~  = CJ 
-4 & p  - throughout the discharge. These relations a r e  approximately and -,
C G p  1,
t rue  when the gas  i s  fully ionized (s  = 5 / 2 )  o r  when a strong axial  
magnetic field is applied to inhibit the radial  diffusion of charged 
part ic les  in the gas when it is partially ionized, in which case  S =  //4 
Under these conditions, the energy and momentum equations can be 
combined to give a n  integral relation between "Lhe pressu re  and the 
tempe ra ture  a s  follows: 
Combining these equations, the following differential equation i s  
obtained: 
This equation has  the general solution shown below: 
The temperature distribution can be obtained quite accurately 
by means of a s e r i e s  solution in which only the f i r s t  th ree  t e r m s  a r e  
retained. 
Eqs, (LX-13b and c)  a r e  the general solution to the radial  p res su re  and 
temperature profiles in cylindrically symmetr ic  e lectr ic  discharge in 
w hich radiation is not significant a s  a n  energy t ranspor t  or  energy los s  
mechanism and in which the thermal  conductivity can be represented by 
a function of temperature of the form- 
These relations indicate that when > j+R+ s the p res su re  a t  
the outer edge of the discharge will d rop  to  z e r o  for  some finite value 
of Q), This is the condition that has  been popularily called the pinch 
discharge,  Since the present problem has  been formulated a s  a steady- 
state discharge in which the electr ical  energy dissipated in the discharge 
i s  t r ans fe r red  radially outward to  a wall o r  some heat sink by conduction, 
solutions with (d > I ' ' * ' cannot be considered as  valid, since 
I +  s 
no heat conduction can occur outside of the region where p = 8. The gas  
m u s t  then necessar i ly  heat up and the problem becomes a non-stationary 
one. The only singular solution that occurs  is when @ 
temperature distribution becomes constant. This c a s e  is na-onsidered to  
be a physically acceptable solution, since the discharge must  pass  through 
a l l  of the range of @ f r o m  I +  21- s to m. Under the conditions 
l + G  
imposed upon the discharge the values of (d a r e  hence res t r ic ted  to a 
range of f r o m  O to I + . & +  5 
I + S  
The temperature distribution can be obtained by solving 
Eq. (IX-lob) with the boundary conditions of 
8 = 1  ; d Q = 0 a t  r = O  e 
dr\ 
The solution when s = $ (partially ionized gas)  i s  a s  follows: 
Q 3 / ~  = J,(r) (Ix-  14) 
where J { ) i s  the z e r o  order  Bessel  function, When s - 5/2 (fully 
Q 3 
ionized gas) the equation must  be integrated numerically o r  solved 
approximately. A numerical  integration gives the curve shown in 
F igure  1 which is compared with a s e r i e s  solution shown below: 
(IX- 15) 
The tempera ture  distributions for  a discharge when s = and s = 5 a r e  
a l s o  plotted, 
The total cur rent  is obtained f rom integrating the cur rent  density 
over the radius  and is shown below: 
This expression is plotted in F igure  2. The electr ic  field i s  given by 
the equation shown below: 
(IX- 1 '7) 
The radius of the discharge i s  a function of the tempera ture  on the 
ax is  and the cur rent  as follows: 
1 
-
(IX- 18) 
The field is found to be given by the same expression that 
resu l t s  when the cur rent  density is constant: 
(IX- 13) 
Outside the discharge region, the solution of Eq, (IX-lOa) and 
(IX-lob) a r e  a s  follows: 
(IX- 2 0) 
If the heat sink i s  maintained a t  a finite temperature 8 then the 
W 
distance between the outer edge of the discharge and the wall i s  given 
by the following equation 
(IX- 2 3 )  
This equation indicates that under sake conditions the discharge can be 
very close to a cold wall. 
IX. 3. General Similarity Solution 
In a partially ionized gas  the thermal  conductivity i s  not a 
monatonic function of the temperature,  but has  a peak a t  the tempera ture  
where  the gas  i.s 50 per  cent ionized. F o r  this  reason the above 
solutions to the radial  temperature distribution equation do not suffice 
and a niore general  s imilar i ty  solution i s  required, The procedure 
indicated below will give a s imilar i ty  solution for  a rb i t r a ry  temperature 
dependences of the electr ical  and thermal  conductivity. Put 
(IX. 24) 
f(% ) a r e  normalizing constants and have values of approxi- 
mately 1-4 and 3-5, respectively. The expression for  the radial  
p res su re  gradient is obtained a t  once f rom Eq, (IX- 13): 
This expression integrates to the following relation: 
(IX- 2 5) 
(IX- 2 6 )  
Since the only p res su re  that can be controlled i s  p the p res su re  a t  1 "  
the outer edge s f  the discharge, i t  i s  better to  define the parameter  
4 in t e r m s  of p When this is done the following relations hold: 1: " 
(IX- 2 7) 
These relations r ew~a in  valid a s  long a s  p 3 0. When the relations 1 
(IX-24) a r e  substituted into Eq. (IX- E O ) ,  the following equation resu l t s  
Put 
'/z ==? 
The radial  temperature distribution i s  now determined by the following 
equation: 
I d 
--  P ( @ ) =  0 (IX- 29) 
-T A Y  
Since there  is no simple relation between g(8) and &(9)  in  general, i t  
is now assumed that the radial  distribution of each of these quantities 
can be represented by a power s e r i e s  solution, 
2 4 G 9 
( = - I )  -k ~ z ( S ) - q ~ ( % ) + 4 4 ( % )  
t L (IX- 30) 
~ ( e )  = r - R,cl, 2 +RLcriF-R3(?) 2 
A relation between the a i  and b. can next he obtained by substituting 
1 
Eq. (IX-30) into Eq. (IX-29) and identifying the coefficients of t e r m s  
to the same power a s  n a s  follows: 
The constants a.  can now be determined f r o m  the known temperature 
1 
dependence of g(@) and P ( 8 ) .  The cqnstant a1 has  been introduced 
a s  a styetching factor for the radial  coordinate. The simplest  value 
i t  could be given i s  I ,  but when this is done the electr ical  discharge 
region of the solution i s  not s imilar  and the electr ical  conductivity 
becomes negligible a t  some a r b i t r a r y  value of y . The s imilar i ty  
solution that will be chosen i s  the case  where the electr ical  conductivity 
statement 
is assumed negligible a t  fi = 2. ~ h i s ~ m p l i e s  that the following relations 
arnong the constants valid: 
(/-a;)&, = 4 4 , - = ) a 3  t.16 4 c 
The number of constants a .  t h a t a r e  used in  the solution depends only 
1 
upon the amount of i'nformation concerning g( 8 ) and lP ( 8 ) that i t  
is desirable  to include, A f i r s t  rough approximation to the solution 
can be obtained by using only the values of O- (43) and g(B) a t  3 = 0 
and %= 1. In this case  the only constants that need be evaluated a r e  
6'J 
a and a I 2 "  These can be determined from Eqs. (IX-Z8), This solution 
is ra ther  inaccurate when compared to some numerical  integrations. 
However, when the constants a a 1 v 2 "  a3  and a a r e  retained the 4 
above polynomial solution a g r e e s  to within better than 1 per cent with 
the numerical integration. The additional equations necessary  to 
determine these constants a r e  obtained by specifying the rat io  of the 
slopes with respect  to  temperature s f  the electr ical  conductivity, r ,  
and the thermal  conductivity integral g, a t  = 0 and 3 = 1. 0. The 
2, 
following equations result:  
(IX- 3 3) 
x %o-o) 
6(&) ~(T.)?(cT, 
Using Eqs, (IX-28) and (IX-29) i t  i s  now possible to solve uniquely for  
the parameter  a in t e r m s  of B ( B ( ~ ) \ ,  g ( Q(1)  \ , ( 6'/g')o .1 
) , all of which depend only upon T the temperature on the 0 ' 
axis  of the discharge and T the temperature a t  the outer edge of the 1 '  
discharge, The value of a is the smal les t  positive root of the equation 1 
shown below: 
2 (IX- 3 4) 
The complete s imilar i ty  solution for  the discharge i s  now given by the 
following four equations: 
The s imilar i ty  between these equations and Egs. (IX- 13a), (IX- 17), 
(IX-181, and (IX-19) i s  to  be noted. 
Some cr i te r ion  must  be established to determine the outer 
edge of the electr ical  discharge. A glance a t  Eqs. (IX-34) and (IX-36) 
indicate that a s  long a s  i , the electr ical  conductivity a t  the outer 
edge of the discharge divided by that a t  the center,  i s  l e s s  than -05 
i t  has  l e s s  than a 1 per cent influence on any of the parameters .  It i s  
possible, therefore,  to define the outer edge of the discharge by either 
the point a t  which P1 = . 05 o r  by some definite tempera ture  T such 1 "  
that tT < . 05 for a l l  values of T under consideration, In this paper I o 
the outer edge of the discharge will be placed a t  a definite temperature 
TI  , where the electr ical  conductivity i s  50 (mhos/m). In choosing 
th i s  value, discharges of l e s s  "can approximately 10 a m p e r e s  cur rent  
a r e  excluded f r o m  consideration. 
The expressions for  ( r ' / g "  and (o- ' /g f )  can be expressed in 
o 1 
t e r m s  of T1 and T i f  we a s sume  that dzz. T3/' in the vicinity of T 
o 0 
- ~ e i d x  
and that Qr G e Z= in  the vicinity of T 1 "  When this  i s  done 
the following relations a r e  obtained: 
(IX- 3 9) 
(IX-40) 
In the region outside of the discharge, the energy equation 
integrates  to the following expression: 
- 3 - 
This equation can be simplified to the expression shown below: 
7, 
There  i s  st i l l  one aspect  of the general physics of the a r c  
column that has  not yet been introduced into the s imilar i ty  solution. 
Wl ien  the parameter  8 becomes significant, two phenomena occur. 
The f i r s t  effect is that a radial  p res su re  distribution develops and the 
thermal  conductivity and the electr ical  conductivity Q b e c o a e  weak 
functions of the radial  p res su re  a s  well a s  of the radial  temperature 
distribution. The second, and more interesting effect that occurs,  i s  
that the tangential magnetic field begins to  reduce the radial  ambipolar 
diffusion of the charged part ic les  and hence causes  a pronounced 
reduction in the thermal  conductivity in the outer regions of the electr ic  
discharge. It i s  not possible to introduce these non-linear effects 
exactly into the s imilar i ty  solution shown above. However, i t  i s  
possible to do so  in a n  approximate manner  under cer tain restrictions.  
When the ambient p res su re  is quite high, of the o rde r  of one atmosphere 
0 
o r  grea ter ,  the temperature on the ax is  must  be over 40,000 K before 
, becomes significant. This implies  that the gas  will be partially 
singly ionized only in the very  outer regions of the discharge. We 
shall now assume  that the electr ical  and thermal  conductivity a r e  
independent of the p res su re  to a f i r s t  approximation in  the regions of 
the discharge where the gas  is completely singly ionized and that in the 
region where the gas  i s  partially singly ionized the p res su re  i s  equal 
to  the ambient p res su re  p and that the tangential magnetic field is 1 
constant a t  i t s  maximum value ( B  ) I  d i v e n  by Eq. ( I X - 3 & ) ,  With 
these assumptions, the electr ical  conductivity W (T),  the thermal  
conductivity integral 
~(r. 1 
integral o-(T,) 3(CT,)  T o  a r e  once again / Ik (ss)  
and 
functi 
the 
.o11s 
radial  
of To 
p r e s s  
only, 
ur  e 
The 
expression for  the thermal  conductivity must  now be modified, however, 
to include the influence of f i e  self-generated magnetic field. The 
expression shown below gives a rough f i r s t  approximatio~i  "c the manner 
in which the self-generated magnetic field of the a r c  affects the thermal  
conductivity integral: 7- 
7- T 
J(f(x - %'&. MT /7(d T = /X , , J~+  
o o 1 + d e 4  dzq$4) (IX-42) 2 
d X / x ,  7, 
ftz) 
In o rde r  to remove the denominator f r o m  the integral, i t  has  been 
evaluated a t  the T ernperatur e T .* where the gas  is 50 per  cent ionized. 
7 
Since /(k- v z a ) J ~ c a n  be an  appreciable fraction of a 
8 
even up to  values of To of 1 0 0 , 0 0 0 ~ ~ ,  the magnetic field can cause the 
integral of the thermal  conductivity to decrease  a s  the temperature T 
0 
r i s e s  over some range of T Eq, {IX-36) indicates that when this  
0 
occurs,  the power dissipation capability of the a r c  dec reases  a s  To 
r i se s ,  Eqs. (IX-36) and (IX-37) indicate a l so  that over this range of 
T the a r c  will have a negative character is t ic ,  i. e. ,  the potential drop 
o 
per unit length of a r c  c o l m n  will fall as  the cur rent  is increased. 
In the next section the charac ter i s t ics  of a n  argon gas  column 
will  be evaluated for  a discharge operating a t  a n  ambient p res su re  of 
one atmo sp l~e re ,  
IX. 8. Similarity Solution for  an  Arc  Column in Argon a t  One Atmosphere 
Ambient P r e s s u r e  
The various pa ramete r s  that were  derived f r o m  the similarity 
solution in  the previous section will now be evaluated fo r  an  electr ic  
discharge in argon. The solution r equ i re s  f i r s t  the evaluation of the 
electr ical  and thermal  conductivity coefficients of the gas  over the range 
of tempera ture  under investigation, In Appendix I, the t ranspor t  
coefficients fo r  argon a r e  evaluated over the tew~pera ture  range of 
6 , 0 0 0 ~ ~  to 20, 0 0 0 ~ ~ ~  Because of the formation of multiple charged 
0 ions a t  tempera tures  oh' over 20,000 K in a rgon i t  is necessary  to 
examine the t ranspor t  propert ies  of a three  particle sys tem consisting 
of electrons,  ions, and doulsly charged ions before the similarity 
solution can be c a r r i e d  to higher temperatures .  In particular,  the 
contribution of the diffusion cu r ren t s  to the thermal  co~iductivity, if  
any, is not a p r i ~ r i  evident. Since a study of these effects would entail 
a considerable amount of analysis, the s imilar i ty  solution will be 
0 
evaluated for  a rgon only up to a temperature of 20, 000 K on the ax is  
of the discharge. At one atmosphere ambient p res su re  the self- 
genera ted  ryiagnetic field of the discharge has  a negligible effect a t  
0 
tempera tures  of l e s s  than 20, 000 K, hence any influence of the magnetic 
interaction parameter  $ will be ignored in what fo l lows  
The outer edge of the discharge will be defined as  the position 
on the discharge radius a t  which the gas  temperature had dropped to 
6 , 0 0 0 " ~ .  
The f i r  s t  s tep in constructing the solution i s  to integrate the 
thermal  conductivity coefficient over the temperature to obtain the 
value of g(T ). Values of and 0" a r e  next computed by dividing 
o 81 1 
the values of the thermal  conductivity integral  and the electr ical  con- 
ductivity evaluated a t  6 , 0 0 0 ~ ~  by their  respective values a t  T The 
o 
values of (r ' /g') and ( 6 ' / g 8 ) ,  a r e  then computed using Eqs. (IX-39) and 
0 
(IX-40) o r  some equivalent expressions,  With these values it i s  now 
possible to compute a f r o m  Eq. (IX-34). Eq. (IX-36) can then be 1 
used to calculate f(T ) and hence the power dissipating capability per 
o 
unit length of the discharge. The evaluation of the cur rent  divided by 
the discharge rad ius  and the product of the axial  e lectr ic  field t imes  the 
discharge radius i s  then straightforward using Eqs, (IX-37) and (Ix-36). 
If we specify that the discharge i s  to operate in a cylinder of radius  
' fw and a t  a wall temperature of Tw the logarithm of the rat io  Y ~ / ~ ~  
can then be computed f rom Eq, (IX-41). This equation has  been 
o 
evaluated for  a wall temperature of 1, 000 K. The r e su l t s  of these 
calculations a r e  shown in F igures  3 and 4. 
F igure  3 indicates that the power dissipating capability of the 
a r c  column is only of the order  of severa l  kilowatts per  cm, of length 
a t  tempera tures  of the order  of 2 0 , 0 0 0 ~ ~  on the ax is  of the discharge. 
Since a r c  jet heat t ransfer  devices a r e  capable of t ransferr ing a s  
much as 50 - 180 kw of electr ic  power to argon gas through a discharge 
that i s  only severa l  cent imeters  long and operating a t  a tmospheric  
pressure ,  there  appears  to be some experimental evidence to indicate 
that the analysis  i s  incorrect ,  Several a l ternat ives  present  themselves 
a s  possible explanations for  the discrepancy: 
(1) The a r c  operates  with a temperature along the ax is  of the 
colunm that is much higher than has been thought, perhaps a s  high as  
100,OOOo~, 
( 2 )  The values of the electr ical  and thermal  conductivity of the 
gas  that have been computed a r e  in e r r o r  by as  much a s  a n  order  of 
magnitude. 
( 3 )  The majori ty  of the energy i s  t ransfer red  to the gas  through 
some mechanism other than heat t ransfer  out of the column, 
(4) The assumption of equipartition of energy among the species 
is incorrect.  
There  is considerable evidence to indicate that the third 
alternative is the most  likely explanation, the most  convincing of which 
i s  the experimentally determined fact that the heat t ransfer  capability 
8 
of a n  a r c  i s  practically independent of the a r c  length There i s  
a l so  some evidence to indicate that the electron tempera ture  i s  con- 
8 
siderably above the gas  temperature in some heat t ransfer  devices * 
Figure  4 indicates that confined a r c s  have falling charac ter i s t ics  
only over a very limited cur rent  range, a f te r  which the a r c  potential 
drop r i s e s  gradually with increasing current ,  
An experimental curve for the E - I charac ter i s t ic  of a confined 
a r c  in argon is a l so  plotted in Figure 4. This curve is taken f r o m  
Reference 30 and represents  measurements  taken by Maecker and his  
co-worker in Q;ermany. In general, the analysis  predicts  values of the 
e l ec t r i c  field t h a t a r e  about a factor of 2 low over most  of the cur rent  
range (5 - 200 amps).  It was originally thought that this discrepancy 
between theory and experiment might be due to the value of the thermal  
conductivity that was used. In the evaluation of the thermal  conduction 
coefficient the t e r m  that appeared most  likely to be in e r r o r  was the 
energy t ransfer red  by ambipolar diffusion because of the difficulty in 
determining the mom~entum- t ransfer  cross-sect ion for atom-ion 
collisions, For this reason, the s imilar i ty  solution was reevaluated 
with the ion-atom c ross -  section put equal to the atom-atom c ross -  
section instead of being 3, 20 t imes  a s  la rge  as in the original evaluation, 
The E - I curve resulting f r o m  this evaluation i s  a l so  plotted on Figure  
4. Although there is some reduction in the difference between the 
theoret ical  and the experiariental curve, there  i s  st i l l  a wide enough 
divergence to indicate that probably some other factor, ra ther  than the 
the rma l  conductivity, i s  responsible for  the discrepanc y, A s y stematic 
investigation into the various factors  that could be responsible indicated 
that the most  likely candidate was the e lec t r ica l  conductivity coefficient, 
The value that has  been computed appears  to be somewhattoo high 
probably by about a factor of two. A much m o r e  thorough investigation 
into this problem i s  required before this  discrepancy can  be resolved, 
Since such a n  investigation i s  not in line with the basic a i m s  of the 
present  study, we shall not discuss  this problem further  here.  
X. SHEATHS 
Whenever a plasma comes into contact with a solid wall a 
layer  develops in the gas  through which some separation of charge 
occurs  so  that a steady state rriay be set  up, The details of the s t ructure 
of the layer  a r e  quite complicated and have been extensively studied 
only fo r  isothermal  layers .  The basic effect of sheaths of in te res t  in 
this repor t  i s  the manlier in which they affect the electrode action. 
Before the electrode mechanisms can be studied, however, i t  i s  
necessary  to investigate some of the propert ies  of sheaths that occur 
between a hot plasma and a cold container when no electr ic  cur rent  i s  
flowing f rom the gas  to the container. Since the sheath thickness i s  
very  smal l  when the electron and ion densit ies a r e  appreciable, the 
sheath will be considered a s  a one-dimensional structure,  even for 
cylindrical surfaces. 
The only condition under which sheath s t ruc ture  can be studied 
exactly is when there a r e  no fluxes of par t ic les  o r  energy occurring, 
so  that thermodynamic relations may be used. In order  to extend the 
analysis  into regions where fluxes a r e  occurring the relations 
obtained f rom i r revers ib le  thermodynamics can be used with confidence 
a s  long as  the energy change of a charged particle over a mean f r e e  
path due to the electr ic  field is smal l  compared to the gas  internal 
l e l  b V  < 1 When the electr ic  field i s  strong enough energy ( kT 
so that this condition i s  not fulfilled, then an  alternative approach must  
be sought. 
X. 1. The Equilibrium Wall Sheath 
The simplest  sheath will be that one which occurs  when the 
electron diffusion and ion velocity perpendicular to the surface a r e  
zero. This condition can be obtained in  principle by applying a n  
a rb i t r a r i ly  la rge  magnetic field paral le l  to  the wall and by not allowing 
any e lec t r ic  cur rent  to flow through the wall f r o m  the gas. 
F r o m  Eqs, (111-1 I),  the sheath equations a r e  given by the 
following expressions: 
The boundary conditions that a r e  to be applied a r e  given by the 
equilibrium concentration of e lectrons and ions in the plasma where 
ne = nI , and a t  the wall. At the wall: 
(X- 2) 
In the plasma where the electr ic  field i s  essentially ze ro  the other 
boundary condition can be placed on the sheath: 
Throughout the sheath the Saha equation i s  valid: 
When Eqs. ( X - l )  a r e  combined with Eq. (X-4) i t  is found t b t  the only 
solution i s  a s  follows: 
- re1 (V -  V'o 1 
O e 
The subscr ipt  z e r o  r e f e r s  to conditions in the plasma where the 
e l e c t r i c  f ield is zero.  The s t ruc ture  of the sheath can  be determined 
f r o m  Poisson 's  equation and the mow~enturn equation as  follows: 
The genera l  solution to  this  problerx has  been given by ~ o w l e r "  for 
the two c a s e s  of neo < < n and n = 0 when the e lec t r ic  f ield is z e r o  
a a 
where V = V i n  the plasma. In non-dimensional var iab les  the solution 
o 
i s  given a s  follows: 
1 tanh w/4 I = e - S 
$ i s  the non-dimensional dis tance f r o m  the wall. 
(dw/d f ) = 2 2 sinh W/L (X- 7) 
I' = Debye shielding distance 
-4.K S 
l-6  E~ - (?A* = "e lec t r ic f r  p r e s s u r e  
2 42. 
In F igure  5 the quantities w and (dw/d ) a r e  plotted a s  a function of 
S . The plot shows the well-known resul t  that potentials grea ter  
than kTo/( e l  can be supported only over distances of the order  of the 
Debye shielding distance. F r o m  Eqs, (X-2) and (X-3) i t  can be seen 
that the gas  will be fully ionized everywhere only when the two conditions 
shown below a r e  maintained: 
Since these conditions a r e  r a r e l y  me t  with in high p res su re  electr ical  
discharges the discussion that foElows will be applied only to isothermal  
sheaths  in  which the ionization level i s  low. The two quantities sf 
interest  a r e  the potential drop a c r o s s  the sheath with i t s  sign and the 
electr ic  field a t  the wall. The potential drop a c r o s s  the sheath is 
given by the following relation: 
The electr ic  field a t  the wall can be found f r o m  Eqs. (X-7) and (X-4) 
together with the curves  of Figure 5. 
Eq, (X-8) indicates that for  most  gases  in  contact with metal  
walls the potential drop  a c r o s s  the wall sheath i s  practically independent 
of the temperature and that the wall i s  severa l  volts positive with 
respec t  to  the gas  a c r o s s  the isothermal  sheath. 
X. 2. The "Gas'"heath 
Since the gas  is usually much hotter than the container walls in 
problems of interest  in this repor t  i t  is necessary  to determine the 
potential drop  and other pa ramete r s  that occur a c r o s s  the regions 
where the gas  temperature drops f rom the f r e e  s t r e a m  value to the 
value a t  the wall, This drop occurs  a c r o s s  a boundar y layer  in most  
c a s e s  that has  a thickness dependent upon the Reynolds number of the 
-1 gas  flow. Typical boundary layer  thicknesses a r e  10 - lo-' cm-  for  
the flow of severa l  gms/sec. of gas  through pipes of a am, cross-sect ion 
and severa l  cent imeters  length, This length i s  severa l  o r d e r s  of 
magnitude l a rge r  than the Debye sheath thicknesses that occur, 
hence it i s  possible to  postulate the existence of a double sheath, one 
in the gas that is due to the temperature drop  alone and a n  isothersalal 
wall sheath that matches the propert ies  of the gas  to those of the wall. 
If the reaction r a t e  of the ions, electrons,  and atoms is fas t  enough 
i t  can be assumed that the electron density i s  always a t  i t s  equilibrium 
value. When no electr ic  cur rent  i s  flowing through the sheath the 
potential drop a c r o s s  this  gas  sheath can be determined by using the 
n k T  
e f i r s t  of Eqs. (X-1) and Eq. (X-31, provided 
P 
< <  1, This 
expression i s  given below: 
This equation indicates that the hot gas  develops a potential that i s  
positive with respect  to the cold gas  layer ,  
F r o m  Eqs, (VII-8) and (VII-9) the potential in the vicinity of a 
wall in contact with a hot gas  has, i n  general, the f o r m  shown in Fig- 
u r e  6. In practice, the temperature gradient will extend up to the wall 
and the wall and gas sheaths will then interpenetrate.  Qualitatively and 
in many cases  qanti"ctively, this  will not mater ial ly  affect the argument 
a s  given above. 
These potential wells that develop near  the walls prevent the 
passage of a cur rent  if two walls a r e  insulated and have a smal l  potential 
difference imposed a c r o s s  them, The sketch in Figure 7 indicates how 
the potential distribution changes as the applied potential drop  a c r o s s  
the electrodes i s  increased, F r o m  these curves  i t  can be seen that 
walls a r e  effectively the plates of a condenser, The image fo rces  f rom 
the positive charge accumulation on the cathode eventually can neutralize 
the negative charge of the gas  near  the cathode surface in the wall sheath 
so  that the potential well disappears  and the potential r i s e s  monotonically. 
On the other hand, i t  i s  very  difficult fo r  the image fo rces  f rom the 
positive charge accumulation on the anode to penetrate into the gas  f a r  
enough to neutralize the positive charges of the gas  sheath, hence the 
potential well near  the allode remains.  This iiidicates, that if the 
gas  is close to equilibrium a t  a11 points, that an  electr ical  discharge 
cannot exist under the conditions postulated. As  the potential drop 
a c o r s s  the electrodes is increased the electr ic  field immediately 
outside of the anode becomes very strong and eventually m o r e  and m o r e  
electrons pick up sufficient energy over one mean f r e e  path so that 
they can  ionize a n  a tom upon collision. Once the electron production 
r a t e  reaches  a c r i t ica l  value the equilibrium analysis  i s  no longer 
valid and the development of the discharge f r o m  this  point on can only 
be postulated, Until cur rent  s t a r t s  to flow, the average electron 
energy o r  tempera ture  does not r i s e  above that of the gas, However, the 
energy distribution function does not remain  Maxwellian but becomes 
anisotropic in the direction of the electr ic  field, a s  indicated in F igure  
8, ;En general, electron and ion production near  the anode surface 
proceeds by a n  avalanche once the c r i t ica l  production ra te  per  unit 
volume has  been reached. This leads to the concentration of the 
cur rent  density a t  the anode into a nar row column in  order  to puncture 
the sheath. In order  to  build up a steady state charge distribution in 
the column through which the cur rent  is flowing, that is opposite to 
t h a t o v e r  the r e s t  of the anode surface through the region where the gas 
temperature falls f rom the column tempera ture  to the wall temperature,  
 he discharge now develops a new degree of f reedom and the electron 
tempera ture  r i s e s  above that of the gas. The electron tempera ture  
must  stabilize itself a t  a value where the electrons can produce ions in 
the  anode fall  region a t  the same ra t e  as  they a r e  ca r r i ed  into column by 
the electr ic  field. Tf some o r  most  of the ions that a r e  produced in the 
anode fall  region can be blown out of the anode fall and allowed to 
recombine so  that they do not enter the a r c  column, this  provides a 
very  useful mechanism for  t ransfer r ing  energy f rom the electr ic  field 
to the gas, 
XI. ENERGY TRANSFER PROCESSES 
IN ELECTRIC DISCHARGES 
Using the r e su l t s  of the analyses  ca r r i ed  out above, i t  is now 
possible to discuss  in some detail  the energy t ransfer  mechanisms that 
occur in plasur~as. In particular,  in this  section we shall  be concerned 
w i th  one problem s f  iwirnediate pract ical  interest ,  namely, the manner 
in which electr ical  energy can be efficiently t ransfer red  f r o r ~  an  
electr ic  a r c  discharge to a gas  s t ream. This topic is the central  
problemz of a r c  heater  designs and up until now has  been attacked f rom 
a purely empir ical  point of view, The discussion which follows should 
be considered as  only a rather  prel iminary and incomplete enquiry 
into this fascinating subject, where a grea t  deal  m o r e  analytic work i s  
necessary  before we can hope to have a sound understanding of all the 
relevant physical processes  that a r e  occurring, 
The particular application of the a r c  heater determines to some 
extent the desirable  performance charac ter i s t ics  of the interaction 
between the a r c  and the gas flow. The following l i s t  indicates most  of 
these  charac ter i s t ics  that a r e  needed a t  one t ime o r  another: 
(1) The electr ic  energy should be t ransfer red  to the gas  with 
as high a n  efficiency a s  i s  possible, 
(2) The gas  should be heated to a s  high a temperature a s  is 
possible, 
(3) The gas  flow should be uniformly heated. 
(4) The gas flow should be a s  f r e e  as possible f r o m  unevenness, 
vorticity, and turbulence, 
(5) The electrodes should not be allowed to become hot enough 
locally to either vaporize o r  erode, 
In general, there  is a n  intricate interaction between the gas  
flow and the electr ic  discharge, hence i t  is necessary  to study the 
configuration of the a r c  and gas  flow sys tem in order  to determine the 
relat ive significance of the var ious mechanisms a t  work. We distinguish 
between three  energy t ransfer  mechanisms a s  follows: 
(1) The dissipation of e lectr ic  energy in the column and i t s  
t ransfer  by thermal  conduction and charged particle diffusion radially 
outward. 
(2 )  The t ransport  of charged part ic les  out of the a r c  column 
and electrode attachment regions by gas  flow; their  recombination 
energy then heats  up the gas  outside the a rc .  
( 3 )  The t ransfer  of charged part ic les  out of the a r c  column and 
electrode attachment regions by means of electromagnetic pumping and 
their  injection into the gas  flow so  that they recombine and heat the gas**: 
In the remainder  of this chapter, the following three configurations, 
involving the above mechanisms, will be inve stigated: 
(1) The gas  flow is axial  along the ax is  of the electr ic  discharge, 
(2 )  The gas  flow i s  s imilar  to  that in ( 1 )  but has  a tangential 
velocity component. This configuration is commonly called the vortex- 
stabilized a r c  heater.  
(3) The a r c  i s  radial  in  a n  annulus through which gas  i s  flowing, 
The a r c  ro ta tes  around the annulus due to i t s  interaction with a n  applied 
axial m-agnetic field. In this  configuration, the flow i s  mainly a c r o s s  
the a rc ,  ra ther  than along it. 
* See Appendix 3., 
A complete analysis  of any one of the above three configurations 
is s t i l l  f a r  beyond the capabilities of techniques developed in this  paper 
and elsewhere, The various r eg imes  of operation can, however, be 
outlined and their  relative m e r i t s  in the overall  scheme of a r c  hea ters  
qualitatively assessed.  
XI. 1, Axial Gas Flow Along the Axis of a Discharge 
Figure  15 shows schematically an  electrode configuration that 
has  come to be known a s  the wall stabilized a rc .  The anode can be 
contoured in an  a r b i t r a r y  fashion, and is usually brought close to the 
cathode around the t ip in o rde r  to have a near  sonic g a s  velocity in  
this region. Independent of the electrode shape, t he re  a r e  five cr i t ical  
a r e a s  of interaction between the flow and the discharge as  indicated in 
F igure  15. 
XI. 2 - 1 .  The Cathode Attachment Region 
This region is usually character ized by the high excess  positive 
ion concentrations that occur and by the electron temperature r is ing 
substantially above the temperature of the heavy particles.  Because 
of the high ion concentration and subsequent strong electr ic  field 
nea r  the cathode surface, cur rent  is ca r r i ed  to the cathode by field 
emiss ion  a s  well a s  thermionic emission, The establishment of a strong 
field requi res  that the a r e a  of attachment of the discharge on the cathode 
be small, so  that there  r e su l t s  a la rge  divergence of the cur rent  
density downstream of the point of attachment due to the excess  gas  
p res su re  a t  this point caused by the electromagnetic forces.  Because 
of this effect la rge  quantities of charged part ic les  a r e  pumped f r o m  
the  cathode attachment region into the column s o  that a high ra te  of 
charged particle production m u s t b e  maintained there. In addition, 
efforts a r e  usually made to force  the gas  to flow a t  close to sonic 
velocity over the cathode tip by constricting the anode channel a t  this 
point, The axial  flow velocity of the gas  near  the catliode can be high 
enough so that the ions a r e  swept along with the neutral  par t ic les  and 
flow against the electr ic  field. This r e su l t s  in once again necessitating 
a n  increase  in the ion production ra te  in the cathode a t t a ~ h w ~ e n t  region 
in o rde r  to  maintain the discharge. Most of the charged part ic les  
formed due to the action of the above two processes  enter  the gas  flow 
and thus add to the enthalpy of the gas  a s  long as most  of the electron- 
ion recombinations a r e  due to three  body collisions ra ther  than 
radiative collisions. Experience has  shown that i t  is possible to 
22  produce a s  mmny a s  10 ions/sec. in the cathode attachment region. 
This process  consumes electr ic  power a t  a level of f r o m  20 to 50 
kw a t  the production r a t e  quoted above, A reasonable percentage of 
the overall  a r c  potential drop can hence occur over the cathode attach- 
ment region. No effort has  been n-Iade to analyse the attachment region 
because of the dominant role  played by the excess  tern-perature of the 
electrons,  which has  not yet been incorporated into a comprehensive 
t reatment  of the t ransport  propert ies  of a plasma. 
XI, 1. 2. The Inlet Heating Region 
A wide and varied group of phenomena can occur aid many 
have been observed to do s o  in this region. Provided that the channel 
diameter is not too large,  the a r c  conduction channel increases  f rom 
the diameter a t  the point of attachment a t  the cathode to a diameter  
fa i r ly  close to that of the anode. The s imilar i ty  solution indicates 
that as the a r c  channel increases  in diameter  the tempera ture  on "Le 
axis  of the discharge decreases ,  consequently reducing the power 
dissipated per  unit length of channel and the electr ic  field strength 
along the channel. The asymptotic radius  of the conduction channel 
depends pr imari ly  on the e lec t r ic  cur rent  I and the channel radius  
r F o r  smal l  values of I/r  the discharge will not come near  to fill- 
W W 
ing the channel, and the temperature on the ax is  of the discharge i s  
barely enough to make the gas electrically conducting. There will be 
some cr i t ica l  value of such that the thermal  conduction to the 
walls will be unable to  stabilize the column for  values of l /rw below 
the cr i t ical  value, In this regime, bouyant fo rces  and smal l  i r regular -  
i t i es  in  the gas  flow will exert  a strong influence on the discharge. Under 
some flow conditions the discharge has  been seen to  thresh  about in the 
channel randonlly. :% Although fluceuations in the a r c  potential a r e  
high when operating in this mode, this is a fa i r ly  desirable  type of 
* Private  communicatiomi with M. Thorpe of Thermal  Dynamics, 
Thorpe" measurements  indicate that this  mode of a r c  operation 
resul ted in efficient energy t ransfer  f rom the discharge to the gas  
and a l s o  that the anode point of attachment moved randomly over the 
surface of the cylinder, so that no local hot spot developed. The rapid 
random motion of the discharge throughout the channel mixed the 
heated and unheated gas  quite well s o  that the emergent  gas  did not 
have a pronounced radial  enthalpy profile, as occurs  when the gas  
flows through the stabilized discharge, 
a r c  heater design and has  proved in practice to be quite reliable while 
operating within cer tain l imits  of gas  flow r a t e  and a r c  current ,  
Increasing the cur rent  inevitably resu l t s  in  the a r c  suddenly striking 
to a point on the anode surface near  the cathode and anode burnout 
occurs  shortly thereafter.  The reason  for  this  behavior is obscure, 
but is probably connected with the iner t ia  of the ions in the discharge 
column, This topic will be discussed in  some detail  l a t e r  when the 
behavior of a n  a r c  column in a strong cross-flow will be discussed. 
Although the re  is l i t t le hope that much can be done to  analyse 
f i e  heat t ransfer  f rom the unstable a r c  column to the gas, there  is 
much that can be done with the stable expanding column of conducting 
gas, In addition, c r i t e r i a  for stability can be established for  both 
column bending (kink instability) and column pinching (sausage 
instability) based on the tendency of the heat t ransfer  r a t e  to  stabilize 
perturbations i n  the column, F o r  example, if the column at tempts  to  
pinch a t  some point along the axis,  the power t r ans fe r red  out radially 
increases  a t  this  point ( see  s imilar i ty  solution) and hence the gas  just 
out side of the c olumn is heated sufficiently to become electrically 
conducting. The column diameter  is thus increased a t  this  point and 
the instability suppressed, In general, the analysis  of problems s f  
this type will be complicated by the jet of ionized gas  par t ic les  that 
enters  the column f r o m  the cathode attachment region. 
In this region the electr ic  discharge has  expanded radially 
outward so  that i t  has  reached a steady state and the tempera ture  and 
density profiles remain  identical fur ther  on down the channel. The 
velocity profile in this region is s t i l l  not that of fully developed pipe 
flow, however, and many d iameters  of channel length may be required 
before the pipe flow regime is reached, In general, a r c  hea ters  based 
on this electrode configuration have anodes that terminate  in this  region 
of the a rc-gas  flow interaction since l i t t le heating of the gas  occurs  
with a longer anode, most  of the power f r o m  the discharge being 
conducted to the anode cylinder, Litt le can be done, a t  present,  in 
analyzing the velocity field in this region, although some useful 
information might be obtained by the use of s imilar i ty  pa ramete r s  
coupled with a well instrumented se t  of experiments. 
F o r  configurations s imilar  t o  that shown in  Figure 15, the 
e lec t r ic  discharge i s  established in  the wake of the cathode. This 
complicates any attempt to study the velocity profiles in the inlet 
heating region and f rom this compute the radial  r a t e  of growth of the 
discharge. Whether or  not the gas  flow in  the wake is turbulent 
can  a l so  have a pronounced influence upon the charac ter i s t ics  ol  the 
electrical discharge. This point will be discussed in  the section 
dealing with fully developed pipe flow. 
XI. 1.4, Fully Developed Pipe Flow Region 
Provided the parameters  of the anode and the electr ic  discharge 
a r e  within the proper  range, a region of interaction between the dis-  
charge and the flow will develop in which velocity profiles stay similar 
along the tube length and the power dissipated per  unit length in  the 
discharge is all t ransfer red  to the wall by conduction. Only two 
reg imes  of operation. a r e  possible here,  either the flow i s  laminar  
or  turbulent, In the fo rmer  case,  i t  is possible to completely analyse 
the  probleni since the interaction of the flow with the discharge i s  only 
second order .  By this we mean that the viscous dissipation of energy 
i s  negligible compared "L the electr ic  energy dissipation so that the 
radial  density distribution i s  determined only by the electr ic  discharge. 
Also, the gas  velocity does not influence the mechanisms of radial  
energy t ransport  so  the discharge is not modified by the gas  flow in  
this region. The ra ther  remarkable propert ies  of the interaction in 
this region has  been recognized by Emmons and Lick of Harvard, who 
a r e  a t  present conducting experiz- ents  to  study some of the charac ter -  
i s t ics  of this asyn~pto t ic  flow regime, The s imilar i ty  solution of 
Sectiori IX. can be used to de termis~e  the density and temperature 
profiles. The velocity profile s can then be computed, including 
convective effects if they a r e  significant, and f r o m  these profiles 
the m a s s  flow rate,  axial  p res su re  gradient and the energy flux r a t e  
or power flux along the tube can be determined. Because of the fair ly  
extensive labor involved in computing profiles and n m e r i c a l l y  inte- 
grating the various pa ramete r s  required, we have not explicitly ca r r i ed  
out this  i m p o r t a n k t e p  in this  paper, but intend to do i t  on a computer 
in the near  future. 
As  mentioned previously, no net energy is t ransfer red  to the 
gas in this region. However, the power flux and hence the average gas  
enkhalpy level that can be attained by the emergent  gas  is determined by 
the profiles of velocity and tempera ture  that occur here. In particular,  
a transit ion f rom laaviinar flow to turbulent flow will a l te r  the velocity 
profile quite radically and hence the power flux and the rad ia l  enthalpy 
distribution, A change in  power flux would necessitate a change in 
d ischarge  in the inlet heating region and thus profoundly modify the 
whole a rc .  If the anode of a n  a r c  heater  s imilar  to that shown in 
Figure 15 were  long enough so that a region of fully developed pipe 
flow occurred, then we would expect an  abrupt change in the a r c  behavior 
when the flow became turbulent. In general, the transit ion would occur 
a s  the Reynolds number of the flow increased, F o r  a constant m a s s  
flow rate ,  it is possible to increase  the flow Reynolds number by 
increasing the a r c  cur rent  beyond a cer ta in  cr i t ical  value I 
c r  a 
At 
values of cur rent  below Icr an  increase  of cur rent  dec reases  the flow 
Reynolds number. This  r e v e r s a l  occurs  because of the relation between 
"ie plasma viscosity and the tempera ture  as shown in F igures  9 and 10. 
Experiments conducted by Mr, A. C. Dueati, a t  Giannini Plasmadyne, 
(private communication) indicate that, in fact, a transit ion s imilar  to 
that discussed above has  been observed, and occurs  in practically all 
a r c  hea ters  that have cylindrical anodes when a n  effort is made to 
obtain high g a s  enthalpies, Since the transit ion usually involves a n  
increase  in the cur rent  by about a factor of two, power los ses  increase 
rapidly af ter  the transit ion and at tempts  to increase  the gas  enthalpy 
much beyond this  point usually resu l t  in  destruction of the equipment. 
Since it is necessary  "c operate the discharge so that it 
completely f i l ls  the anode cylinder in  o rde r  to get high g a s  enthalpies, 
the  transit ion to turbulence can  be the factor that determines the 
maximum average enthalpy to which the g a s  can be heated in this  
configuration, 
XI, 1.5. Point of Discharge Attachment to the Anode 
In the desirable  type of a r c  behavior a t  the anode, t l ~ e  cur rent  
would enter the anode surface uniformly over a wide a r e a  s o  that no 
local heating would occur a s  the electrons give up energy proportional 
to the surface work function upon entering the metal. Unfortunately, 
there  appears  to be l i t t le likelihood of this occurring in most  a r c  
hea ters  that operate a t  p r e s s u r e s  high enough so  that the charged 
particle density is close to i t s  equilibrium value. Because of the nature 
of the sheath s t ructure that develops on the anode surface (See Section X. ) 
whenever the gas  is hotter than the surface and the ionizatiio,i energy of 
the gas  i s  grea ter  than twice the work function of the metal,  i t  is 
necessary  for  the discharge to contract  and contact the anode surface 
a t  a point. Once again, as a t  the cathode, the electron temperature 
r i s e s  considerably above the heavy particle temperatur  e in this region, 
resulting in a plentiful production of ions which a r e  accelerated out into 
the column by electromagnetic pumping a s  well a s  by the electr ic  field. 
The actual  point of attachment of the anode spot can occur in 
any one of regions 11, 111, IV, o r  V of F igure  15, When the anode ends 
in  region 11 of F igure  15, then "ce anode spot will a lmost  always at tach 
on the front surface of the cylinder, ra ther  than on the inside surface, 
Whenever attachment to  the front sur face  occurs,  the discharge path 
o turns through 180 and a considerable number of charged part ic les  
a r e  electrom~agnetically pumped out of the discharge column in this 
region, The total potential drop  a c r o s s  the discharge is usually 
comparatively high f o r  this  reason. However, since the discharge 
does not fill the cylinder, much of the gas  does not pass  through the a r c  
and hence the average gas  enthalpy is usually quite low a t  the outlet 
of the heater when the cur rent  is such that this  mode of operation 
occurs,  
Ei ther  by lengthening the anode cylinder o r  by increasing the 
a r c  cur rent  i t  i s  possible to increase  the diameter  of the discharge 
until i t  effectively fi l ls  the channel a r e a  ( see  similarity solution). 
The anode point of attachment will usually now move f r o m  the front 
surface onto the inside surface of the cylinder, This transit ion i s  
usually accompanied by a marked drop  in the total  potential of the a r c  
since there i s  now considerably l e s s  electromagnetic pmping of charged 
part ic les  out of the discharge in  the region of anode spot attachment. 
I r regular i t ies  in the flow usually cause the point of attachment 
to move about considerably, both axially and radially, Unless this  
occurs,  experience has  shown that local heating of the anode spot will 
cause anode burnout in a relatively short  time, When efforts a r e  made 
t o  obtain high gas  enthalpies, i t h a s  been found that solme m o r e  
positive technique of moving the anode spot is required to  prevent 
erosion o r  burnout a t  the anode point of attachment. One method that 
h a s  been adopted to  accomplish this i s  to rotate the gas  by introducing 
it tangentially into the a r c  chamber. A second technique now in use i s  
to  use electromagnetic fo rces  to move the anode spot. Both of these 
approaches to solving the problem of anode burnout will be discussed 
in  the following sections. 
XI. 2. Arc  Heaters  with a Gas Vortex 
Introducing the gas into the a r c  chamber with a high tangential 
velocity component appears  to have three  major  effects upon the 
operating charac ter i s t ics  of the a r c  heater,  
(1) The gas  vortex tends to center the electr ic  discharge along 
 he ax i s  of the anode cylinder, The radial  p res su re  gradient of the 
vortex leaves a low p ressu re  region along the ax is  of the anode, In 
general, the electr ic  discharge will s t r ike through this low p ressu re  
region, since this  path is one that r equ i re s  a minimum potential drop. 
The vortex a l so  smooths out any i r regular i t ies  in the a r c  channel that 
tend to develop and thus has a stabilizing influence upon the discharge 
against  kink instabili t ies that could develop without the vortex when the 
colurrin is too f a r  f r o m  the cylinder wall to  be stabilized by thermal  
conduction. 
When the tempera ture  on the ax is  of the discharge is high enough 
so  that the self-generated magnetic field of the discharge is sufficiently 
strong to influence tlae radial  p res su re  distribution, then there  will be 
a fa i r ly  strong interaction between the vortex flow and the s t ructure of 
the discharge. Besides having a strong influence on the stability of the 
discharge, the vortex a l so  will be a n  important factor in determining 
the radius  of the discharge and hence the temperature along the a r c  
axis, Experimentally, i t  has  been observed that the potential drop 
a c r o s s  a given electrode configuration inc reases  when a gas  vorzex 
is introduced into the flow, a l l  other fac tors  being held constant. This 
could be interpreted to mean that the a r c  operates  a t  a considerably 
higher temperature due to the vortex motion of the gas, 
( 2 )  The rotational motion of the gas  f o r c e s  the anode spot to 
rotate around the anode cylinder. This occurs  when the anode spot 
a t taches either on the front o r  on the inside surface of the anode cylinder. 
This rotational motion of the anode spot reduces local heating on the 
meta l  and thus helps to prevent the anode f rom melting a t  the point of 
attachment of the a rc .  Even if the local  heating of the surface is high 
enough "L vaporize some surface mater ial ,  the motion of the spot prevents 
burnout f r o m  occurr ing rapidly a t  any  one point, 
(3) Most electrode configurations that a r e  designed to incor- 
porate a gas vortex in the overal l  heat t ransfer  scheme, have some 
regions of operation over which the p r imary  flow becomes unstable and 
secondary gas  flows develop. Since these secondary flows usually 
occur in regions of the device where the electr ic  discharge i s  operating, 
undesirable effects a lmost  always occur. In some c a s e s  the actual 
current-voltage operating charac ter i s t ics  of the discharge is inter-  
fe red  with to such a n  extent that modal operation, relaxation oscillations, 
o r  even extinction of the a r c  can occur. Often, the secondary flows 
mere ly  c a r r y  some of the heated gas  from the discharge along the 
electrode surfaces,  great ly  reducing the efficiency of energy t ransfer  
and, depending upon the particular design, a t  t i m e s  burning out the 
insulators between the electrodes. 
There  i s  l i t t le hope that a complete understanding o r  an  
analysis  of the vortex a r c  jet heater will be obtained in  the near  future. 
Many features  of the secondary gas  flows, independent of the e lec t r ic  
discharge, a r e  as yet inaccessible to  analytic techniques, This fact 
alone helps to explain why a r c  jet design has  been a n  empir ical  a r t  in  
the past for  the most  part. Ingenuity has  done much to improve the 
reliability and general  performance charac ter i s t ics  of all types of a r c  
jets, but has  been especially fruitful when applied to the designs which 
incorporate gas  vortices. 
Since the vortex introduces new and usually undesirable phenomena 
(secondary flows, poor enthalpy distributions, flow rotation) while 
accomplishing i t s  pr imary  purposes of moving the anode spot and 
centering the electr ic  discharge, i t  is natural to sea rch  for  other means 
of obtaining the desirable  effects witliout introducing the accompanying 
undesirable secondary effects. This  leads  us  naturally into a discussion 
of a third type of a r c  Bet configuration in which the anode spot and 
usuallyr the a r c  column is made to  move rapidly under the influence of 
a n  applied magnetic field. 
XI. 3, A r c  Heaters  with Crossflow 
Because of the numerous secondary phenomena and modal 
t ransi t ions that a r e  possible in  the interaction between a n  a r c  discharge 
and an axial  or  tangential gas  flow i n  the a r c  channel, i t  is desirable  
to investigate other interaction configurations that could possible lead 
to  a n  efficient and reliable a r c  jet design. A configuration that has  been 
subjected to considerable experimental study i s  one comprising 
concentric e lectrodes with a radial  a r c  in the annulus rotated by a n  
applied axial  magnetic field, Gas i s  passed axially through the annulus 
and is, in  theory, heated a s  i t  pas ses  through the a r c  region. 
The interaction between the discharge and the gas  flow in  this 
configuration r a i s e s  a number of f a i r ly  fundamental problems, Some 
experimenters indicate that over cer ta in  p res su re  ranges the discharge 
takes place through a n  annular sheet r a the r  than through a localized 
column (Patr ick,  Reference 24). On the other hand, the experiments  
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of E a r l y  and Dow a t  Michigan indicated that over a very wide p res su re  
range the discharge in their  equipment occurred through a column. At 
p r e s s u r e s  of over one atmosphere,  which were  used in the experiments 
r eported here,  there  i s  l i t t le doubt that a column will form. When this  
c olumn now rotates  around the annulus the interaction problem reduces 
to that of determining the r a t e  of rotation of the column, i t s  c ross -  
sectional shape and area .  Since the force  per  unit length on the column 
is constant there  should be l i t t le tendency for column bending so that 
i t  is legitimate to consider the a r c  a s  a fa i r ly  rigid cylinder, The 
column inert ia  is provided almost entirely by the ions since the 
electrons have such a smal l  mass .  The s t ruc ture  of the outer radial  
support of the discharge i s  probably strongly influenced by the c r o s s -  
flow s o  that the heat t ransfer  out of the column as well as  the diameter  
of the electr ical  conducting path i s  profoundly m-odified, No effort i s  
n ~ a d e  to calculate the rotation r a t e  of the discharge in this  report ,  
since the influence of the phenomena that occur a t  the cathode and anode 
attachment points is felt to be decisive in determining the behavior of 
the whole discharge when the column is only severa l  n ~ i l l i m e t e r s  long. 
Pre l iminary  considerations of this design indicate that i t  has  
a number of very at t ract ive features ,  
(1) The a r c  length is fixed by the annulus spacing, This enables 
one to control accurately the a r c  length and hence determine i t s  
significance in the overall  heat t ransfer  scheme. In particular,  i t  
should be possible to accurately determine the e lec t r ic  field strength in 
the column by changing the annular spacing. 
(2)  The a r c  column diameter  remains  the saxme over the discharge 
length and is changed only by the sheath s t ruc tures  that occur a t  the 
electrodes. This represents ,  in theory, a decided advantage for  this  
configuration a s  compared to the axial  flow -- axial  a r c  configuration, 
in which the a r c  channel diameter  must  necessar i ly  increase  as  the 
gas  is being heated, 
( 3 )  It should be possible to continually reduce the diameter  of 
the  a r c  channel by increasing the relative velocity of the a r c  conducting 
path to that of the ambient gas. A glance a t  the s imilar i ty  solution of 
Section JX. indicates that this should increase  tlie power dissipation per 
unit length of the column and hence improve the heat t r ans fe r  charac ter -  
i s t ics  of the a r c  by increasing the overall  potential drop and thus 
reducing the cur rent  for  any required power level of operation. 
Because of the seeming advantages of this  configuration, a s  
outlined above, it was decided to construct a n  a r c  heater of this  type 
and subject i t  to some fa i r ly  extensive measurements,  The problems 
encountered and the observations made when operating this a r c  will be 
discussed in the next section.. 
XII. ARC HEATER DEVELOPMENT 
XII. 1, The Annular Electrode Arc  
The f i r s t  device that was constructed had the configuration 
shown in F igure  16, Little difficulty was encountered in striking the 
a r c ,  and a s  anticipated, i t  rotated rapidly in the annulus. However, 
many undesirable secondary effects occurred and these will be 
discussed in detail  in the sections which follow. 
XII,1. 1. Arc  Potential Drop 
The dimension of the annulus, that is ,  the length of the: a re ,  
was 1/4 inch. The potential drop a c r o s s  the a r c  is plotted a s  a function 
of the axial  magnetic field strength in F igure  17 for  various a r c  
cur rent  levels, The general  t rend  i s  for the voltage to increase  a s  the 
magnetic field increases ,  During one run, however, the voltage 
remained relatively constant over the range of 1000 - 4500 gauss  in the 
magnetic field. This anon~alous  effect i s  possibly due to the occurrence 
of intermittent phenomena a t  the electrodes and will be discussed la ter .  
Since the fundamental requirement of a good a r c  heater i s  to t ransfer  
the wmst energy to the gas with a minimum of loss ,  it is inrimediately 
apparent that the higher the potential drop a c r o s s  the a r c  the better. 
F igure  17 indicates that the potential drop  a c r o s s  the a r c  does not 
increase  indefinitely but approaches some asymptotic value of the 
order  of 50 volts f o r  argon gas. This is t rue  over a cur rent  range of 
10 - 120 amperes ,  
XPI. 1. 2, A r c  Rotation Rate 
A number of different tech~iiques were  employed in a n  effort to 
measure  the rotation r a t e  of the a rc .  Due to the uneven and intermittent 
nature of the rotation rate ,  however, the only method of measurement  
that proved useful was that of mounting a coil in the cathode and 
measuring the signal generated in  i t  as the cur rent  density a t  that 
point in the cathode varied due to the ~ ~ o t i o n  f the contact point of the 
a r c  with the cathode. 
In many of the r eco rds  obtained f r o m  the coil (See Figure  2 3 ) ,  
no consistent signal was obbai~ied; both wave f o r m  and frequency varied 
with t ime, The rotation r a t e s  of the a r c  obtained f r o m  those r eco rds  
that could be used a r e  plotted a s  a function of the %agnetic field 
strength. in F igure  18. A considerable spread in  the data occurs ,  
No strong dependence on the a r c  cur rent  i s  indicated, although there 
i s  a general  teazdency for  the totation r a t e  to increase  with the arc: 
zt1r-i. :_it, To a f i r s t  approximatioxs, the folhowing equation gives the 
rotation rate in cycles/sec,  in t e r m s  of the magnetic field strength B 
if in weber s /m . 
Several high speed movies were  taken of the a r c  by a camera  borrowed 
f rom Mr. Ray E. Reichenbach of the Mechanical Engineering Department. 
These f i lms  indicated t h a t t h e r e  was a n  intermittent tendency for  m o r e  
than one discharge path to occur between the anode and cathode and that 
when this  occurred the rotation r a t e s  of the a r c s  became quite rand on-^. 
Many of the records  obtained f r o m  the coil in the anode could be interpreted 
from this  standpoint, Several  s t r ip s  of these f i lms  a r e  reproduced in 
Figure 19. 
XII. 1 .  3 ,  Induced Gas Rotation Rate 
The rotating a r c  induces a cer ta in  amount of rotation in the gas  
a s  i t  flows through the a r c  region. An indication of the magnitude of 
this induced rotational flow can be obtained by measuring the radial  
p res su re  difference that occurs  in the flow channel. The static p res su re  
a t  the outer edge of the flow annulus was measured  a t  two points 4" 
apart ,  a s  shown in F igure  20. It i s  assumed that the p res su re  on the 
inner annulus i s  atmospheric,  The r e su l t s  of severa l  probe p res su re  
measurements  a r e  plotted in Figure 21. The radial  p res su re  differential 
appears  to  be approximately l inear with the magnetic field strength and 
to decay quite rapidly a s  the gas  flows along the channei, The axial  
magnetic field is probably quite instrumental  in reducing the angular 
velocity of the gas  by the induction of eddy cu r ren t s  in the ionized %as 
that is not par t  of the a rc .  If this  p res su re  differential i s  used to com- 
pute the angular velocity of the gas  assuming solid body rotation, 
then the maximum gas  rotation r a t e  would 'be 440 cycles/sec.  when the 
a r c  is rotating a t  2100 cycles/sec. When 1 gm/sec. of argon gas  is 
flowing through the annulus and when i t  i s  heated to 3 8 0 0 ~ ~  by the a rc ,  
the axial  flow velocity and the angular velocity a t  the outer edge of the 
annulus a r e  approximately equal a t  80 m/sec,  for  the condition quoted 
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above with a n  axial  magnetic field of 0-44  (webers/m ) . 
The fraction of the total electric energy that is rebined by the 
gaa as it leaves the orifice ranges between . B Q  and . 5 &r%d is, in 
general, infr~larably low. There io a alight tcsndenncy far the fraction 
of energy retained by the gag Lo Inereass ar;i the magnelic field increases. 
The reason for thie low v~lue of P ~ / P  will be discussed in subsequent 
sections. Beaides b v i n g  a poor: sfftcfseey %or traasberrring energy 
ele~tric field to the g 8 ~  t b  following ~ & Q E  Biadvaneagm of 
&be eodigiortntioa became apwaent over the paris4 L h f ;  this are device 
waes im Base and they are ligted bctslaw. 
(1) As already w~snticaasd, it was found tbt &a arc dragged 
the gas around wStb it go some axtent and eat up a v o r t ~ x  la the g a ~  
w ith 1 radial pressure gsadienlt, Thie intscPdSuced an ipageabiltky into 
the axial flow sf a s  ga l  which resulted in a, escsn-zy b e k  flow 
carrfiitag the heated gas over the ~ I B C O Z Q ~ B  atad qmrtz; susfzac~~ 
indfafed in Figure 22. 
(2) The p&idirara ~al-8 Lhs lad8  &Ear which the arc skruek cbnged  
with &be gas flaw rate and wP$ka. Ohs axial magmaatfr; field olrs;ngth. Under 
bsme condilions the ax-&: tottak up $he poeition a s  ehem by B - C in 
Figwe 22,  The arc W ~ B  @xtrem&ly unsteady in ?hie pa~ikiarn a s  waEa 
indicated by wide volgrage and curreat fluctlloreions se weti  ss by a high 
noise level in the augjiible range. 
(3) The rsmtian rate QJT &he arc WBO fou~lgjl to be unstable an&%, $0 
depend upon the Ha&a@nomew tbt occurred at &ha ~ t l e e t ~ t x ~ d ~ s  81 well as 
u p n  the carrent and mgnetirz: field ~OrejnqtHx A number of the 
 photograph^ osP the; electric signal generated in the casiP shown isd Figure 
20 sre zepraduced isr Figare 23. Thsjes indicate the uneven and 
appreatly ralrad~rn cbnpss  in the rsto&ioa rate sf the are. 
4-41 The vs lage  acrssss fie arc eaibited B d d s  spectrum sf 
high amplitude oochltations. At time8 the oacilbtiaa peak to peak 
v~slmgs was over 50 per cent of the average D. C. patentiat drop 
across the &re. lt was found U t  in general a e c e  &mared to be two 
more or less sable wxodeo of operation of the arc, a s h  chraeteriaed 
by quite different pgsaZ;ial drop across iEBne arc, b o a  in IrBs 32. C. and 
i t s  A. G. cornponeate. T U B  i t s  well d6;moaaetroted $a FLgure 24 which 
s h w s  the! vslwge ;ace;lrosa t3xe &;kc when the aperatirxg condirtion@ were 
Mc;ma%f@al. %hen the .@rolmgs w a ~  low and b d  a higta frggaency cam- 
p~nenag (top picture) the ~adfble noise Ilevsl %so= the hsc was quite ZQW 
sad a bright ring could be eeen ca &@ anode. W h i l e  ogerstiag in the 
~thel :  =tad@ (IL~wer pictu~e) the audible? noise lavet from the are m e  
csntsf4gzrably higher, Thg:~ce was naa bright ring on the arzode in this 
=$ads but intermititeat flash@@ were ase23a sa the eadkaodes. 
The anode geQme&ry was cb~agcsd to t b $  sbswtpt.lm fa Figure 25 $pa 
on effort to redlace the backnauv af hot gas. The gari~ waa forcad tg;g 
flow through a. a m l l  anrtubr orifice (A in Figure 25) formed by 
e~ernding the catbade to within 0,  02QP' etf t;hs iiaaode. As expcted, %h 
high ga& velocity thraagh the orifice prsvent@d the arc from striking 
at ehgs orifiees and farced it to strike ~ C ~ C P B B  the ~ b n t l ~ 1  width d. 
Althaugh this caf;lknode codigusatform prevented the Bat gas fseun flowiag 
Bsszck over &he q w r t ~  cyliradsr, a seeonargr flow still adstad as 
iwdf meed $a Figare 29, H s ~ ~ w B ~ v ~ P ,  I;JnSg maduf mEf opt significantly 
irfiprave3aS the effice4anc.g~ d t h  WMCB ef ectr%~;al energy tva@ tranoferrsd 
ha the gae as fa i s s w d  E r a  &e heater. 
(11 since %he potsatfal drcetp aczess %e art= increases as tha 
adak m%gnetle $feihd is S t x e ~ a ~ e d ~  it was Pelt C h E  tEzs are might otatioa 
i8sbsqta: at Et psiLisa wh$i"r@ $he -g~l@ele field b d  a min-~sls;p-8 vetliw so 
ao $0 apera%e BC@@P&~@ ta the well  know SSa@~ab@f?~% prineipke of 
mfaahwi ve3Laga &rap raeuleling $an, a minim- angrwgr pr&aact.ion ;rat;@. 
In esrdea %a t 9 ~ t  his hyptjkPe~fI, o ring d mgneL itrean was pbcedi 
ti$ir~tkrb~d S%r@ ;9"6g$0n af 8muItaa wheas the are was to be paditi@n@d+ 
$he a w h P  riiidkl c~&gne;tii@ field p a f i l e s  in tho amalanri; me~eured  
and laLr@ eshawn En. Figwt~~4 26. Hawaver, when the arc was ~kruck 
there appwred &a brej PLO ts~denncy far ft to a b b i l k ~ s  i g ~ e 2 f  st $he 
p ~ i t i s n  of ths miafmeanna ah8 mgns%ic field, so %ttt@mpLg akaag this 
%%a@ W @ F I  ab&~~dm@& 
( 2 )  Tha e%ec&rfr: cusrent gencisr;aktshjl a wgnettc3 %%%Id t k t  casald 
poodbly bs used to eleel;rognagmtSc33tZIy exert an 1 force oa the arc 
3T$@aCq4\ help t B  p ~ i t i 8 a  f t *  b3 &3h@ a~k"ami$P ~@%i t f i& '~ i r~ t i~~a  kb@ 
elactromageratic force rpn %;he a8.e tended to be citneallad ot& aa  indicated 
in Figws 2%. b an @a&%%: to sxesrt ;a f~rces on %ha arc in ths dirgetion 
omodss ts $he drag farce exerted by the gtae, $he cathds W I B  Zengtheaed 
a d  the current rmde to flaw esut CLha front 6%: the c@t8de. T h i ~  farmad a 
current loop that should cxert a reasonable axial force oa the arc La a 
downatream directiggtn, Mawever, as the axial magnetic field wsa 
increased the arc again blew out of the 8nnu$t88 and ateached itself to the 
front 08 the anode. 
(3)  The only rslliarlalea way to hold the arc in the: annulug 
immediately in front of d;ho orifice appeared %s require inz&u%atIsn of 
the rest of. the annulus elecdrica&%y. The csnfigurarlborm shown $11 Fi~rkir 
29 was deeigaed far this paaxpose. The insert slcatehed in Figure 28 
was m ~ a d s  of copper and was faslebted from the anode by $ha two O- 
rings. In OP$BI$ LEO proLe~lt the O - ~ i n g  rbeareot $0 tbs arc and ts prolv~al 
a secan&xy arc frora striking ea tbe inser t  B @mall anloant of gas was 
f ~ d  i a ~ t c r  the s~~"1:atl nnutas bstwaelx the anode sad the insert as shown fn 
h e  a n  This @oxa$fgapratlon C I ~ % C ~ Q ~ S B ~ L S ' % ~ ~  cacdisrtad $he arc to &he 
position n s  shotvn in  FZgtlre 28. 
Althowgh t h i ~  do~iga of arc heater appeared ts b v s  acam6;! meria 
in that the energy WEIS ttsansferresd to the gas with rw~armble:  eetcieacy 
(50 par cent) and $ha ergthalpy aeppear~d to bs distributed quits aniformly 
th~aetaglaout the g s ~  due do the; slecltlersmagneeEe3 nkixlag effmct af &he r~atatfag 
arc, the arc oper8;llisra @fill appeared tca ba quits wetsady, ehiibigiwg 
saddam t ran~i t ioa  fronl Qxxe ara-ads sf ~pe%at.loph to, another which was 
cl~asacterised by abrupt c b n g ~ s  in voltage acroga $ha nrg: and by high 
an-~pPitude oacil3.atiorzs in the arc vsBtaza. As amentiarned previeatzely, 
t h e w  trarasitlrsns appeared to be caused by phanasiena occurring at the 
electrode sarfacess. Cha wel'B~dgatcmment~d pPlena~~o3nhan tha t  could 
cause this type of behavior of the arc Ze khg tendency far ithe C I ~ P P ~ ~  
spot to n-i~ve in the rstvcctgrsde clfrectio~ in a transverse magnetic fis;'Z& 
X$ the arc cot-na near the ~~&%irade b a force an it in tha retrograde 
direction and the rest ~f $he coltma had ;k foxee on i t  trying to rotate 
it Jie %ha acsrnazzhl direction thsar ~ ~ W b l e  ap~ratio.ra, edil;rited by voPage 
roocllilarr;ionr and. urnsteady f~Qiqltro~l?b rate, i& 0 0  be expcted. qigl ordez to 
9slhimr;e &is pa~@ib%@ source 99i the? volgi2Lg8 flae%Uions the design 
af dbe ~ l e ~ t r d s s  WIB elYXt;Zng@d &D W$ the earranst density a9bt the cathode 
was in the directic~n of the ;~rmd'gz~ei;fc field. 
The alecltro&s cadiguratfoa adoptad i s  ehowm in Figure 29* 
Baeaideesa b v i a g  the culsrsnb: density at the cathde praUsB the a d %  
~pe%a%Erc fieldi, $hie de~fgn  of hsatar iraeorpra8ed the ae%g%i$flaml fea9u~es 
d@cka@s~tB, bskasrw. 
( I f  The are was farced to turn through a 90' anglo rather 
abrup~ky. TMs causes soarmas sPectrc9tmagrnetfc pmping  OX the chrgrsd 
firticlls~ out 6 6  the arc eonduetian ebnn@i rasuitiag in a high ~?ta~~jrgy 
traaefar -&a fEjeo~s the;: are atad a soa~squenf; higher volege drap aerooB 
the arc. 
625 The &re must G E P Y P ~ C &  & Be anade on 8 mrr@w ring. 
43) The g&o flow over the oa~de  ~urface grsvant@ ;a back flow 
f porn defwelopf ng. 
(4) The Ibdfsr elactrode farces f i l e  go8 f;s flaw svar the cathode 
az a high vsFocJity aear tbe &fp ee that goad cecslislg in this regi~m, occurs, 
b+ge  qwnatiea of ~ b r g e d  prtfe1e1 are blown QU& gX$: the cathode 
(at%bllehent regions, and the eaaode opsrateo as a Aeld enlitter over ka 
wide range @rP cuxrsnt, Soma dSficulley was snacsuntsred in ~ B P I B B ~ $ ~ P I I ~  
the arc cwrenL $ P O ~ L  p s s i n g  t k w g h  the buffer ~le~trade. Careful 
caal;orarirgi; cpf the exit asifice sn the bdfer electncade svear$wlly led to a 
cc9afiguragiaa that; pefef~xraaed ~efil.bbPy and regrodu~ibly over a very  wide 
r m g e  of gab6 eatblpy and power level. NO mod1 tranoftisno ware detected 
ar; any t h e  in this arco The hmter performed eqwl%y well  csn argon, 
[laelim, nits~ogan, althaag%% &@me dffficalty was sncsr'ha~kbered in 
otaraiag the dischrge with khe btfer $w@ types of gas. The m a s u r e d  
prhlrmlta~@ ehractsrieties are diaeuesed Ln the f@fiftt~wEq aectioae. 
The arg: pteaehl drop weto fsajrnd to dapcnd upon %he following 
wriaitsfee: 
(1) The ark: curlreag 
( 2 )  The gas mass flow rate 
13) The applied ~ d a t  ~ ~ a g n e t i e  fi ld slifirangth, 
a plot 02 a n w ~ b e r  d ~ B P B L P ~ B H ~ I ~ ~ ~ B  ; 30d@ ' U V ~ Q ~ P  the OTC ~ ' W C J I  
w a ~  Ib&?tb% faizky ~0nst&E4$ is @%TE@wa i& Figure 30. TgBil graph indfieatsa 
that the d(epnd@nee of the ptential drop on the nsagnetlc field 
oQ@aga 9s qudzatic, ao a1ay reasombly be expected, 
N u s r o u s  attempts to obtain I Q ~ A F ; ?  reaaomble cessuettfaan sf the 
r~staeiasa between the arc cwrene &ad pte~ptiai and gas flow rats 
ffakty led to the plot sshown in Figuree 3 B and 32. &I plotting $he arc 
p g e n a g k l  drop as ee function of the av~rage  n u 8 p y  of tbs gas, any 
attelwipt ao sspraffwg out ithe depsnde~ce ofa arc current and gas ma81 
flaw isate individwlly is abndoasd. This represents a ~ a a e r  fuw&ms~d&^al 
d e ~ r t a r a  from the ara?@aads used to owfyse shtis: zn~cs, where the plat 
of z t l p g :  voltage VB, are eurrenk- is considered to be elbe 8;r~oet imparmat 
relation of the dii~chaage p r f a r n ~ a n ~ e  ~ h r a c t e r % s t i ~ $ j r  As seen iw 
Figures 31 assd 32, there is a eoneiderable oesMer arf: the pin t s  abut 
the mean curve8 $bt are drawn, however, eke csrse%ation% appears to 
be adaqmte to represent B valid reBa2i~n. 
The pressure in the are ckmber wSae raised only over the 
~ o m p r a t i v a t y  small range of $ram % to 3 amo~@$re@, Over this 
range, there WE%@ no dete~$&ble change in LBI &PC potential would 
ifidfate a dspndencs on the presetsrel, when the pa5cantkI drop w e  
pI~P;%ed 43s B fatnctissin g~f the 8Y@FZ%@& gag @gtPbXpy. F f g ~ r 8  33 shows t b k  
it Oe possible to reduce the ps&a;ntiiaf drsp ploe for any O P ~  gag to 
single surva by a s s u t n g  tbt the magnaglc fielid iafituswica: is gwdratfa;. 
An axpIs.neation of the mecbnigm by W M C ~  an "hia~reaae in the 
&&all magncetie fist8 strength Encraaases the ark: plentiaE d r ~ p  i s  not 
imn2edhb;alby obdous. %iia@e the elurrenl entera the aaode at a p~iaa 
and is not spread ~ym~mejtrica1Ey arsrand ghs anode riag thespa fo probably 
no angsntial Hat1 carrewe, Instsad, &ere ;Be p s o h b l y  sn elseerfc field 
sat up across tha diameter of t h ~  ;stre which will  ac$ &O just compea&ast~ 
far the df rdct dscroaos %a the electrical conductivity of Oh@ diaekrgejj 
wth by the magnetic flelld srs t h t  no clm~lga in. the rsaiiatsn~e sf the 
c ur  r mat p t h  8s fig) be e q e s  tex.L 
Xi ail. sf the dischax-gs path were perpendicular &a the axial 
~agrzatic field a e  inn the ig~natar chrznaei ctlprm$lguraffoa, &hen Zle waeold be 
reasamble to posEu4~te t h t  the I n ~ r ~ ~ & s e  fn p~t~nEtia1 d r ~ p  was dlas to an 
fnc~sase in the rotation rats af the C O & U P ~ ~  recutting $in a redteetian of 
~ ~ 1 m i n  d meter due? to $he gtranger @ro88-fIgaw0 thug fnereasinag the 
fi~sipatioa PEE unit Ieasgth a d  the radial electric field. h the prescat 
eodiguration, howavsz, i t  will be shown later L b t  ~ o b b l y  a& n*uch ao 
6% par cent of the ovaral% p~te~Pitiaia drop ~ @ @ G P S  in Cha deinity d the 
catbde, that is, aloag the ado of the applied magnetic field; hence it 
do@ B M O ~  8pp6ar possibile to expi!;ziu all of the fnczease af t h r 3  ZAP&: 
pat~~tta'8 with inncrsa~ea in tbs n:agaetib: f9eM str@nrg$h by using the 
;3rpm4snr; 0u01Binned abava. 
hvastlpating o ~ e r  psslbXe snseb~ntsmo to axgBzjl,fra the increase 
in arc pkeath2 uria the I m r & a ~ i q  mgnelic field wsuld fnvslCvs ia more 
asrough study af the nla~tna~r b v h i r h  marst of the saergy 1s trans- 
farred from &ha dischrge  $0 the g a ~  aEtn $%ha aetml ~ 8 i t i e ~ n ~  in %he 
arc 'cvhere this OCCWBI &I,  his re~pect, gQ1B fallijawli~g g~aaral  ~baorvaw 
a a a ~  are relevant, 
(19 The sin~ilartty oalaion of' Secflon X. iadieatss t h t  the 
wwer d i s s f p t i ~ a  fa Gkae co%wln falls very rapidlg~ with increases in the 
e o l m n  tiiar~~eter fe>r a given arc current. T ~ s  izdicatea t b t  one would 
e q e c 8  tb W W ~ F  die~iiqsiatlan to be highest in "Ce coaltrachd regions 0" 
the anode atad c8tkzcbd.e gal$ ~ w c e a .  
( 2 )  Coupled wff i  the above energy transfer by aarmaZ ceaduc$bon 
t o  the g a a a w y  from the eaanrb;rar,ted $;~ortiolae ~f the are, io the energy 
trauder out: cf ehsoe ragfana tbt occurs by ia2sct~.amgn@tbc pmpbng 
d the c9mxged mrticles i ~ t a  the other pr t s  of the disrc=k~rge. %Us 
i~ a phenon~aaon that always C P C G U ~ C ~  when eve^. a ~~ae%v-g:ting CO~LWI~ ~f 
p%a sma expado,  resulting in  a dacrsass of crsrrcn"tderzsiQ. 
(3) Tha e$ectron ten~gerature in the contracted rcgisne is 
siv~aya LhPghar and in & Q Z ~ @  E . & B ~ S  higher by Q ~ ~ B P ? :  of magnitude, than 
&a h-t~gr ert icte  tsmpsra$ma, aspeelally near the ele~trods owface@. 
TMg resalts in a high prodaactircrn rate d cbrgeel mrticla~.  Mrlaeara &as@ 
chsged p ~ t b c l a s  are ~ B ~ Q V B ~  from the contracted regions of the 
d i ~ e b ~ g e  by either gaa d ~ ~ i 9 :  forces or electromgaaekfc: p&npiag 
or bof;h, k r g s  anaouts td energy are transferred from L ~ B I  electric 
field to the gas and a high pesceaeage of the svsralf arc pes&eBa$iaH drop 
would be easpecged to occur In these regbogas. 
Itn view 05: the above discusei~n, $he following ; ~ ~ t u b t e  i s  
made: EB], the e~Ya$Bgarati63ia & o m  %a Figwe 29 a d  %a m~uay other 
csafigu~rati&ang of are j9t he~ters, high parcanage czf $Be %leeEric- 
saergy is transferred to the gas in the vicinity gaf the pfF1&1~ where &he 
diochrpe ~o~lacfes ths electrodes. Tbe mast fmpr$&n$ msebnism for 
transferring aae~gy Bra= &ha siectrie: ffstd &e, f;k@ gaea i o  asr~agb $ha 
psrodu~#on of ckrged prtieIee9 in the@@ .tc@;ntractad regtoas and their 
slabrtaeqrsreast %Qection into ~ n d  r@esmbfmtion ia the gaa volme3 praper. 
h suppr t  of t h i ~  cgsncBuaion fo'llcrs~ing ssperimeatsl @vidance i9ia 
cited: 
[ l a )  Experirenrgsnrtg repoxt~d in R@f@renca 7 indlcata a e  the gogal 
pteatbl drop across the a r e  did naot tncreaes appreciably when the arc 
isnp$%l. was iz%b:~@as@d by (aao meoeb as &n carder 0.f wgnifude, Thies 
indicate@ t b %  the snssgy B;HIsaJpted fn the cohmn W&B ~ ? ( f i ; ~ & i P  C C ; B ; ~ E I ~ ~ B ~  
to the %oat b%@etrf~aX eraergy $ri;pasferred ts &he &a$, 
( 2 )  8% b s  been k~besrvsd Wt wharr the electric discbrge in .a 
cylider @trikes to waZI near &he catktde sad doeo t o a t e ,  then 
the g&@ fiowing &rough the eyP0nder and ascbwd axe fo nr~h hated  
opprechbty and the pfaa of ataebeat  a% ehe aeode burxzg eut quits 
rapidly, 
(3) Bn tha electrode codiguratiepn ~ h o w n  fsn Figure 29, the 
a p e i n g  between the C P P ~ ~ B  a a d ~ n ~ d e  i a  ~ d y  abut  1/8 ik~~hes.  Oeah~r 
aperimenter& &have famd .a;&%& wif;la electrode oweSngs an csrdsa* of 
z~aga%p;tads greater, 6he potcz~tbl drop acroses &ha arc wr&a much Eh$ 
same as was meastsxed in the emsriaisaenats repr"l@d here, when the 
average ga8 sas-llpy anad pressua6e w&;%8 in  same $&age. 
33 we a-ic &he above bypoghsois, tbpn ws n ~ u a %  ae* inquire 
into the mamea" by wMch $he applied n~agr;asSFlr: 6ieBd caa %duenee  the 
p ~ " ~ d a c t i a ~  TB@B td ~ b r g ~ & q  p r t i i ~ 1 ~ 1  kra the eontrsctsd rsgisrra d the 
discblega near the sl@ctrsdea. bdspendeat of the miechfaisnm $nvolved, 
the fir@& r ~ q u k r ~ 3 m ~ a t  ie  bl: khs eiasctresa~ In these regic~sna ba either 
rails@& 6;rs a higher tsmpsature ar mainaixaced at kh~fr or%giat.;jtl t ~ r n p f a t u r e  
aver t~orrger partidan e;af the ore ~ b n m E  by th@ action of $he applied 
n~agaetfh: field Evidernrc e fromi axperheat8 with the retragrade matian 
OS the ca2bde 9 p E  bndicr$te tb% &he 9 0 r m ~ ~  fs the mare likely pbsaomsnon, 
these sxperin~snts, there 10 a @6+8a& indication irmcreasing the 
applied magnetic field svanf;uliy roies@ the &I@etr&~n temperr31ture in the 
caa~rpde spf ;  to the miat where &be slsc~r~ams are ensrgstic enough to 
doubly ionize &ha gas agarno tlzart a r e  pre~ew8: in U t  regf~a .  
Xt mast be ea~b@ed&d, at f i ia  pint, tb1; there is 8 s  yet fnsdffcient 
evfdsnee to alBeaw any d@iia%%ee o%otez~ent ts bs made concsrgning the 
reason for the iacrsaee in &re: ~6;@n$hl due to a e  applied mange@lg: 
Pietd. The discussion above, as to the pc3ersiMe a2acba%iisrn~ invcsPved8 
is;rgu~t bs esraoldered as highly spcula"kfvs arid to same exterm$: lntaigivs. 
Effarta f ; ~  amlyss the contracted elsctrcde ragisno of t h ~  diechrge 
are st31 quits crude as no eeoa~istent eeshntqhae sf bridling the tarn- 
peratarc diaf%erenea between the efcetrrone and the heavy gas prticlses 
has yet been devised. 
Bsfcsra leaving this ~ r t f c u h r  aap~ce; of the are: diecbrge-ga%i 
flci~v interaction problem, it shokaEd be m e n t f ~ n ~ d  tb& in davi@ing a 
machnfon7 "l oqlate3. the Mgher c b ~ g e d  pr"k~c%e p r ~ d w t f ~ a  rate fa 
tha presence 0% a ansgrmetic field, fufs essential $0 ~i~tllt~802e0uot.y 
accoaat featr the mechnism by which the mn"tfclas aza  rem-owed fra1lj.3 tHatC3! 
conkra~&ed arc regboas &ad iaajacted into the? gas flaw at the Mgher rage. 
The efficiency w~sdB~h which ars elllprctrlc energy f @ %ransferred from 
f%o stectrfc d$sr=brge to &be gas ap,~a& sg;mbwEPer@ betweera. . $0 &ad .85 
for a12 t y p s  sf gases and aver atlt entblppa ll@v$?rZs, $ ypieaP efficslsncia~ 
far @om-(3 expa~~fn~e~rts  in argsra nnd hsliwrs. w e  ptoeted In Figura 34. 
XP. 2.3. Rc~ezaPlfon mte sf Arc and Ga@ 
C'  , 
HQ n2e&surements were rtii%CB@ ~f the a n d 4  apat r~ltatiosk rate. 
$.;Fatic presBure mrnasurements were  made In the are chmber. 
The ~s are shown ia Figure 49 for some runa. At the lower me BB flaw 
mlues, there is a fairly eoa~jistent t@nh%e?n~y far the ZZ~-B meilai;t~r+meFeE 
as in Seetian Xn,  1. 3. to bs higher when magneptie field ~Prsngth is 
higher. This indi~at638 t h e  the$$ f a  p r ~ b b L y  a considerli~ble amount csf 
mngenthl valocfty indaesd in the gas Bay the anode  pat routfan. 
FolPolrzviiag &he deve'hop~eat of the are hwker d@scslbc;d above, 
i t  vs'@s decided lo car ry  slat 8 0 ~ 8  heat transfer E & B P ~ u T B ~ @ ~ ~ ~ @  using the 
bat gae frana the genarotsr, A netalbes: sf two-inch losg copper cyXin- 
drkcaE cbrmela wwers ~onseruceed with beZ'Cenxou$h in'C~ts &Had rn~ax~ted 
d~wnst5~ek;tzri ol the arc, a~k shawl $12 Figures 29 and 47, Tk~ese ~ ~ Q I Z ) ~ B I  
were  intiiullated both t h e r ~ l a l l y  and electrica2ly $ran: the rest of the 
equipman& and war@ cooied by a water jacket, The pawer debive~ed to 
the cooliraii; w a t e ~  wa$ aceuraesly deternnined by measwing the water 
f low rate and the rise in the: tcr~~yerasurc  e4f the water  w i t h  hLh';?rcAo- 
c ~ u p l s s .  MOSS of the experiments wer@ ek)aduet@d uir;Sq a ~ g ~ x x  gasI  ba$ 
&%'iiiw gas pisfag a@@d ~ ~ i g f g  dame ra~ep. Each rrana eh~asist4d of daetlEt~g 
the elaetrlc power level 8 r r d  crsnging the gas mi&@& flw ~aLe @vex* 1 
wide railge. F Q ~  $his i*:'ea~orz t h ~  gpsa arztQrsnlpy chnggsd by a factor of 
8 ta 9 in gois?*g fr(;p~-~ the EPi&e~t xrAass fiow rate &Q $he 10west I ~ B Q $  flow 
r&$@. m ~ a y  indepead~at runs WE~ZEI F X P Z ~ ~ @ .  LO @em i f  any I ~ u ~ ~ c B  of the 
gas @naLjgy 0x1 Hu016lt n m l b ~ r  $auld be ds&sc_lrsd, but the setredt was 
alway& negskivs epvatlp aes ~@gtlaa where $he average @qla%lilsriu~ra 
temperaWre waa bepaeel% 2500'~ and 13.500'~. No artempt wae made. 
%herdore, tcs f n ~ l ~ d e  $be gas antbalgy a s  a mrameter in ;he preaen&%ioxa 
05 k l ~ s  xea.ir2ts. 
The neilzzte~ were gbort ei1i3ug.kb ~ i 6 9  that at rsu time xva& thsrce a 
fully dcveP~ped velocity profile for Poi@alarilla pipe ~ S Q W .  The heat tr@jiess- 
far rate eoerld thersfora be cozleidared t b t  &cross a botrolbsy hyar .  
"- 2 o r  tjais r e ~ ~ z 3 n  tL .  ~ : i ~ : ~ = z ~ r ~ ; i  ?--:H;~e3 o-C hca; t:a~btjIor ~ a t e  are  csr:b-~&red 
0 ;9fioze c a z  puted fro.m2 f ~ ~ i ; ~ u k e  derived from haot transfer tatudiee 
~ C X O S S  a b a n & r y  Zayer en a % h e  phte .  
All of the qmn~ities which were n t s s u r e d  are plotted 8~ a 
fimctionr erg thz fzeo streax... Z ~ y r ~ o % d c  a~.x=sber, delhxed as followe: 
lie = { & d / ~ p ~ . ~ ]  
m -03 flaw z-aate of the gals 
f i g . ,  . d ~ @ o $ l t y  oS. the gas atom8 t o ~ p u t e d  at the ave~age aqujilibram temperature af the free stremi. 
Each oat of ma&a=enl~?&a w a r e  carried oul; over o X@gfn~Ids 
zaku~~ber ra11ge of E DO - $0,3CSO. 
The haat t r a n ~ f a r  ma&@rPrsmant~ are pr@@erz$sd fss tws wisy~. 
Fixat, Ohe -measeared ratio of govurer abssr bed by the i-aazale to the.pw9tr 
in the is plotted ITS. tIae F~eyns~lldh~ n m b s r .  Second, a Nueaelt 
a W b r  f 19 c~mgtaeed ;sand plottad a& o fmttioo sf the: Repards samnber. 
Ths NasssEt n w l b s s ~  is defined a& fallows: 
Nu s 8L. Re. Pr 
Re RepsPda am3 ber as predous ly  defined 
St; ( 4 4  J 1 P /P ) = Sz~azon number 
N G 
-4' ~cn~gth ai aozzzie 
p~ p w e r  absorbed by h e  coalbllrmg water of the raoaa8e 
power in the gas =: kh h 
>+* "P p/q ~ t .  p g -.i*~h U.  3 ~ p ~  = . < : F ~ z  ~ 0 . -  a? La - , o : ~  
G sl..ecific heat sf the gaa atoms in the free stream. P 
y thermal conductivity of the gas stoms in the free strean 
The values csf tihe tranz~wlet cr;asEficfew&s taraed in pttsdwring the &$a ware 
$hose of the gas atom& only, This was cbon~t t b t  a c 8 ~ 3 m ~ n  refereneef 
for gampri~g~z~ wigh c a a r  e,vesimenta caul$% bs ud@& since %hare i a  
still little uniformity in the rzlar-alr-rer by which ::coe%lbfciento are 
emluted for a wrtda&%gr ioildze4 g$as Ths values of the &a-ansport 
properties that ware used were k k e n  froan W s f e r e n ~ ~  22.
As i a  indicated in Ffguse 55, fcus  ser.fas of e x p a r b s n t ~  were 
=adem Since sa1-,le a-daf, magneti~ EialG tv&e nacesaary %a have the arc 
function properly the niira'an18.m~ mx~agnstic fitsld in the arc regiow d u ~ i a g  
tire e ~ p @ ~ i n ~ e t r ~ t a  was  1133 gaa00. M0)w8v@rl the first two berfes af 
aqesr"aAex~ta ~ e  cappanr nsra;zIs a-vas ~ler~@undS%d by oxx Iran annu%es~ wfaieh 
x-sducad tihe, magsnehbc field ii% the aozete! to lass  t,%n 50 geituso. During 
she fire% set sf expsriments the nszr?;l@ was ~;barted tlxrough an wmuraater 
$0 the a a ~ d e  and the current- meagured. Conswring ehs ralsra%%g c)f eerie@ 
1 ;bad aeries 2: an Flgu~e  35 it 9s seen ti.izb& tBe la-t trasn~fer; rate w a ~  
@rarrais%@nfly ~gliller whea th@ ~tfrrent is 8IEowed La flaw batween $he 
noagBs and the anode. T b  be@ t~ansfar eqwf;ioea (N-l l) imndicatea U t  
this isa to be expected, since the crsrrsne carries with It tbe enthlgg of 
the t ; i + 3 ~ t s ~ m ~ ,  which i a  de l ivc~ed  to the! nozzle as the= e l ee t r sn~  enter 
i;he suahca. %as addition, fbe s'te;.@tsoas aat;rzzibs,a the nosel@ far81 &rough 
potsatial avhfck is apprssximately sqwf t r~  &s wore< f an~ t lon  of the 
meel le j )( and sseh si~cerea &at enter@ the rpa9;2;1@ aura conrtri- 
buts8 this addtional extergy to the heat fssansfs~, $Vha;ia the nozzle is 
ohargsd to &a snade, wa &etbui%d erpsct tbt, in addition to p w e r  
tratrzsferred f rea  the gas to no%sPs due do fsfctiomfi haat $ F & B ~ O ~ B P ,  
%;be pwgjar (512 & ~ / ~ e r  + )C f i  H should also be $ransferrad to the 
naasle. B =we B@IW$? t b t  t b r e  Is no fntexactjiara be twe~n  these two 
he$$ kra~19fer mecbnl~m8,  iQ i@ pa~@f$ta  Be c m - p t e  &he W~UB sf 
512 k ~ /  ( eI + )( by comprring the valuae of PR obtainad frcni the 
maasurea~enr&s of ~cssiss X 8 d  E J I T ~ ~ B  2, asd m A a l w i n g  the C U ~ P B E B $  I fn 
iia~mer. When B is d ~ a e  it is T~uacJ 512 k ~ /  ~ s j  +X % 3.6 
volts and tbat by eubtracting rh@ power 3. bI from PN of series 1, the 
resulting M ~ W @  PN' are Identical to thoee @brained in aeries 2 
wOtMm @xperim@ataP efrer. This f ks: @hec;sw~% in Figure 36, where the 
ccr re~ted  vatuea of P H I  for aeries 1 were used to cornpure L b s  
Nua~eBt n m b s r  Wk; fg  pltot8sd aezre. Ginca 42ze work f w e g i k ~ ~  cd pure 
~~pk~ler Xi@ 4 w11j;~ f&: % B  t~~nbt f ' i re iy  coaclded Wt &s comer erwfaee 
of ehe noa;ziplPe wes~ prabbly &diaed or aab;harwEa~ rz~&i$tad ae t b t  the 
staecdroa~ fb;il, tksraugh only 3-43 volts apon $9-nter%ng the B $ B P & C ~  rather 
l b n  4.4 elscg;reyln volt work fune$Staa af pare C L ~ P ~ F ~  (The 512 kT 
is negligibla compred to Ier X. ) 
T ~ B  CBF~@B d =8a@kar@$9-h@DfCP 3 I$ mad@ fa &9b 8 f f e ~ t  $69 
sea S the m&gnelci~ field b d  any deeechble idglrence on the haat 
hrlnsXer F O ~ $ .  A%0agB 845me sprad  in &he e3~pel~imenaI points 
wrzmrrod, there w a ~  C O E ~ B $ ~ ~ @ D I &  trend ia "Ce whieh W ~ O  s~baiszed 
from 84, fa i r ly  ext~asive gzoup af e~eril?rreaI;S to indicate any zeducti~~ips, 
ox hsag transfer rate? a0 the magnet i~  field svas incxeeb~ed~ Since 
wgm~6g: f ield @fixan&& cIsa b v e  qdta  a p ~ o a o u ~ ~ a d  fduerarce on the 
@ate  off the gas a e  i t  eltatcsrs ghs nozaze, tea the interaction of the 
gas flow ~nah the romging anode: ~ p g ,  it is not p ~ ~ e f b l e  to m a k e  any 
eoaa=ltssive smten~enls as to the effect 0% zgPe ~ g n s t i c  field apon the 
hait $ronsP@r ate in tlnetss sqeriments, Xg is esntaetvely concluded# 
bowtsvar, t b t  the spread in the dam fsn Figures 36 and 37 i o  ~lz"~aisa'ly dw 
to ro%ttonz esr unavennsos induced in the gas fiow by roat ing dis- 
cbrge,  &he roeotfsa rake of which ~ b a g e e  with the magixe$rfir@ field 
str eng*, 
mtted fine@, r~pjes~enab;fng lmlaiar and turbu%@n$ h a t  frakas$e;tr 
rates ;iompu%~d fapon~ forn2adlhs derived ffrorn axperl~x~nts on flat p$%tss, 
axe plagiretd ca Fipra+cs 36, 37, oad 38. T i ~ e s a  Piaao are irez@rodt%@sd ert-kly 
fn gsrrder to give r e f e r ~ n ~ = ~  jleveZ from which to ~ o x n p r ~  8 E f ~  
msaeured =%%@a &ad &re net intandad go indbckzta the true or e x ~ c t e d  
heat gransfar roQs i a  she eonEiguurar;ioan etanaad, Pa pr%fczslPa;e*l i t  i e  
~aaveatiomt o deft=@ axa V E ~ T H Q U B  g&@ pr~per t i e~s  s u ~ h  a o  density and 
viscs?rsity in $Erms the %va,lBI temperatwee in mt ph$e esst,asskimcmts, 
*haraae in t&m nozsle exprf~ie4nes carried out atld r ap r t ed  here 83&e 
gsa prswrliee uead in cam~ptinq %he R~yplolde &ad N%z~4&5181% nmBa@$sb W@FB 
c a1~-ub&f.c3d Q$Z baa%$ ~4 tbe free set-m 2empr$4ltear@, la obafnfmng 
the b ~ f m r  &&at transfer raga plot r&b following two sqwtfons were so@@&: 
Q 
RP Franndgl a m b a r  s~ gxetsviotnsly defiad 
(Re)d Reynolds number ae prevloualy defined 
pUh s F ~ / A  = power density of gas flow 
x dismnee along the t=hnneB 
$hi8 eqwtfon was i81Cegraf;ed ala~xg the chrnszel length "L give the 
o-rcssion that has been pI.oi;ted, e. ge , 
Sin~fhrlPy itor the rmbubent section of tbs &@a& eraasger rate curve, ths 
Zwai sad Integrated heat traader rate eqat;foa t b t  wars lrrrred are 
Figaxe 38 indicates t h t  wl%ea $321 &eat transfer rssuHt~ are pltotesd as 
the NusseIlt n w ~ b ~ s  vls, %ha Bey~c;p'Bd~ itwiber, msish.@w e ; i n d ~ z t ~  uaf ng 
8 3 ~ ~ 0 ~  and h e l i m  gag give raslxllt-s &ha$ are identfaf to withirn $ha 
~xpe~aPfe~snt&l error. 
The ~esulter prase&se% in F f g u r ~ ~  36, 37, and 38,can be 
9 correlated &a within about * 50 pas tea@ by $he foXlodng ewzsssian 
This relation indicates Bkhait over the region of ( d / ~  j teatcsd during 
these axpesiments, $he Bractfan 0% the power in Lha gas %hi$. t o  trans- 
ferred to the aozalcs doers not depend upon ghe aasaZe diomeger bug anty 
u p a  %ta length for a fixed mass 30w rate* Further ~xpe?rimenBs ~ihaufjd 
be wrrled auE to  detarrniae Sf this rsla"eioa hs ~ P U O  O V ~ Z  a much wider 
laage af (d/J ) ~ O E Z H ~ S .  
ga the first seriea af e:.ipes,.liansnts a currant that flowed frarn $he 
anode %Q the ratg~ats was nxaasared, Ths values obtained fron? s n w b s r  
of pma is fato&t;eb In F b g u r ~  40. Over the WeyaoEds somber range? of 
@O 15818 this currant was 8 s  M I W ~  as 1/14 rh4 etll~er~nt i n  elhe (arc. 
At ~ w d e  bfghss Reynolds 9aw2ber the anoda to aozele carpsat d r o p ~ d  
df $0 practically D$Z;L"D rand In e m - e  C B B ~ B  FBI& ra@dlty again for Srafglrrar 
Re?yno$r$s n u ~ % b @ r ~ ~  Durfag these a?@asrn-en~ant@~ no G I ~ ~ ~ c s  @saald be 
dei;g;cf;rs-d in the cbracf@rristice of the arc heater, ken~ce it SLCJ untiikely 
4 b t  $be ~ r d :  earrant traasferrad prtiatlgr ds the xt"9ei~115 when the high 
ansda to y~rjr~%le ~ a r r e n t  w i k ~  ~ : B B S U P @ ~ ~  riillthough this ks an8 p~sibbae 
axptaation for the surprisingly high -'baa of t i h i 8  current, Wbea t&a 
nssezle was eleetrieslty fnoulated rfram~ the rest 0%: the cqrzf~a'zent, i t o  
ptangial relalive to rbs anode was alsasrrred by ueing a Volt-onmyst 
w c u m  t u b  volt meta~ .  The nozzle; p~t@nth& was a'kmfay~ negative? 
witla respec% $a the anode bag it appeared ta vary i a  rnagnritude in a 
fairly ralordwm manner* Hawevcss, when a s  pot~n%h)L between the noe~els 
and the anode VN wae divided by the arc porenliel drop V, the ratio was 
fomd to be qui$e c=amas&at at a viilHa;t~ oli" aboa 43.35, The reaattg of 
me&e3k~re~~e~sI:~ on eries runs 2 ,  3, and 4 is aslrgan gas are plotted rlpl 
Figuzi-e 39. The nszele con be considsred a@ a probe and lwnca the 
*mtsn'tk1 O h &  it davaslops can differ from Ggpe @%@ma ptan6iaZ by only 
a. few velto. This $adl;catess t h e  in  the O r e  codfguratian ased Qaa these 
@ l;u&r&rs, the anode ptsngkk drop wraa ahrag 35 per eeupt C B ~  the teal arc 
potential GPUP a:ld that ill@ re~ri-~aJ:~izg 65 252 ceut of eke pote~%r&t dsesp 
occ~t;trek% in the calhodc region ar~d the colCmAna if orre deveiopcd Xn 
genara2, khig atateraent can be ~el;Pfilraaed ta seay that 35 per cent of $he 
electric energy wae irss*efes~r@d to the gas In '&e an0Ae drop region 
an& &at the re~r.ztining 665 per ceu6 -2X the c%e;tctric nergy %;;.as; tjeat~s- 
larred to tihe gas i ts  the ea th~dc  Jrdap region, 
XIV. GONGLUSlQNS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The znalgrsf s and axprinaente reported 6m $hips wp@r can 0n1y be 
ccdn~idersd as a pr~lirn~im~y survey the very csmplicaeed field of 
energy txansfer p r ~ ~ e ~ s e a  fa ~ r t h i l y  ioni~led gales. 
&a eke analysis, some cdle~xturss  from esseing thssretieal 
resdte of the conduction and diff~lb~ib~a P F O C ~ ~ ~ B ~ S  in a p h o m ~ a  w e r e  
obtained. T h e ~ e  are lietsd belaw with a brief dioeusaiea sf ehe 
pesibjhlit y of checking the gredietfcane experisnaen~lly. 
1.B) An electric crtrrsn3; in the dire~tfglz~ 0% (E a ~ .  B) x jig 1s pre- 
dicted from the %ragmen% of %he general celbfZuaion aqmtf~ns. Same 
difficulty i e  anticipteel iol devising an eqerimengt to check this ars~ulf, 
since 88s ye&, even the mZ1 ~ ~ ~ r e l b ~ t s  in a pki%m& b v 4  got bee8-n 
aceussatsly mea~ured. 
(2) Je: is predicted rtbt & mLagmnaPic field can. tdlueaee &he 
%hermaE crsnduc tivf ty  sf a p l a ~ m a  dir ectly only fi~kougila ealtlrtrg~lling 
(&I t b  ~bwbbiwlar diffusion rate of tbs chsged prticlke~, and fb) %he 
thermal diffusion of the cbrgad  pstic fss. 
There is good IseaBePrn Lo b p e  tbt & i ~  re&u&t wffl be checked 
sxparfmsnaity in %he near Patare. Studies of the rah?i%at energy Bran@- 
fer eaut of arcrs with and withoat wgrretis: fip?lde along the ditscbsge 
 is are presently ufmdsr way in! several laborikt~rferg. Provided that 
instabilities do not 6;sccur W r  m y  mask tbs ree3sulke, charifieariairn of 
the niagnetic fisld idluencs on beat transPer raga should sooa be 
amikble from& the ~ g s u l e s  ole them experiments. 
43) W-bea the plaoa~a $r~3wrperature and presetore ie  such t h e  the 
cbrged ~ r l i c l e r  density ie not too far from its aquflibrim value, it 
b a  been found t b t  tkfs aalBaip1as~ &ifitasion of the c h r g s d  wrticleg 
m k e s  a major c~nt~ibution to the &harm1 ~ ~ n d ~ ~ t f d t y  0 6  the pla~ma. 
This i s  equivalent tc;~ the mamar Tan whfeh tha atam dufueton in a 
molecul~r gas 1dB~sgtees the therma! csnductivity of the mixture when 
the gas tcfmp@rarttare is high egaough to form an appreciable; n m b e r  of 
stoma. 
The experfmeat dfocuseed in ( 2 )  above can be modiifiad slightly 
$0 check the above pint. When the gas pressure is redaced B T P O U ~ ~  agi 
axfa8 magnetic field ohsuild be able t s  i d i b i t  %he radial diffu~iion of eha 
cfaslrged wrtfctess and Pasage $ha m n n e r  19 which khis diEbp9esiepw. affects 
a s  tharn~all @onducti%-i$y can b~ datermined. 
The amlyefs carsfed spa$ la thi~ seeport i& iadeqwts  ten fully 
dee~cxibe all of the r@lev&n% pEg;Pceasss occrarrixag isa ceiectrfai: dtsch~asgaa. 
Tha modification8 a d  additions tg9 the the~ry t h t  s h ~ u i d  be =tad@ are 
oatlirrred balaw: 
(1) The affect of rssdktioaa upozm the transport progar&iea of $he 
plasma miu&t be iwcleaded in the pBa@nam~n&11agic0li eqmtiona. Thfa 
he sccom@ished tan elegant manner by cosasiderfng the affects of 
sradbticbmx as due to the motion of phoesn ~rt fc l l e s .  Thi@ assmtptlsra 
 allow^ one 8 0  ce~n~idssi. the plaamja aa  a four p9abrtic98 sgist~m and thus 
fit a11 radiation affects logically into the phen~msnsH@rgfe&l equtions. 
(2 )  The fact that tke e1eea;ran is much ama%j/ar $ b n  h t  
of the atoms and ionti3 means i t b e  the elsctroas an.@ loosely coupled 
ensrgetically to these heavier wsticllee. Tbts r a t s e ~  two baeic 
problems: 
(a) '$be velocity distribution of the electrans will aast usaaally bei?: 
Maxwellian in the presence of E L ~ B  electric field. 
(bf) Tbe average energy, or  tansiperatare 0s Bhs allectrouas will 
usratr%81y be higher than that of the fond and atam8 when energy i o  being 
transferred .fron an. applied ele~trig: field to the gas. 
Many aspacts of thssse! pxoblsms have been stadisd sxtensivety 
by group6 working with glow diecharges and to some elit4;errat those 
studying electrode effects in arcs. The Lateat and maat comprehetnsiver 
intrsstigatioa along iehecse lines appear@ to be that of WU in  Referenee 14. 
Considerably nlora work masf; b4, Q;IQIE& glrn ~ b i ~  subject before these 
effeca;~ can ba introhced into the general t ranoprt  eqmtisns or 
pb@nsornexpo~~g.icari ralatigans for a p b ~ ~ a .  A concceaaesatsd effart should 
be placed upsn rinvss4tigaCi%ana along these linas, as a general frsrmiulatioaa 
of the stabject would form the fr;;bmework wigbin which ~vns could treat 
electrode and gaseous breakdown phglazsmam ia o Begleal and consistent 
nne r . 
A cegli~plete similarity solution for a c yiindricialjly s ymmelleic 
electric diocbsga has been worked out, A nu~mbbr  a%: psametero that 
appear in the am%ysi  are Bf s $ ~ d  below: 
(1)  The fir et mrameter idieades thL the a m o m t  of radial 
presBurs that  the d i ~ ~ b r g e  C E ~ Q  pr~duce due to the arc saU mag~ictih: 
field depsads only upcla1.h the ewe of gas, the static pressure a$: fbe ~ u t e r  
edge of the d i scbrga  and ehe temperature along ths axiss d the 
discbrge. 
(2) The ~acsond siniilar6ty ~ r a m e t e r  indieate@ t h k  the p w e r  
per wit length ?3mt the discbrgs can dissimta depend8 only upxl $be 
type 0 6  gas and the texnperatrsre on the axis of the dischrge. 
(3) The third p r m e t e r  indiea~el  far a give;? t o e l  CufPr@n$, 
khe tempratare g f n  $he axis of %be di s c b r g s  inc;km~;iss as &ts radius haf 
Ebe cbnnel ee~nfining fAe df s c b s g a  dacrages ,  
$%stag the trasasport caefficlemts that h v e  been computed in 
Appendix I ,  $;be E - I chraceerf~tic foe. i% cotdined arc in argon h a  
bean emlutad. The catculatsd curve is commrsd 4 t h  an cssskperi- 
manal ly  dsterm'aned curve fro=& Referenee 38. The electric field 
&ha @~@rb@43n&l curve $8 X O U @ ~ P ~ ~  %WIGEL I t b L  C Q ~ A P ~ ~ C ~  f i b  
theory, aver nxsgt of ths range ~f C U Z P B ~ ~ .  lh general, this inGica%es 
tbB: the aif;le=kricat conductivity @f the gae; $8 ac tu l t y  ss~~1%ewkd: ow@p, 
p r o k b l y  by about a factor tlrf 2, thra the ~6mpuL@d v&~u@. More ~ x p 6 f  $,r
m~antat evfdaaee and amlyticisl ~fudies are required before t h i ~  con- 
clrnoiorjta caa be justified. Once the axpriniezrUf resalts; are considered 
$0 be ean~pleteky reliable, tlaen $his axperimerzt can be used to accwarely 
t"fi6;ta~ure the $hermat and e9ectrisal condkactivi&ies the plasma aver EA 
temperature range of 10, OOO@K ro about 100,000~1~. 
A study af the shaath otruetkare t h t  farms sa walls tbt ar-g C ~ i i  
conace with hcat piasa~as  f s  of iaiparemacc~: from the ~ta~ldpoint of
faterpreting prabs n2e&aarcsm@~bt1 &ad alga la a t d y i n g  ol@ctrode 
behvfor, The sheath that d e v a f ~ g s  batween o hot p'ltlama and a cold 
wall when (;ha gas is not eoo far from equtiibriwi besa ai~abysed 
and buad t~;a have the fl3rf2owing teharacLerfeotlss: 
(1) A po&ei.nriak welt devej.lop8 between the gas a d  the &~fatX when 
V1 -$ ) > 0. The depth of tho welt is approxiaately ( 4-2 - y ) volt o 
and C ~ P  e f f ~ ~ t f v s l y  farm an bzastalating layer between, tbs wall and the 
pla BEla. 
(2) One side af the well  axtseds oat only a Debye disancs from 
W wail. This p ~ r t  of the she&& saa be iauetncsd by &pee: cfiassrgtf: 
zbcceasmalation an the wall. The o&er side aff the i&otePa&$aI wetla a&e?a&a 
taOo the pta~lrrna a distance fezlal t o  eontrolled by &a eamppaestre gradfeat 
aad hence by the configetsaticarrr wndear ~iredy, ThO@ part. of eh~f pcstenaiall 
wet% ~;trucfure CIZ?L ~ a l y  be c ~ ~ t r ~ l f e d  by changing &he temgac3rature 
gradfeats near fhe wall tsi&Pnrjr by gasdynamic teckfqlues or by cbngiag 
the earsetat deneity aarmel ko the wall. 
The exp~riments coradulcted with a eoncentric electrode arc 
heatex in. which the dfiscbrge was =&ad@ to spin by cn applied axial 
mijrgaxstic field inacated thE Lhi~ ccodigurssirelouz smbodf sca numBrotlc8 
I ~ B ~ S O U S  defects, some 6Ji which are indicated balm.  
(1) T b  mngential gas $XQW wMck the raaEEag diecbt-ge! sets 
up iaducee a ssec~ne'l;hsy Stow eaf hot gas along the electrode surfaces 
wMch re~ul t rs  in eeriouc9 energy Isrjlaes artd may burn oEX$ Ijl~lt~ulators 
bsswesp? %iho, slectro$@s. 
( 2 )  Ik ria mc~?smry $0 paition the diocbrge a%iafly by same 
mechiaaileajt teehnfcgu@, sines it t e d s  to blow a& af $he anrautus. 
Experiance shown Wt at one almotir#ere pressure or higher, il& 
Is not feasible €0 use an S~1s~L.?bteCa. ring a a  one rtlec-tr~de ins ~ r d e s  to 
~ o l l y  msition fhg: df acbrga,  ~bnce l%le hot gas very  quickly burns 
u.p ehe insubtion. 
(3) High amplitude oacitktfans ara sneouaterasd In the ctlscbrge 
*tenth1 and &hi&, ~01~plekS with tx~nsient electr0d~3 ph~n~mem,  tead to 
=lake fhe arc behve  im8 an er~a(i;ic manner, e h t  gives p533 &a&% uneven 
E.rax8gng to &he gas, 
These defects occur in an annular csafiguratfon. When the 
electrods configuration was chalaged so that a point cathode aligned 
field 
along the axis of the mgnetie/CNas made to disc*%i.ge to a ring awde 
sn wh$cb the anode 8 p t  rotated zapidly due te, the n:agmet;ib: field, a 
arlarked improvenierat: in  the p e r f e ~ r r e  of thio device a s  an arc 
h a t e r  eccwred. Some of ehe characteristics of this configuraticsn are 
swinAarized below, 
(1) The potential drop across the are: depende only upaa the 
average gilt@ e;nt&~'epy for a given n~agnetic: field strength 
( 2 )  The are voltage drop increases qudratfcally with the mag., 
netic field strength for a given wlue  of gha average gas enthalpy. 
(3)  Qver the range of prBsaure thzlt the Bevice waa operated, na 
dapsardanccs a% &Re potenfk'b drop on the pressure csald be detected, 
(4) The energy was &ransferred frona the electric field ta the 
gas with Bn efficiency of b@twk~?e;$~ 60 and 85 per cent. 
A numbers of tentative conclusion@ e=&a be drawn soneexnfng 
the m~anner  in which the energy is transferred ta the gas f r ~ n ~  the 
diacbrge?.  These are based upon the? result@ of $he amlysis, the 
{ l a )  Arc cslmraa 4m general can d i s s ip te  only & few kil0whtt1~ 
of power per cent2~2etsr of length when the temperature an the axis 
of the disckarga is under 20,000~~. 
cbrge where the electron t e ~ ~ p a r a t u r e  is ( ~ ~ n ~ i d e r a b l y  higher t b a  %he 
heavy gas prticle temperature a& their iMjection into the v o l w e  of 
tho gas iea a powerful means of transferriag fsrge qwntitias of enex-gy 
to the: gas  over very  small &reas and a s  saeh caa account for most ~f 
the energy transfer f r m  the dil;cbrge;: to  the gas t b t  ~ G L P P I  in many 
arc heater codiguratioaas. 
(3)  If it is desirable or necessary to use dha are c o l w n  a a  the 
heat source in the ci?Xeedrir= db~se,%sge, then the dhmstal- of the 
coluksrn should be kept ;as small a s  petsslble. Ro-tBng the? colma 
through the gas by rasing a transvezse ~ lagnet fc  field is probably the 
best method 09" sccorr;pIi~hing thf a, 
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APPENDIX 1 
T S m R T  COEFFICWNTS OF A PARTULLP IONIZED GAS 
The Chpman-Enakog t rwbent  6 P  ths B o l t z a o  equt;fon?i b s  
devsllopd aaa e%wmasion 591 Sonine p l p a m h l s  can ba uoed ts 
emliw%a the ~ ~ P E E & W T ~  ea(i?ffS~i~at~ of a ga8 mf*a;br@ %O day desired 
2 
aetcw8cp . Fram this aalysfe ,  HiraeMaOdesr, Curtis@, and Bird b v s  
&@rived a eaet glif d@tertrisiiant;~ h$; ca%a be uasd $0 @(;pmp*e :!ha first 
apfpraaximakion ts the c=o@%ficiewta. Corr@c$I@n germ@ fox the a l i c~ l ik t i~n  
8f 8-d @f gka3 @@r~~n$iH &PP~~@~-$%Q~wB b ~ @  b @ $ ~  ~683%l%~3d @ato when 
mar@ t b n  two C O % % " ~ ~ Q ~ @ F B ~ S  a x @  ~ @ ~ t @ n t  in the g a ~  miztar@ iSbt ev~tlfwtfan 
d $ha generak exprscssaibon fox the tn"&aeprf; cajiefiicf sat@ becomes 
aaremslly tedisus alad %as, -nay eases i g ~  mat  Caa~%blke witheat undue 
sxpendituare .hag time and bff~r$.  A me&@& @f ~ompakisgig t h ~  ?!F~%@C~S$E~ 
a d  aarnt&l conradwtidty eoeffzicfent o approdnate1y is obminad by 
e?lwwndi~tg the re;spetet;ive ds%srmjinrssn&s and keepirszg only the domili3ii%aht 
$;@ra%. '$hi@ appr@&d=h wag aug~ar"e'@d by ara, ampirfcol eqwtiora for the 
sr%tiacssfly af -a ~~ulti~omp1;23n~nat mix ure delefvad by df. W.  Bddenbssg 
&ad G. R . Wltke and descrikd in Reference 45, p g s  532. The 
multigbe dgfzar~faa coefficients ore ~0~36~pufed efaetlty and t b a  somie3 
apprax4rnabei~ra~~ are jkgp8de ta ~jimp1Uy eke axpreasfona. Apprdgsaaka 
epsprest3lcsns are eomputctd far the thermal diifusE~w, ceslsfficiant~s. 
i t  % @  ohown in Referanee 15 p g e  524 tb& six iateract5tsn piPamer;sxs 
fer a ~ h  G y p @  of ~~Zllsiow ~ u @ &  be compaed. In the goraeoIa8 t b t  wfkl 
be used later, fiaea p r m ~ c a t e t ~  ore divided by the ssqdvaksnt valw for 
irarzaZeeraf~s, atomis-ions,  st^. , can be? fomd in the U%er;dkure. %n 
part i~ular ,  I. Amdur and E. A.  aso on" have computed the transpcrl 
coefficients for the noble gas atoms up to 1 5 , 0 0 0 ~ ~  us$% deM from 
mo8eeuh~ beam c;xpsrhswta to evatwte $he @ o a ~ W n k &  of hbair coUislo~$ 
the cesllisisne betuye~la and tatoms Bhccn a aim@@ khegary af the intar* 
action of the ton@ c b r g e  with the indwead dipols af the cattiding alam 
i%a&fcote@ 1&b$ on fnvsr~e 5th power f&w kafds fop the ca3rZfisi6aa. and %ht. 
setstioaca the r%h praxnst@rs will be C~=~.penO@d far pirl;f~F@s wi$h C O O B X Q ~ O ~  
interzec&ic~n only. When no @&hex is avaihble it  will bs aoaumed 
tbr: all a t k ~ x  e w e s  af calXi@is;trae @an be adeqwhally rep;~asanEsd by the 
rigid ~#ericra% mod41 fsrt~~"a~tfon~l .  These six triiteractiaar pra~~cete?ra 
coaedaactivigy and digfugijion to :, first appr~%;lma&f~a in a muiit3fsXs corn- 
p n e n t  g a ~ l  mlrnuree HOWBVBP* In order to sbtafn ~qarirI1 accuracy for 
all t h r ~ e  c~efficiaats it is neceacary tcr use the ~aechaxld ag~oxfmatioitla 
ta the %inary diffusion cseaicisets. $BE; ~ h ~ w n  by Sgitzer in 
in a ccsrslpletcly ionized gas as esraputed by tho Cbp::an-Enskag pro- 
cedure agscee with that c~mpett@d u~ tng  the apprmeh of Re;.$ere;.nce 31 
to ~4thin a few per sent. 
gives the required rehtie~aship between the m r a e t e r ~  of the btwry 
collision aarB the transport eseffiicient wrsrs,etar a. The three rPecBseary 
The wrious symbols are defined 8% fallovqe: 
b disance of clssest apprash of the! two p r t % c Z ~ s  
@( ./ 1 poremtial energy of intaraction of tb two ~ ~ $ 1 9 1 2 d s  
m rn 
reduced m a s s  of the parriglea = .2 ,  
"1 2 
1 Z ;sm 
+ a T  
7 12 
&me dfggsrsncsris in Qaefii~Sian DCCW between WrocMeBder, Clartiss, 
and Bird aad C;BP;sspwnn &ad Gowbfag. The dsfinjittong shswez, abve  are 
~ o e  adapted by the former. Since ir; is desirable tes ass the t ~ 6  
r s f s r e n ~ e s  ImrtercbngsaMy, ghe f~%lowinag relaatisnehip occurs betwean 
Sfnee &B term Bkross-sectiaaft ia  used by many aa-uli1ora E 6  maan any 
i~ &a ~ o ~ B P P ~ G u ~ ~ z  calfision crestis biisctian for priti~fe~ QE rel15~tive vesloeitgr 
g. Sinnee all ~f the aabavs cros~-sec%ions are defined fsr a givsn rsbtiva 
a &&%XVEI~IB vslwiey distsibutisst For thie rea@si?a ,q13i~jlEBkity defira~d 
aB &he! reference coltisioa erosro-aecd;iopl as $01118~~: 
1, 1. It, H, RQid Spherical Model 
Tbe generalized fn%esactismni crass-sections i s  defined r % @  
The s u b ~ s s i f l  R. S. denotes khe, rigid s&erfrcai m~de%r The Inateractisa. 
msamatsr~ are defi:5ne;d as f ~ l l a w ~ :  
Thesa q ~ n t i t f t a s  are. aslsied ta ir~sn~dimensiomlft~e &  v%jbkaes t h t  occur 
for  her cckllllsion m&(t31~. The fa1EowIng naa&faa is used: 
e ,  e L  
When Lhe force between two particles i a  given by F ' 4 i T E , y 2  
the required croesw sactiaas are given in Wefsrance 1 1 ,  wga 11 48, by 
Xa the above sxpjcefjsisma the qmngity g-i;e deAfzsd as f~12awls: 
(4, 1 Bafars the qwsptfttes a , caa be sva1mf.ed a amber  0% as&mpOf~;?aa~ 
mu@1: bs mad@, Tk6 fir@t h 3  &imp%@ and caul@@ a6 tratxbks: 
Far aay rea~laimMe aesmptton c~aracsrniag d tM& rabtion i@ allways 
&rue, Tba next paeolbPen 5ra ers determine %be value aef d. M s ~ e  aaacars 
pa$. d ~ q - l  &a3 thg Dsbye ~hie%dEazg d$s&acca cp9% allectrsne. For &be 
the being &he value of e;E will be 'bafg 'rcarskaitrasy aad givermi i% dspsndsnlee 
an &e reHPjbE;Eive srslcssity of the ec~lliding ~ r t f c l s o  ikze fallows: 
The cros~-eec t i~ la& can Haaw be 86mpf13fjli~d bollowe: 
I 
2. Q,, - 11 % ',':- ' (+- ---4-- ) t 
The irttaracrtjioua pramqcero ore obmiared from &he ina;agra$ion gab 
-4 Using these relations aad the Q,, ('q "l of Eqs. (A1-15) and (Al-16) 
$he foXP&pwfng exprassionrrs are obgained fag the interaetioa prameteraD 
/ 
argon &$an;-electron collision.. the experimental curve for Q c , &  
i s  fitgad by the following function up to about 30 C, V. 
I 
Although Qc, a in $he above function goeo negative %or x 3 40, 
thia does nor affect the integrate up to tamperaturc ot 20,000'~.  
Tha eaxpreoljicsna tar the i:x9e~acdow prakmeter~ ~ h o w a  belaw: 
-I % * 
Values of f , , ,  . RI IL  a CIIa a etc. are tabulared in Tabla I .  
argon ~atomo-~te~r;zons intesacb;f one. The dIB%asian cr ~ s s -  sectisa clarvae 
- 
aton2-alscPron interaction 82x3 tabralsted in Table 2,  
In @aI~tkllaotiag $%28 $ransport eobff'jtcieat~ in a @B m~isetur~ t h e e  
gsasralised Wrairwe8sra are ol@eful. The firs Bs the eecsnd approxhatisn 
to the Bbmry diffusion ee~sgficfexat a d  i~ defined beflow: 
The "thfrd qumntfty is the f i ~ " ~ $  b~mra&%&"~iati~~b te the &errnab c~t~.drac#vltty 
of a pure subagance when L r ,j and 5 %  defined oa fo'blotvs: 
m m f j  The quantity m i a  the reduced mass  defined by mu = 
=, + m; 4.i 
The psawefrsa* LB the r e f e ~ s n ~ ~  c@llfoissa cra@o-esactie,'b~ fais: the 
%j 
interactions ef ~ r t i c l a s  c;s$ typa 31 ond e y p  j. The term f ij(Z) it, the 
correctfsn term applied faa tha fir ot approxin~igtfoa of the bfnzary diffueton 
&a order $8 ceticubee the 3ercond o;$apz°odrnati8zz 20 hhs bimrgr 
dSflgekoa coa%ficienlt i t  i~ neees8ary ts ev~$mke kEb@ qwnti ty defined ba'E~w, 
1. 1.3.  1. Caleularion of fl when the First Wrticle 
;Bave~tigatir;g the order mgnitude of the V ~ T I P $ M I  term@, @nail flnmda t b t  
" rm '& hence Xy i s  nsglcctea rslative ro Yy 
* W * 
4 I ,  = A,, = A,, 
H Y I 
, = I ; C,, 2 5  - 3 
a 
Naplacffng terms of order rnx campred  to 1, 
%Ma expre?ef~iost f E+ evalwlsd for argon atom and k ~ e 1 i m  atam cailiaic~artna 
wieh ehecftrgansa izp Tables I and 2, rsepctively. 
Gatcuktion of f1 for  an ion-atom interaction whsn q12 i. 
iiad~prrdenl sf dhe tan~perature~ SSra~e the ~ ~ r r e e t i $ ~ n  term $8 eregligible 
T$@ gsmesalfzcd 6iffu~fon coeffe"ieiarnf;o ist; a 3-esam~p~ner%t gas 
b v e  be@a w ~ r k @ d  out I& R e f e r ~ n ~ e  32, %I)s~&$c ';a" ?. 
The LU d Eqs. (=-lo) ara given by the iollowillg expression 
gal-as) 
The binary dillusion ~oefficiente ara given by Eq. (A1-17). ki 
&I ae ionized gas ths ~ompaerats Wbsli'bed a s  fallows: 
I sif; conear-wnent = slactrms 
2nd Can~ponent iaas 
3rd caSrxapBaPs% = catan~s 
h $-llwltfmg expr$t9@10n~ (P$B-BO)8 the faHEowi~g notaPions are used; 
f 2' > c:; 2 = - A, = (2E.tJZ& 
p e x  4:: m o  fro. 
(At -47) 
Dae t~ &c r~Zi3gia;n~s 1~~~10ng ~a@ffi~beats, QMZY tHr@~ rra~ed &a bs 
waluated. Of the above set. LJ1 . , and LZZ are chosen. The 
below; 
L , ,  - G P  a + C  '4 I +  
tel NIT (,trc,"R (71 c m t w c  
The foUerdng nnomtfon FI now f a t r d u ~ ~ d :  
Pith theae definiticna, the expression for LI1 , LIZ , and LZ1 reduce 
to the expre; ooioas gfvsmn baserliaw: 
Vaih~rz Qbg lhimtisra, en the ratis of &Goal to Lon dsnasity is dmp1ed so 
thst 3 a 3 1 . the above sxprassions san be dmplified, since to 
writfin o few p r  cent ail( rs I and 6 rj Q, Xa tHnb.@ case %a mlueo &re s a  
%ottows: 
L,, l eJ  
e 
m e  m e  
In disftlaeing the hsat fiu* eqwrtion. the expression LZ1 Lz2 2 
- &12 
mast bs @ ~ l ~ e a c ; B .  TMa qwgsgity 6ie sr$o,wn bet-: 
L,, L,; L : , = m e ~ r ~ e  z. 
4 g b  gsaeral eqr@s@%sna for the ~ersoaity coeffi'iciiennt in o 3 
campne5ak mfrx&~e%e t@given by R@fere?nce 1I1, p g e  531, a@ follows: 
The coaipnentsl~ M ail.@ given by the foElowing elgpxts~rsie~ns fd 
The amkutf~a  c3f these dsterrnimlB%s apequires a dkaaestilad Emmhsdge o$ 
i%e c~ltisis~n p r m e t e r e  ~f %Ess varfaue mrticlse, 8iii8nce the@& as@ 
M r d t y  aver known with an ~ C C U I P ~ C ~  t h k  warfaate &he coc~plsts 
evatwtflan of t;3xpr@ssbo.mm (AH-64) some appraer~a%-8 method of determfniag 
l% 3 is desirable. Tbe off-diagozlal terms 83. can be made equal to x j  
zero by p & t i q  = 5/3. The @gation POP the vl&cosiegp now B ~ c - Q ~  
Tbia sqr~~srlosp is rblatively easy to evalmte and h~narcs a modfiisd 
farm a% Sit iie U E ~ B ~  rather W n  Eq, (Al-64) % ~ r  the ~a%e~ftation td LBa 
viafosiry in which (he A ~ *  appmring in Hi% are not put equal to 5/3. 
bug to their appr~prbtt~s values. 
h order to obaira BSB eerhate csf the asrellrB fnvolvsd in makikng 
obuinrd from the approxia~&%e @qm%fon, The twa reau2t& d3arb E O U P ~  ttbf, 
B 
be identical to within the order of (rn$maja campred to one; heace 
far the purpaaPPas sf this r e p ~ t  the a p p r ~ d m t f a e  f s ~ & t f  ~P~actor.9p. 
a+ 
?a* Ha- = I+ q.3 + f l z o  @a + 
/wir 2 a A A :  Jqsa 
The sqdvallant axpressbm $@r the ions k"seeemg8 
Fiwalhy, svalwtring i t  far the electrons, we acBWin: 
ing these gogether the? value of C 3 1 ie obtpinad, when C = l o  
* -# 
E + G  + 24 l e a  
-6 f e e  Ace. 
f all terme thet are smaller than (m,/ma) compared to one are aaglected, 
0, Eq. (A1-64) rcl?ls;Eucee to fix& follllawing exprassion: 
9. 
far &% binary mixture sf aerPm~ a d  ions is @emwe$ and the f01H~wing 
I 
= ?m/; + xlm'--! L C ;  Xi' At' 
The mrious value. of are first normaliead to %' 
ij 
The! element ig, can w w  be evaluated 
J--3" Y 3C 
- 4- a' CZ .C 4 A r e - 3 B r b  L  + - 
%a " f i Z L  j a a f i a >  y,, 
f ~ a  f lza 
assumed Ulat € < 1/(2m)~ 
prr + a  
1- 3 2  farr 
GimilaLr apprcximoltiona &re =lade ae, in the avzlluatio~n ai 31,- . The 
mtue ohwined E a r  &, is show~b betlaw. 
gsndeacy e d ~ t s  to treat ~;PPQPx-l c ~ n d ~ ~ f i ~ l t y  0f 8 p l a ~ w a  bra a m a n e r  
sbAihr  to csltce3ctrrtcat cslaeBuceivi%yo An sacztnrsimtton of the absve s q w t i o n ~  
iotdfcaea~ e ; h t  $be &khb~ma1h e~ad%bc:ei~i&.Y of ti%@ p h ~ m a  f s very close ts 
U% d the agoma up to a q ~ t ~  high per cent foni~atf~n fay same gaaas. 
Thic  eeeears becausa the codoarnb crosg* section, wMch EOCCOUP~I SOP 
seaom epsr &$son-ion crsg~-~eceions which countsrkbn~ss  %he egfect af 
the low elsetrones maso. Evea at 20 p r  eea?e ionization, the @leetrans 
c o3si;ributa only a f@w pi: cent $0 "ce p1a8ma &@rm&f, cr=crrmd~~kiv9tg of 
h@POaa9lea, 
A sapcsasld p i n %  t U  oh9aak4 be sersh~sed i~ -6; the met8tsd ef 
wlsubii8ting $he? tar~olspalet coefffcfaags lay ehe Cbpon-Ewskog  exwnsfepa 
agmt iac'at9t%e any deperedea~~3 orn the e&~rwHiy applied fieids which 
a p n  i d w n e e  &ls cbrged  ~ r t l s c ' l ~  motion. The gra~n&prt essfficcjeats 
depew"I~b gr6a the & ~ s ~ c & E B I  p r ~ p ~ ~ h f ~ e  of gas wrtlclea a d  tfa~ir 
cs%U@boa pramaCarss* Any dependence a$ &e &finesnml ctaadactivfly of 
a p h g r a h r ~ ~  sm applied elactric: or srrasagnetic ffe?ld& must o c ~ u r  though $ha 
W@r&@kirsns of the various terms af t h ~  pi&b@n~)mr?wlogaieaI @qwti~a~a, 
Ego. (11-1 1) and (11-12)+ Thio i m p r f ; a ~ t  piullr wOZk be dieclsaasd In 
Be&EL in @&ear secel~nrra d &SI mpe;Ta 
The th~rmtsat. cosadu~tivity for iz pws  pkzan3a 5~ cabmiigaed by 
pegin8 a + O in Eqb3i. (Al-75). 
Bstsousa af a geaerlasl b @ k  0% idormr~tion lorn ~afXSsih)~f a"ambt@~"@ 
for e'l@@t;~@n*&g~m and ion-aEom co2iigicbrre, the aso-ptisn will ba: made 
%hat he onliy csllisions t-t coatribtats to thar-l, ~ ~ $ . $ U B ~ $ Z E L  arb the 
~ Z E ~ C ~ P % P B ? L * ~ ~ ) B ~  c ~ a l o m ~ b  ineesaceians, Thio approdnl&tiot% i s  gmd a e  tong 
as the eltcjlctretnt or ian interroction with the atam obey& oa fnve?ae/b?t 5th 
p w e r  fkewI ~QPitSli is eased a. miadel for the interzrctitdix of a ~bilrg&dB 
prefcle and an 1 0 ~ -  TMI & p p ~ " o d g n ~ ~ t f ~ n  i s  expe~hed $Q be 9rbz-y poor 
when the Ran-nsaues effect accure in &s eIeckron-ate,mk coitli~isna. 
The definition for the thermal diffusion ratio, K and K 
in $;$is pwr i a  slightly duferent from $ha dsfinitiann in  Refersncee ;Oi 
%5. Tbce f~llowfag equ$ioa ska8w~ the rsb96ean b@tw@@n b;h@ W o  ffpr a 
$wo a;rampaaasnt g&@ mixture: 
Using tha expression of Reference 15, page 541, to @valuate (kT)@ 'ha 
& 
foilswing relagion tti~ obtardned wksn Perms cd the o r d a ~  ma coPrn~re4 to 
E are sasglsctcsid: 
When $Ma expse~oion ia  weighted Ear atom-electron ~olli~taana oBel 
~ubseituted into Eq. (lB8478BI the wlue far K ahciwn below is 6 
ab-ined: 
To within an approdn~adion @infilar to  &a"Lsed in oIa",ai~ling Eq. (Afi-so), 
the ion thermal diffuaiona ratio can be nctrglec&;ed, 
There fs art pre~an$  o rterfiouo b c k  sf &%ti& @a the crrsa~~-eeeti9~ns 
for the itnl-ssilection of ions d t h  neutral atoms al%d mo%es=alcae in the 
armergy ragj,ga QP 1 a;Eacl;rsn vat$, F Q ~  this reabnrsa th@ tabuhted in 
zblisr: eactian can be only zappr~ximte. The variaus rfidels eltaA7~~;;sn e 
reprase& the jnaeeesgal-gr intasac9fesn tars di~cbns~sd below. 
Dam far the tr&~lsjh;~a~f p r ~ p e r t f ~ ? ~  QE the gable gatsea from PO88 
22 to 15000'~ has been tabulated by Uason and Admur . Where necessary. 
the; i6%bbW &I befea @xtrawfat@d tea higher t@mapeB.&l%lar@~ by getting $heir 
data to a law of the form qQd = ( T / T ~ ) ~ .  The only interaction 
permeters lbat had to be e ~ k u a l a d  wae Ail* end B,*. Using the 
n and  owli in^", page 172. the 
fellsuviag vest-@ ware chaeen far argon and h e t i w  gas: 
Eq, (AP-151, * The raecessary expreseicrxzs are reprodaced below for 
canvexlience : 
aiofs-ilfty stadisas No inS6,rn~oiior.r could be round covering %he Ismper- 
&rare range upward from 1,000~~. For this reason. Bani@ ~aleuhted 
v&iua@ of H~zaPlack and Varney were ueed. K cvss a88wdd1~d e k r  thee 
talrnperatusrs dsperadenaea waa S ~ T P T Z ~ ~ E L F  ta the atom-aeaur: fnteractioas. 
The necessary &ta. talcen frorri a tabla in &ocbZ3 (pags 71) is shewn 
The inCaractic4n far etectrorn-atom ceslIi~3ion h a d  been @om.. 
p e e 3 6  f s ~ m  @q& (AJ -119a &ad b), for both %XeZim~ and a r g ~ a  The only 
rsfource: d any appsaeiablte error in &ha @am-pu&tio-~s i~ 18 the specification 
fl 
of Q,,'~) * In general, it ia felt that the cross-sections and parameters 
9 The Perm i a v s l d ~ g  ehts 1e)giibrith of the r ~ b t i v e  vsl;ocity W ~ E I  
averaged cd the irntegralh. 
4- 
can be ascurGtc to - 2G per cent.. 
The &ta. is presented in TaiSEse B and 2 .  
The; visclrssity- af argot1 and hehtua~ wag ~oraputed OVBP the 
t emparaturts, range where they ara p r t h t l y  ionized. %he fi:inall value& 
are piotted fn Figures 9 and % 0, whare they IZ-e ~3arnmred t s  the values 
far the aniernisad gas. la general, tb& viocosity ofa fully-toniieed g a ~  
appear@ to be about a factor of 20 lswor %bn when the gas LI uaiani~ed. 
The a r t o u ~  terrna tbaZ coatribate to the thermal ~ag]ld~@tivbty 
of he1ioiull.d and asgoa while aney ara prtripllby ionis@& f s  ~htawn in 
Figures Jll ;an$ 12, The tsrnz &rising f ~ ~ m  the ion and slec%ssn 
a z n b f p ~ b ~  @aif$asfon give 8 by far the greateat contribtation'ovaz msat 
of the range of ionizot%~-a* peakizag at an islaizaffon leva1 of aboa;l$ 54)1 
per cent, Far canvenireace, &ha var'rtgaias tsramo contributing ta the 
thara-;~$P e~nda~tidtgr ae3 xepradw~d bslow. 
liince the thermal dilfusiot3. ri:tio I.( i e  on:all coi:2pr-d io  ~ I ~ v ~ ) / ( ~ T )  e 
it has been naglacted in the above term, 
l @ I  vx Z excitation of $he atoms and ians. the axpres sion ( I + - ) f A7 
I %li?harn Firr&eInb~arg c~mpmtad $he %be rare% coaduetidty of argon, 
his alaxzlyeis did not give him Eke term titriafag sf row^ the %on and efectroa 
blg)of&r dfffasfsn, T b s  addigion of this term ta Beejisive in dstermia- 
%ag the op$ratfag cbracl;eribstlcs 0% arcs, hetzca nlany af the aAodeta 
" c g  are diacnssed irs Kefcapance 1 canearming arc e~E?man behavior m~uta;t 
be crid~aiklpr reeamf~sed and the ~oncfuobsns fLb t  are drawsz treatad with 
This e4qression is eml7atrzd for argon and b e l i m  at a pressure of 1 
atme and over the teniprattare raage of ~ r t i i a l  ionization. The result@ 
are plotted a d  ahown in Figuras 13 and 14. 
A aarniaar~~1 JlOO kw D. G. ,motox genesatcar oot was usad to @upply 
power to the are: and La the magamt, Tha sat csoasistsd cd two wit@, 
each cawble asf delivering 5kB K c  QV&E" a d d e  val%g@ range. The -it 
usad to supply powsf to ths aaagazt b d  a +BOB%% in the field circuit so 
a t  the esutput ccmrrsnt @add be cantr~1Eejd over s range: sf 20 - 350 
ampersa. Tka4 currc;nt &ad va1hge delivered LQ the arc t 9 r w  ~0ntr8lled 
by the use of ag saris@ sf k1ha. i :  resistor@. 
The A. C. rfppbs vfsfg;zbge w a ~  checked and goand ics be I s m  k b x l  
1 per cent under bog& Qtpegz eircufg Bad Xmd COPZ~JGJOEPE~~. 
A mgp%at b t  h d  been designed by Prtzfasoor ~kndersons and 
usad irm csaeguldc r a y  studies w m  barawed gram &he Ngrsicce d@lparPm@xd.ke 
The magnet was pawered %ram on@ gfde of the M. C. @a% and could be 
aper&tt(&d O V @ ~  8 raags af p w @ r  from ta 5Q kw. 
The magne%%e AsBd strerzgeh was determined by uofnzg s flip-coil 
and measuring tBs  i~ndueed c h r g e  OIB a batZi~Lfe ga1vanaaieter. The 
flip eofle; were  calibrated asn a smadard m g n e t  d 2258 $&use. 
The magnetic field is pla$tsd as a fmxctfern sf t h ~  cursent In the 
ia Figure 2- 1. 
TWO sepraert! wagax circuits were used far cosliiag 8 b  are 
eguipea.  -8 flowad thoagh a crieicall orUfca cwfep$ tljrs 
alse%radas. The water flw rate was mm8wbd On a mcarsurg I ~ H I G P -  
meiltet. Figure a12 ldiatss t k  maaursd m e e ~  flaw r&Ee as 
fuacgi~n aP the recndiag of nPh&nomstsr. The saeand walel~ circuit 
naeaaured 'k&& ~ w a r  t aderred fra~gx the hot gas to a cyX5wde~ down- 
8gran.a fron~ &@ arc. The flow rate & tB6s system W&I misasursd 
dtrecety by deternmfniag the dplne to fill a I Ilhtrfsl mak 
Tap water wiaa us& k eaol$ng c%~e&$s. 
The p w e r  in ehe clsdiag water w~ae B E ~ W O U P ~ ~  by a@Sng ~ ~ 9 e m 0 ~  
ecru@@ h n k r ~ .  Tba cold JunceLan wa@ p k ~ @ d  in klm w&eer flowing to the 
equipanneat &o Rot jand:tf;ra iiil $be krearaed watar lwd~lg the equip- 
manti, hence ~ n i y  t-pratar(t3 ~ ~ c G P . ~ B [ Y ~ @ H L &  given 8 0  tb water WELB 
~ @ ~ B u L F ~ s ~ .  
The thermocsupPes wcr; o calibrated by cam~ecting the systam 
y Imd where h water caolsd a rs~isrtsr through which a 
emgzasurad eIactricalh pgiwer wa.8 df ssf peed. 
The CEEU br~3f;i~n curve sf the thermscoupfas is ohown ia?i 
Figure 11%-3. 
The hiah v~P&ge s p r k  used ts Initfate $be arc was sbained 
frkam a staadard Sebbferen e p r k  ~aerar~e. The s%jb;3lrk was delivered 
diiregefy &eraBs a e  eleclrades asd was inatalated f r m ~  the M. C. 1et 
by o sh;riera a% ~ ~ a d e n ~ e r s  and ~t C Q ~ I  ia Ugh current arc circuit, 
APPENDIX 3 
The term fBetBe~tr~mgne&fc pwpingt8,  is applied to &era;@ 
process@@ in the where tke self-msgnatic fi'.~s%d af %he dfscbrgrfi! 
hearac%s a& cozxgansnt of $BE? d i ~ ~ b r g e  C U P X I ~ ~ S C  in &ugh a 
-mar as to apply a Sorts on the c=%pgad prtielso t b k  $@ad& Ea 
p m p  tkbsm ~%gt  af $1?%4 high eurr~ixk, density regisaka a$ thc arc. gansral, 
*ass iorce3a occur Oa a~cis>wan~egpiC dise+Urg@s v~he3  a iaes  f;b crssos- 
o e c t i o ~ a  s- of Eb@ df lebrge  ~ b g i l 8 ~ 8  Of v~h8$"8 a@ CQLUB davelog~ &% 
eu,-vatare. Lz pineb disclmrgo~, the ae%%o-a of the a k v a  Peg~catl.~ r ~ s u l t s  
in the develo~ien8: of the E I U E E ~ ~ B  and kk& fn8mbt%fties, re8pacfiv@ly. 
Vdhen e b  diechrgrs i s  surrla~nded by uafsdzed gaa it b@ pgsfiblca far 
BB8 c ~ B m % n  to dsfdlsrm fin b a a  sf tfza above way& and st31 become 
ans&bEe. Wb~a this W C ~ Z B ,  eb rg@d pr%Q~8@8 are p m p d  out of &he 
regiaas of high ~ u r r 4 n t  density awl r e p k c a d  by ~tniozaizsd gas. TMs 
gao is &en iorafzsd by s&@e"eron banlbar&z~sat and %ha k i f s ~ b r g 4  $I ~ u a  
wf9n&fned0 
5Vhe1.a a ~ h n g e  On cr;.oaswaectfo~1 area d ~~~grCLhuri:$i~n ~ h ~ a e l  
occurs a. radial csnlpesnent of carrent ~ B ' " v @ ~ Q P O .  li the dischrge  
curramat 6e aaloag the pasf%fve m ax38 a& a s  c h n n e l  araa %ncrea~as, 
as s iuacroa~ea the cb rged  ~ s k i c l a a  pe satceeBsratsd fa &e directiazrs of 
incsaasing a. Conveztsle%y, if &hd a e c b r g s  area deersaaes in the 
psftivt;  a direction then the c h r g o d  pztiiclso ara accelssatsd in the 
negative e direction. T h e a ~  oneiod~rations lead to the f ~ l l o w i n g  
geassal ~mtemient: $%'hen the e~~~a-~e~tiesnd?bl area a condacting 
cotw~ar, of g a s  U t  is caosfiag electric ~ u x r a n t  ~ b n g e ? ~ ,  Were ~ b r g e d  
pre;f9;'bso in ehe colwin ars accetlsrated i b ~  @'LC dfnsc$ian of ilwreaffijtng 
area or d e ~ i ~ a s i a g  iCurreng C%@f~~f%y~ 
GcsnefdarabHa sxp@~kiea"ml earfdea~s is presan&sd gin B~*tfe;ke~a~fts 
Z do veariby the ahve  smi;@ra@n"1. 
do ths alkactr~dss are diaeussed fgr 
aer@I;Posrss aad :i d WB ~ $ B F .  
The f a r ~ e ~  %la$ C Q ~ @  i r a ~ 9  play wheso. the colmxaa uadarg~gzs a 
cbnpe  si Cuxvaews a m  beot. docwlea8;ed ia za%Z Zype cd ~xperk~errrt~ 
or in the pzodurction of pkemAsids. & z  bo2h oi Glees axperbents t b ~  
discharge p t h  i a  f iuneil ihrough  DO@ wiih r iaix2y wall  affective 
r a d i u ~  of curmture. Ths cizrgsd pr t i c f i ss  ae"@ & C C Q ' % @ S P & O ~ ~  fa the 
direction at' fhgnv@x C O P ~ L % P ~ B ~  
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Fig. 2 CURRENT DENSITY INTEGRAL FOR IDEALIZED ARC COLUMNS 
To / 1000 O K  TEMPERATURE ON THE A R C  
Fig. 3 POWER D I S S I P A T I O N  P E R  UNIT  LENGTH 
FOR AN A R C  COLUMN I N  A R G O N  AS A 
FUNCTiON O F  THE TEMPERATURE ON 
THE A R C  A X I S .  
- Similarity Solution 
--- Experimental Curve by Maecker w i f h 
Radiation Subtracted 
Reference 3Q 
I /rW Kilo amperes /meter 
Fig. 4 CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTICS FOR AN ARC COLUMN IN ARGON CONFINED IN A 
CYLINDER OF RADIUS r, , ONE ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE. 
Fig. 5 P o T E N I 1 A L  DISTRIBUTION AND E L E C T R I C  F I E L D  
STRENGTH I N  A S H E A T H  
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Fig. 8 POSTULATED ELECTRON ENERGY DlSTRl8UTION IN A SHEATH 
WHEN NO CURRENT IS FLOWING 
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Fig. 9 VISCOSITY COEFFICIENT FOR ARGON PLASMA AT ONE 
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Fig 10 VISCOSITY COEFFICIENT FOR A HELIUM PLASMA AT ONE 
ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE 
Fig. I l  THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF ARGON PLASMA AT ONE 
ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE 
TEMPERATURE 7-/1o4OK 
Fig. I l a THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF AN ARGON PLASMA AT 
ONE ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE 
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Fig. 12 THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY OF A HELIUM PLASMA AT ONE 
ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE 
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Fig.13 E L E C T R I C A L  CONDUCl lV lTY  OF ARGON PLASMA AT ONE 
ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE 
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Fig. 14 ELECTRICAL CONOUCTlVlTY OF HELIUM PLASMA AT ONE 
ATMOSPHERE PRESSURE 
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Fig. 15 WALL STABILIZED ARC 
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Fig. 16 ANNULAR ELECTRODE ARC HEATER 
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Fig.19 FASTEX CAMERA PICTURES OF ROTATING ARC 
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Fig. 20 STATIC PRESSURE ORIFICES 
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Fig.22 BACKFLOW OF HOT GAS INDUCED BY ARC ROTATION 
Fig .  23 
SCALE:  V e r t i c a l  2 m, volts/cm. 
H o r i z o n t a l  5 m .  sec/cm. 
A r c  C u r r e n t  = 9 7 a m p e r e s  
Magnet ic  F ie ld  = ,0700 -Webers 
~ e t e r ~  
S I G N A L  FROM R O T A T I O N  R A T E  MEASURING 
C O I L S  MOUNTED I N  T H E  ARC CATHODE. 
Fig.  24 
SCALE: V e r t i c a l  10 volts/cm. 
Ho r i zon ta l  500p.sec/cm. 
A r c  C u r r e n t  = 5 5  amperes 
M a g n e t i c  F i e l d  S t r e n g t h  = 0.44 Webers 
~ e t e r ~  
ARC VOLTAGE OSCILLOGRAM SHOWING TWO 
MODES OF ARC OPERATION W I T H  AMPLITUDE 
AND FREQUENCY OF THE VOLTAGE FLUCTUATIONS. 
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Fig. 30  ARC POTENTIAL DROP IN POINT TO RING ELECTRODE 
CONFIGURATION 
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Fig 35 HEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS TO CYLINDER I IN ARGON 
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Fig 36 MEAT TRANSFER MEASUREMENTS TC CYLIhJDER I IN ARGON 


